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MALE SKELETON UNEARTHED AT SANTA FE'S SANTUARIO DE GUADALUPE
IN 1989
Edward Crocker noted that this man was buried in a waist-length
black vest with lapels. A bronze and wooden crucifix and a copper
religious medallion imprinted with the image of St. Ignatius Loyola
were found in the coffin.
(Photograph courtesy Center for Southwest Research, Edward Crocker
Collection, neg. GHFBUI4)

From Body to Corpse
THE TREATMENT OF THE DEAD IN EIGHTEENTH- AND
NINETEENTH-CENTURY NEW MEXICO

Martina E. Will de Chaparro

A

fter strangling his wife with a cord one winter evening in 1834, Manuel
Gallego spent the night with her corpse in their conjugal home at
San Antonio del Rancho near San Ildefonso Pueblo. The following morning, the forty-seven-year-old farmer fled to his father's house. Investigators
from Santa Cruz de la Canada learned of the crime from an unnamed third
party. Arriving at the Gallego home later that morning, the authorities found
the murder weapon still wrapped around Marfa Espfritu Santo Roybal's cold
neck. Upon questioning the cadaver and receiving no reply authorities declared her dead.!
The criminal proceedings left relatively little room for dispute or argument, for Gallego had freely confessed to killing his wife. Several witnesses
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testified that Gallego had given Roybal La mala vida, a marriage characterized by domestic abuse. Notwithstanding the overwhelming evidence against
Gallego, his defender, Alonso Martin, argued against capital punishment.
Although still a murderer, Martin declared, Gallego had spent the night
with the corpse, thus showing himself to be more humane and remorseful
than the heartless, cold-blooded killer portrayed by the prosecutor. 2
Although MartIn admittedly was hard pressed to provide a defense for
Gallego, who had made no attempt to conceal his crime and had confessed
upon questioning, the Gallego case is suggestive of New Mexican values
and beliefs about the dead body. MartIn's reasoning reflected defense arguments common throughout colonial Spanish America where the murderer's
attitude and behavior after the crime might have an effect on the sentence. 3
Although archival records do not reveal Gallego's fate, Martin's argument
indicates that contemporaries saw some redeeming social value in Gallego's
loyalty to the corpse of his slain wife. Gallego's decision to pass the night
with his murdered spouse suggested personal remorse, an important factor
for the defense. 4
Gallego's watch over the corpse had a significance much deeper than
remorse. Few people in the late eighteenth or early nineteenth centuries situated death in a single, fixed moment. The standard dictionary of eighteenthcentury Spanish, the Diccionario de Autoridades, defined death as "the
division and separation of body and soul."5 Death represented not merely
the end of the deceased's physical state of existence but the onset of a creative or regenerative process in which body and soul separated and returned
to their original states-"ashes to ashes and dust to dust."6 Prior to burial,
when the priest spoke these words over the corpse, people thought that the
cadaver was still sensible-that the dead existed in a liminal state.? The
dormant and the dead were so similar that only the cadaver's decomposition offered irrefutable evidence that death had indeed occurred.
Eighteenth- and nineteenth-century folk beliefs testified to a corpse's
enduring vitality. Many people believed, for example, that the body of a
murder victim would react in the presence of its murderer and give the
killer away.8 Indeed, the difficulty of measuring death muted the boundaries between life and' death. For every scientific-minded individual who
opposed such notions under the influence of the Enlightenment, countless
folk stories of revived cadavers and rapping coffins testified to the enduring
life of the physical remains, particularly in the days following death.
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Popular belief only reinforced the findings of the single greatest proponent of incorruptible bodies: the Catholic Church. The church provided
innumerable examples of saintly corpses that retained their elasticity, emitted floral rather than putrid odors, and refused to undergo the usual process
of decomposition. In baroque theology the body and senses provided the
essential means to communicate the divine. The average person could begin to grasp the greatness of God only through the excitation of the senses.
Saintly corpses were disinterred and examined, often in response to the activities of the cadaver itself, which might make noises or emit fragrant odors
that compelled the living to revisit the grave. Ironically, as in the case of
Saint Teresa of Avila, the very extraordinary properties of the dead body
might be its undoing. As historian Carlos Eire explains, St. Teresa's "incorruptible" flesh "prompted a very different kind of disintegration. Little by
little, the saint was carved up, and pieces of her were distributed throughout
the globe."9 Spiritual leaders like Juan de Palafox y Mendoza actually instructed in their wills that their organs - in his case, the heart and eyes - be
deposited in places of special devotion. 1O People figuratively and literally
embraced miraculous physical remains as evidence of virtue and holiness;
popular beliefs and folklore reinforced these ideas even in the wake of the
Enlightenment.
Science still served theology, for doctors and other experts employed scientific instruments to probe, measure, and explore miraculous remains.
Central Mexico sheltered a multitude of sacred bodies and body parts belonging to bishops, friars, and beatos (pious lay people). While making floor
repairs in the cathedral of Michoacan in 1744, workers unearthed the entrails of Bishop Joseph de Escalona y Calatayud, buried there some seven
years earlier. Ecclesiastical officials and medical professionals together examined the bishop's remains and observed that the blood, while discolored,
remained fluid and fragrant. Employing microscopes for more careful exami~ation, the experts noted the most remarkable occurrence: although
they had expected to find insects and unpleasant organisms invisible to the
naked eye; they instead discovered rosemary and cinnamonY Catholic authorities commonly moved such relics to visible, glassed enclosures to facilitate believers' veneration of them. However, in this particular case, after
studying the precious entrails, officials again interred them in the cathedral
floor with the requisite ritual and public ceremonyY
Although New Mexico lacked microscopes and other scientific tools
to examine the dead, the region had its own sacred corpses and popular
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mythology. For example, fray Francisco Bragado, "fully aware and in an
agreeable state," died one January evening in 1825 after having served in
northern New Mexico for fifteen years. As Juan Jose Salazar cleaned the
cadaver's face with vinegar, a common means of conservation, he noticed
that "from a razor cut there flowed blood so fresh it was as though he
[Bragado] were still alive, the blood running down to the point of his beard."13
Surely, this phenomenon signaled the good friar's virtue. Fray Teodoro Alcina
deemed the occurrence sufficiently noteworthy to record the presence of
several witnesses and to have the alcalde mayor sign the parish burial book
to give the event the civil authority's imprimatur.
The most powerful symbol of postmortem sanctity in New Mexico history was the levitating corpse of fray Juan Jose Padilla. The rising remains of
the Laguna Pueblo missionary had to be unearthed and reinterred repeatedly over a one-hundred-year period. Padilla was one of the few Franciscans
in New Mexico fluent in the Keresan tongue of the Laguna Pueblos with
whom he worked. He had labored among the Lagunas for more than half
his twenty-three-year tenure before he was beaten and stabbed to death by
unnamed assailants. 14 In 1756 fray Pasqual Sospedra first buried Padilla inside the church ofIsleta Pueblo on the gospel side, close to the high altar in
the presbyteryY Nineteen years later the cadaver, remarkably incorrupt, had
risen mysteriously to the surface. The dead friar's remains seemed to demand exhumation; officials probably studied the relics in an effort to understand the phenomenon. The corpse remained outside the grave for about
two weeks, suggesting that authorities examined and dressed the cadaver
anew for public veneration. To prevent a recurrence, fray Jose Eleutherio
Junco y Jungera sealed the corpse in a coffin before reinterring it.
The cottonwood box, however, did not contain Padilla's remains for long.
The body rested only forty-four years before again requiring exhumation in

1819. At this time, custos Francisco de Hozio wrote a detailed report of the
event. Fray Jose Ignacio Sanchez had reported that the coffin rose from its
burial place to the surface of the earthen church floor and, when Hozio
went to see for himself, he decided that the coffin should be opened and its
contents examined. After retrieving the cadaver, Hozio and the other ecclesiastical and civil officials found a burial similar to corpses unearthed in
Santa Fe's Santuario de Guadalupe in 1989. Padilla's body had been dressed
for burial in the blue wool serge habit worn by the Franciscan order in some
areas of Latin America. Suspended from the neck were a rosary adorned
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with St. Francis and St. John Nepomuk, and a bone that resembled a saint's
relic. Hozio marveled at the cadaver's integrity and flexibility:
The body having been cleaned of the dust into which the habit was
reduced, I approached closer. ... Beginning to inspect the body, I
found it whole, with the exception of the toe-bones of the right foot,
the eyes, and the tongue; the flesh dried up: but so flexible that on
being dressed with a habit it lent itself to the action of extending the
arms for the sleeves to go on, and in the same manner and without
difficulty [its arms] were crossed. 16
Hozio had found what seemed to be a remarkably well-preserved corpse.
The examination of Padilla's body reveals a fascination with death
untempered by disgust for the dead body. The dry corpse was all the more
compelling for the circumstances that warranted its study. Hozio poked and
prodded the cadaver from head to toe in an effort to determine the cause of its
mysterious and tenacious resurfacing. Astoundingly, the sixty-three-year-old
corpse emitted a pleasant odor, "as the earth smells when it is watered."1? As
with the sacred remains ofsaints and martyrs, death and its effects on Padilla's
body were hardly repugnant. Instead, Hozio described the cadaver with a
mixture of awe and delight. Witnessing the corpse's spiritual significance,
Hozio wrote, "Even the women and children look on it and admire it without terror, and it fills all with reveren<;e."IB Echoing the themes of numerous
theological tracts, death in this case proved enlightening, informative, and
spiritually rewarding.
The edified observers who admired the pious man's relics reinforced the
sanctity of Padilla's cadaver. For a two-month period after the initial examination, the church left the corpse "exposed with religious decency" to public viewing, a course suggesting that the mission church at Isleta had become
a pilgrimage site for the pious. The church facilitated a mutually reinforcing relationship between the public that came to see the corpse and the
blessedness of the remains. The reverent gaze of the faithful validated the
body's sanctity. Finally, the bells pealed again for Padilla on the day of his
third funeral in July 1819. After a solemn high mass and vigil with responsorial,
his remains were reinterred in Isleta's church. 19
The enduring lifelike qualities of saintly corpses highlighted the difficulty in measuring death while they underscored the liminality of apparent
death. This imprecision meant that the dead and living coexisted on the
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same human plane at least until burial, when the recently deceased more
clearly joined the camp of the unequivocally dead. The decay of ordinary
bodies provided definitive proof of death and an unambiguous conclusion
to the body's liminality. The notion of a liminal state between life and death
and the attendant uncertainties led some testators in Europe and North'
America to request an interval of twenty-four to seventy-two hours between
apparent death and burial. Motivated by a fear of being buried alive, they
might also instruct that a physician open the body; an incision without reaction was conclusive proof of expiration. More commonly, people kept vigil
with the body to serve as witness should the presumed corpse exhibitsigns :.
of life. Although fear of premature burial does not emerge as a concerni'n
New Mexican documents, families held wakes in the home during which
they certainly observed the cadaver carefully.20
Once established, physical death, people knew, was only temporary; they
were confident that Christ would return to resurrect the dead. Theology
simultaneously denigrated and elevated the body, which, as a vessel for the
soul, proved imperfect and was subject to urges that often made the path to
salvation quite rocky. But the church also asserted that the resurrection of
the dead meant the physical reconstitution of the body and granted the
humble vessel-like the miraculous remains of the saints-a preternatural
significance. The insistence on separate burial grounds for Catholics, like
the exclusion of suicides from sacred ground, underscored the importance
of the physical remains.
Presumably, Padilla's violent death meant that his remains could find no
rest, causing his corpse to rise again and again. In popular lore he became a
Christian martyr, the victim of infidel Quivira Indians. Martyrdom, a potent reference point for Catholic New Mexicans, was a reminder of the
early Franciscans and settlers killed during the Pueblo Revolt of 1680. But
not only those martyred and presumed martyred captured the imagination.
During the mid-seventeenth century fray Asencio Zarate and fray Geronimo
de la Llana had been buried in the churches of Picuris and Quarac, respectively. Although neither had died a martyr, the friars had reputations for
their extreme virtue and bodily mortifications. 2l When the two churches fell
into ruin, people forgot about their abandoned remains for nearly a century.
In 1759, the centennial of de la Llana's death, Gov. and Capt.-Gen. don
Francisco Antonio Marin del Valle ordered the bodies of the two holy
men exhumed and brought to Santa Fe. Marin del Valle had the men's
remains interred in a stone sarcophagus within the parish church. Although
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Marin del Valle's motives may have been political as well as religious, his
rescue of the bones as a public act of piety suggests the importance that the
friars' physical remains held for society at large.
New Mexicans commonly retrieved the bones of those who had died
violently to provide a proper burial. 22 The archives contain many examples
in which the remains of military and religious leaders and anonymous
women were collected and interred. These cases underscore the importance of burial within the church and, more generally, within consecrated
ground. The physical remains' collocation in sacred ground might facilitate the soul's exit from purgatory. Unclear in the historical record is whether
people believed in the material continuity of body and soul in the afterlife,
but the idea itself informed the popular ethos.
The logical corollary to the popular belief that connected burial location with salvation was the mistreatment of corpses as punishment. Authori'ties/meted out additional punishment by leaving the cadavers of their
vanquished enemies' exposed. Fray Carlos Delgado complained about one
particularly cruel and capricious Spanish military leader. After killing three
Suma Indians who had failed to keep pace during a forced march, he or.dered their corpses abandoned and left unburiedY Although Delgado
found the officer's behavior reprehensible, his account leaves ambiguous
whether he found the senseless murders less blameworthy than the neglect shown the corpses, which, left unburied, would become food for
wild animals.
The same principle informed both the vindictive military leader and the
institutionalized forms of punishment enacted under the crown. The ignominy exacted upon the cadaver was integral to the death sentences passed
down in criminal cases. Secular authorities in the Americas and in Europe
routinely sanctioned the abuse of the dead body.24 In capital cases, the death
sentence included the display of executed criminals' bodies in public places.
Spanish officials ordered the cadavers of two Cochiti Pueblo women, Marfa
]osefa and her daughter Maria Francisca, both executed in 1779 for the
murder of the latter's husband, to be suspended from poles for days to edify
the community.25 Likewise, along the well-traveled Camino Real, authorities exposed the corpses ofAntonio Carabajal and Mariano Benavidez, who
were executed in 1809 for murder. 26 Such postmortem humiliation was an
especially harsh penalty in the critical days after death, when prayer most
benefited the deceased's soul. These convicted murderers eventually received ecclesiastical burial, but they were put at a decided disadvantage in
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the postmortem quest for salvation at the same time that their bodies reinforced the state's authority, which extended even beyond death.
The liminality of death might cut both ways. Just as the dead were not
completely dead and might be subjected to rituals of state punishment or
public veneration, the living might not be completely alive. One case illustrates how people equated the loss of reason to the absence of the soul in the
same way that sleep suggested the temporary concentration of the soul outside the body. The case of Maria Marquez de Ayalav. Juan Rafael Ortiz,
heard in the jurisdiction of Pojoaque in 1811, demonstrates the intersection
between social death and bodily death. Testimony in the surviving court
records indicates that Marfa Marquez de Ayala suffered from some kind of
locura (madness) or that her son, Mariano Trujillo, had labeled her insane
with the tacit or legal concurrence of the community. At some point during
that time, he mortgaged Marquez's home and land in Cuyamungue to pay
his debts. Before satisfying his creditors, Trujillo died and Marquez's property came into the possession of don Juan Rafael Ortiz. Marquez found
herself propertyless and destitute. Seeking justice, she asserted that she had
never authorized Trujillo's sale of her property. At the crux of the issue was
whether the mother had been legally dead prior to her son's transaction.
Before the alcalde, Ortiz contended that no tribunal should even hear
Marquez. He declared, "she lacks the natural understanding that God gave
her. For this reason it should be considered that her son, Mariano, outlived
her and not she her son."27 Losing her reason therefore made Marquez legally dead and the sale valid.
Marquez contested Ortiz's interpretation of her state. She argued that
the extended lapse in her mental faculties did not equal death, which only
God could determine. She cited her physical presence in the world and her
son's presence in the grave as proof that she had outlived her son. The measure of death, in Marquez's view, was the soul's abandonment of the body.
The repose of her son's body in his grave proved his very real death as opposed to her continued fleshly existence.
Granted a power of attorney by Ortiz, and legally representing him, Jose
Garda de la Mora agreed that Marquez had outlived her son, but he quickly
contradicted himself. In de la Mora's opinion Marquez was "mentally dead"
and "unable to argue her defense in this suit," for she had not taken "the
Holy Sacraments" in a quarter century, clear proof that she was "dead" and
that her son had "survived her."28 For the alcalde, Manuel Garda, Marquez
had died not only symbolically but also literally. In the 1811 judgment, Garda
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concluded that Marquez was indeed "partly dead."z9 He ruled that Marquez
had no rights to the property, but "as a kind of charity and recompense for
having been deprived of her son ... and looking upon her as ready to die,
she shall be supported by don Juan Ortiz, who shall bury her and furnish
her with a shroud and standard funeral."3o Despite her vociferous protests,
Marquez was socially dead and at least "partly dead" in body. This case
illustrates the fluid definition of death, which remained contested ground.
Although all witnesses agreed that the soul's absence from the body equaled
death, not all concurred on how to measure the soul's departure.
Death existed on a continuum rather than in a fixed moment, and the
dead body resided in an indeterminate realm that was neither completely of
this world nor of the next. New Mexicans differentiated between the dead
but still intact body, and the reduced version of that body, the skeleton. The
fleshy, sinewy corpse enjoyed the ministrations of the living who prepared it
for burial with a final bath, shave, haircut, and even new garb. 3! At this stage
of death, the cadaver still resembled the person whose soul had once animated its limbs. The physical form remained fleshy and lifelike, and even
hair and nails were thought to grow in this liminal state. 3Z This stage of
death was both the most spiritually dangerous and potentially beneficial.
The soul, while absent, might linger and was therefore still within reach of
the living, whose postmortem offerings could make the difference between
purgatory's extended torments and heaven's immediate rewards. Corresponding to this indeterminate state between the here and the hereafter, the newly
dead body's treatment was intertwined with the soul's transition. The surviving community had to take specific ritual steps to ensure the successful
transition between the two states ofbeing. 33 The succession ofbody-centered
rituals- bedside prayers, last rites, cleaning and dressing the corpse, waking
the dead, and funeral mass-only culminated with interment.
On the whole, New Mexicans seemed unconcerned about shielding the
cadaver from the ravages of the elements. A blanket or a winding cloth may
have provided a thin barrier between the body and the earth, but New
Mexicans made little effort to slow the process of decay or to protect the
corpse from insects through either embalming or a coffin 34 Indeed, burial
in coffins was unusual until the territorial period (1848-1912). Although the
additional two pesos for a coffin may have discouraged some families from
iJsing one, New Mexicans simply did not value coffining and relied instead
on a litter to carry the corpse to the church for burial. 35
In late-baroque fashion, piety - conspicuous or otherwise - may have
provided people another reason to reject coffins. Just as they might request
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to be dressed in the coarse blue Franciscan habit for burial as a show of
Christian humility, so might the wealthy opt for interment without a coffin,
rejecting all illusions of worldly permanence and embracing a sanctity made
visible to the world. 36 Like other paradoxical elements of baroque piety, both
display and the rejection of display served as postmortem indicators of personal virtue. Rosa Bustamante, a wealthy Santa Fe widow, who along with
her husband had expended considerable amounts of money in support of
the church, instructed that her body be buried without a coffin. 3? Since she
certainly could have afforded one, her gesture served partly as an act of
conspicuous humility. Although colonial New Mexicans invested meticulous detail in their wills-such as planning funerals, specifying buriallocation, and itemizing debts-rarely did they mention a coffin at all, and at
least until the 1850S their use would have been extremely limited. 38

CHILD'S COFFIN UNCOVERED DURING THE

1989

EXCAVATION OF

SANTUARIO DE GUADALUPE, SANTA FE

Other items found at this burial site included a child's hat, shoes, a
dress with a gold ribbon, and a bronze crucifix that was placed in the
hands of the dead child.
(Photograph courtesy Center for Southwest Research, Edward Crocker
Collection, neg. GHFBU20)
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Coffins may have been oflittle concern to most New Mexicans, but burial
location was important to many. Fixated on the goal of Christian salvation,
families sought for their loved ones a choice resting place within a Catholic
church - under the floors was especially favored - and individuals expressed
this desire in their wills. The Roman Rite instructed that all Catholics be
interred in consecrated ground. Beyond burial location, however, people
demonstrated little regard for the body once it had been consigned to the
earth. After the family left the cadaver of a loved one in the hallowed ground
of the parish church, any number of indecencies might befall the dead. In
one sense, New Mexicans affirmed the temporary character of the burial by
breaking bones and disturbing earlier burials, practices that may have been
common elsewhere in Mexico. 39
Once New Mexicans surrendered the groomed, lamented, and blessed
corpse to the earth, their view of the dead changed dramatically. Modern
notions of interment, confining a body to a coffin, the need for individual
burial plots, and perpetual care, would have seemed foreign to people of
the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. 40 After burial they literally rejected attachment to the body itself, symbolically rejecting the temporal world. Although no earthly calendar could measure the soul's progress,
the evidence suggests that people believed the soul definitively absented itself
from the body and moved on to purgatory upon interment. Thus, relative
indifference was shown to the physical remains once the funeral had ended.
Once safely buried within the church, the dead awaited the Resurrection, their corpses recumbent beneath the church floor until Christ reanimated their decayed bodies. Far from being a final resting place, however,
the grave proved at best chaotic and impermanent. Although in the early
colonial period, New Mexico's small population may have allowed the dead
a quiet repose, by the early nineteenth century population growth and limited burial space probably resulted in the regular disturbance of graves.
Whereas overcrowding in graveyards in Europe led to the use of ossuaries,
New Mexicans interred the newly dead on top of existing burials, dislodging skulls and other remnants. 41 In the nineteenth century, a grave might
include the remains ofliterally a dozen individuals, with children and adults
mixed indiscriminately.42 Precisely because New Mexicans eschewed coffins, each time they dug a new grave in the church, they inevitably scattered remains from previous burials.
Burial books might occasionally mention a grave near the baptismal font
or in a particular section of the church, but New Mexicans typically used
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neither grave markers nor any type of diagram to indicate the precise location of burials. 43 The church was the only marker identifying a loved one's
final resting place. Otherwise, parishioners relied .on human memory to
determine where to dig a new grave. If approximately three years had passed
since an interment, they could re-use the same plot without encroaching
on the space of the recently deceased-or at least that was the rule of thumb.
In practice, gravediggers habitually unearthed cadavers and human remains,
interred only a short time before, in the search for fresh burial space. Santa
Fe trader Josiah Gregg observed:
There being nothing to indicate the place of the previous graves, it not
infrequently happens that the partially decayed relics of a corpse are
dug up and forced to give place to the more recently deceased, when
they are thrown again with the earth into the new earth with perfect
indifference. 44
Gregg's early-nineteenth-century description of New Mexican life, although far from objective, is corroborated by a late-twentieth-century excavation in Santa Fe's Santuario de Guadalupe. The excavation revealed that
dead bodies had been stacked like cordwood up to four deep, and, subsequent to burial, bones were moved, femurs broken, and skulls tossed pellmel1. 45 The Guadalupe burials, which date from the mid- to late nineteenth
century, show that no effort was made to retain even the semblance of skeletal integrity. The skulls of decapitated skeletons even served as chinks to
support new burials. In one case, someone charged with burying the cadaver actually broke its neck rather than dig a bigger grave. 46
The information culled from the limited archaeological record therefore coincides with travelers' observations. The breaking of bones at or soon
after burial appears inevitable when reading Gregg's account. According to
him, the very manner in which people filled in a new grave was damaging,
"the earth being pounded down with a large maul, as fast as it is thrown in
upon the unprotected corpse, with a force sufficient to crush a delicate frame
to atoms."47 Although shocking to foreigners, New Mexican practices reflected a traditional conceptualization of the dead body, which differed from
the emergent, sentimentalized view in the northeastern United States and
Europe's urban centers.
By the early nineteenth century, middle-class Protestants in New England and the mid-Atlantic states carefully prepared the corpse and celebrated
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grandiose public funerals. Their object was, in the words of one historian,
"to preserve their [the deads'] integrity, to treat them according to inherited
conceptions of dignity, and to manage their remains in a manner that ensured familial or communal continuity."48 To this end, they developed new
ways of memorializing and preserving the dead and infused their diaries, sermons, poetry, and music with intensely sentimental treatments of death. An
entire industry developed around the expert, professional care of the dead.
New Mexicans did not find solace in ornate funerary monuments, sentimental literature, and embalmed and painted corpses. Their conception of
the cadaver remained closer to the more callous view that had historically
characterized Catholic Europe. The most extreme example was the
Cemetiere des Saints-Innocents in Paris, which had for centuries overflowed
with corpses in mass graves, bodies barely covered with a thin layer of soil.
Although some Parisians had expressed disgust at the cemetery's indecorous
treatment of the dead, little changed until the end of the eighteenth century, when intellectuals increasingly challenged deeply engrained customs
by tendering public-health arguments against the poisonous miasmas that
Saints Innocents emitted. 49 Others framed their opposition not against the
cavalier treatment of the dead but the implicit disrespect that church burials showed the house of God. Thus, New Mexican practices remained in
keeping with traditional views of the dead, a mixture of pious intentions and
irreverence confounding to modern sensibilities.
Even within the hallowed safety of the church walls, folk beliefs and
superstitions, on occasion, led to disinterment of the dead. The international Catholic traffic in relics paralleled popular beliefs, shared in Europe
and Spanish America, that attributed special qualities to soil, bones, and
other objects obtained only from a grave. Spanish, Mexican, and Pueblo
cultures ascribed magical and healing powers to the remains of the dead. 50
Believing that it would prevent fatigue, one individual in central Mexico
wore a bag of human bones harvested from a cemetery.51 In Abiquiu, New
Mexico, fray Juan Jose Toledo reported that witches used the rope of a hanged
person, and the teeth and bones of the dead to practice their evil craft. 52 The
popular associations of curative and magical powers with remains led to any
number of invasive acts against graves.
Human remains were used for medicinal purposes, skulls for meditation
by penitential groups, and the less pious-minded raided graves for personal
gain. One Mexico City resident added a bone fragment retrieved from an
ossuary to beverages in order to boost salesY Entrepreneurs unearthed
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cadavers to salvage burial shrouds for resale and sold the human remains to
a saltpeter refinery for powder production. In New Mexico, fray Pedro
Montano accused Pedro de Chavez of numerous heresies in 17~9; among
them was entering the church and digging up a criada (female servant/
slave) of Chavez's to retrieve the wool sheet in which she had been buried. 54
In Mexico City residents let their pigs root in graveyards to feed on the
poorly protected human remains. 55 Animals probably foraged in New
Mexico's burial grounds as well. Inspector Agustfn Fernandez de San Vicente
complained in 1826 that Santa Fe's graveyard lacked the requisite cross in its
center and that the cemetery's ruined walls and lack of doors invited animals to "foul themselves" and "invade without due respect the graves of the
cadavers that live within," destroying the remnants of former "living temples
of God."56 The violability of the grave and the irreverence accorded the
dead probably characterized much of Mexico. San Vicente's concern, however, reflects how the old sensibility was giving way to an age that afforded
the body a new status, even after death.
New Mexicans' treatment of the body- both dead and living- became
increasingly anomalous as Spanish and Mexican elites followed the lead of
French intellectuals in redefining the body in society. Bourbon notions differed radically from those of the baroque period, when corporal mortifications and the senses both had served as gateways to the divine. Deeply
engrained in Spanish Catholicism, these views came under fire in the late
eighteenth century as a new enlightened sensibility redefined ideas about
the human body. In tandem with the growing medicalization of European
society, which afforded the human form a distinct social space, modem
regimens now necessitated personal hygiene, perfuming, and behavioral
control. Those individuals who deviated from modem conceptions might
find themselves confined to anyone of the institutions-asylums, hospitals,
or prisons-proliferating in urban areas.
The increasing incongruity of New Mexican corporal practices surfaced
in visitors' reactions. The Pentitentes' communal self-flagellation offered
bloody evidence of the old baroque view of the body and society. While private mortifications remained acceptable, the public and communal nature of
New Mexicans' folk Catholic rituals troubled Mexican church authorities. 57
During their inspections of churches and parish finances, visiting religious
leaders censured not only the Penitentes but also local clerics. In 1818, almost
a decade before San Vicente's critique of Santa Fe's cemetery, ecclesiastical
inspector don Juan Bautista Ladr6n del Nino de Guevara expressed horror at
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the presence of seven skulls in a room next to the Santa Fe Parish Church,
where they perhaps served as memento mori. He ordered the immediate interment of the skulls and forbade exhumations without the express license of the
bishop of Durango. 58 Of course, the skulls may not have been the product of
intentional exhumations but rather the by-product of routine exhumations
that occurred as the population grew and the limited burial space beneath
the church remained finite. Evidently, skeletons continued to surface in
ensuing years, for Lt. James W. Abert, who came with the conquering Kearny
expedition in 1846, recorded:
This morning I visited the "Capella [sic] de los Soldados," or military
chapel. I was told that this chapel was in use some fourteen years ago,
and was the richest church in New Mexico.... One here finds human
bones and sculls [sic] scattered about the church. 59
Even beneath the church, unseen to Abert, Nino de Guevara, and others,
the dead were dislocated as a matter of course. Making room for new graves,
New Mexicans disturbed old burials and scattered bones beneath the church
floors as they utilized earlier burial plots.
Reusing graves had been customary in Catholic Europe for centuries. In
1819 Spanish king Fernando VII codified the practice through a decree in
which he ordered a three-year interval between burials in the same plot. 60
In reality, no mandatory waiting period existed before New Mexicans might
share their graves with the more recently departed. Any number of circumstances resulted in a single grave containing multiple burials. If two people
died on the same day in the same parish, their corpses might be deposited in
the same plot. Santa Cruz de la Canada's priest, for example, buried infant
twins, Jose Antonio and Juan Antonio Montoya Varela, in the same grave in
1819.61 Indeed, burial records indicate that priests often interred bodies in
the same plot, regardless of whether the individuals were related. The cohabitation of the dead was the logical and practical culmination to lives
defined by familial and communal ties rather than modern notions of
individualism.
Mass graves reveal conceptions of acceptable disposition of the dead.
During times of pestilence, group burials not only proved expedient but
reduced the risks of disease transmission. Violent mass deaths-for example,
the killing of twenty-one Tome residents at the hands of Comanches in
1777-appears to have resulted in a common grave for all of the victims. 62
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During Antonio Jose Ortiz's late-eighteenth-century remodeling of Santa
Fe's parish church, laborers removed burials from beneath the altar and
elsewhere and reinterred the dead in a mass grave. 63 To manage the limited
burial space in the parish church, remains that were displaced to make room
for new graves might also be placed in "a crypt-like arrangement ... along
the unit's north wall, lined off and in part covered, when well filled, with
mortared stones."64 Clearly, colonial New Mexicans felt none of the modern need to confine and isolate the dead in an individual tract in perpetuity.
Once the dead were no longer identifiable and once they were safely
outside of the liminal phase, their anonymous remains were mixed with
those of their desiccated neighbors. New Mexicans' treatment of the dead
was therefore consonant with baroque practices, which attached little importance to the dead body (the cadavers of the nobility and the saints were
exceptions that proved the rule).65 People distinguished, however unconsciously, between the cadaver, which was the logical locus of spiritual attentions and thus received special care, and the skeleton, which lost its identity
but remained, despite its anonymity, a member of the community and therefore warranted ongoing shelter in consecrated ground until the Resurrection.
One Spanish document sheds light on New Mexican burial practices in
this period. Although Spanish law prohibited burying the dead with valuables to avert grave robbing, social order rather than the integrity of burials
most concerned the crown. As noted, Spanish subjects routinely disturbed
and unearthed remains for any number of reasons, intentional or incidental. Yet one piece oflegislation stands out in its requirement that not just the
grave but also the very integrity of the corpse be disrupted. This law, which
was on the books in New Mexico, mandated not only the exhumation of
the dead but also the performance of a cesarean section on the cadaver.
In April 1804 Spanish king Carlos IV issued a real cedula (royal order) on
postmortem cesarean sections. His legal measure, responding to an initiative from the canon of the cathedral of Bogota, (present-day Colombia),
dictated the removal of the fetus from any woman who died during any
stage of pregnancy.66 The legislation offered an enlightened response to a
problem that had perplexed theologians for centuries. Rather than dooming the unborn to an eternity in limbo, the cedula promised baptism, the
removal of the stain of original sin, and a sure ticket into heaven for those
who died before the age of reason. With the cooperation of family members, the medical and spiritual team descended on the house of the dead
woman and performed the operation. 67
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Not the first of its kind in Spain, the 1804 law repeated the message of an
earlier decree,68 These laws and the growing literature on postmortem cesarean sections reached the Americas by the mid- to late eighteenth century. In 1772 New Spain's viceroy Antonio Maria de Bucareli y Ursua and
Archbishop Alfonso Nunez de Haro ordered the procedure performed "in
all places under the government of this viceroyalty."69 The viceroy threatened anyone who interfered or resisted with a fine of five hundred pesos; all
relatives found obstructing the law were to be reported to the authorities.
The archbishop rewarded an eighty-day indulgence to the obedient for notifying "the priest or authorities of any pregnant woman in danger of death
with the purpose of saving the offspring by means of the operation and its
subsequent baptism."7o
Catholic theologians published a number of important volumes testifying to the operation's utility and which would inform the crown's legislation. A Spanish Cistercian monk, fray Antonio Jose Rodriguez, published
Nuevo aspecto de teologia medico moral (New Views on Medical Moral
Theology) in Spain in 1742 and again in 1787. The Sicilian father Francesco
Cangiamila published his Embriologia sacra (Sacred Embryology) in 1745.
Cangiamila's work influenced Spanish law, and in 1772 a Mexico City publisher printed an abbreviated version of Cangiamila translated into Spanish
by the Franciscan fray Jose Manuel Rodriguez. Bucareli's 1772 circular referred specifically to Rodriguez's publication, La caridad del sacerdote para
can los nifios encerrados en el vientre de sus madres difuntas, y documentos
de la utilidad y necesidad de su practica (The Priest's Charity to Children
Confined in Their Dead Mothers' Wombs, and Useful Documents on the
Utility and Necessity oflts Practice), as the impetus for this law. 71 Theology
mandated performing this operation, but it was the state that elected to
codify the procedure, lent its authority to ensuring obedience, and punished those who disobeyed or undermined its precepts with fines and other
sanctions. 72 By 1795 the operation had been performed on a cadaver in
Mexico City, and within four years a friar undertook the surgery in Santa
Clara, California. 73
The authors of these texts demonstrated scant interest in extending the
physical life of the extracted fetus, which might only survive for a few hours
after removal. Eternal life rather than mortal life concerned theologians
and doctors alike. Once it was certain that the woman was indeed dead, the
operation, which required only two scalpels, a razor, or a penknife, could
begin. According to the 1804 legislation:
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The incision will be made on the side where the belly is most bulging,
or where the creature [sic] best shows.... If the creature [sic] should
give no signs of life, it will not be extracted before it is baptized
conditionally. If it is alive and seemingly robust, it will be extracted
holding it by the feet, or in the least laborious way, and will then be
baptized pouring the sacramental water on its head.... In the case of
a miscarriage, the amnion must be opened with great care, and the
creature [sic] being in view, even if it were like a grain of barley, if it
has movement, will be baptized, and if it has not, the same will also be
done, conditionally.74
Even with its physical existence expired, the operation guaranteed the fetus
the higher reward of eternal life.
Conditional baptism stemmed from the Catholic concern with the moment of death, the same issue that led officials to poke and prod a dead
woman before the operation. Since only a living person could receive baptism in the Roman Catholic Church the priest would conditionally baptize
the fetus in the absence of any obvious signs of life in the extracted fetus.
The difficulty in determining physical death allowed at least this conditional welcome into the Catholic faith, thereby extending the promise of
heaven to the unborn otherwise condemned to an eternity in limbo. Church
authorities deemed such baptisms, although conditional, so important that
the decree forbade priests from burying any pregnant women who had died
without undergoing the procedure, thus denying them ecclesiastical buriaJ.75
Carlos IV's cedula did not equate the failure to perform the cesarean section with murder as his father's decree had done half a century earlier, but
denying these women an ecclesiastical burial essentially sanctioned the dead
for the negligence of the living. Despite the penalty of not being buried in
holy ground, priests and parishioners alike in the Spanish empire had reason to resist the cesarean law, and New Mexicans probably had little fear of
exhumation for the purposes of postmortem cesarean section.76
Although the late-eighteenth-century mandate does not survive in New
Mexican archives, the circular reached as far north as California, where
between 1769 and 1833, priests performed at least fourteen postmortem cesareans throughout the mission system. Christianized Indians were the most
frequent subjects of the surgery. Their fetuses were removed at an estimated
seven to eight months of gestation. One fetus reportedly lived for two days,
and some survived for a few minutes, but most had probably already died
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when the friars conditionally baptized them. After administering the sacrament, the priests buried the infants with their mothers. Fray Isidoro Barcenilla
performed one of these fourteen procedures, extracting an eight-month-old
fetus at the Mission of San Gabriel Arcangel in March 18°3. 77 Perhaps motivated by his successful completion of the operation, Barcenilla actively promoted adherence to the 1804 cedula when he arrived in New Mexico in 1815.78
Carlos IV's order arrived in Chihuahua by August 1804, and would
have reached New Mexican parishes soon thereafter. 79 Although New Mexican archives offer no proof of postmortem cesareans performed in New
Mexico, the idea clearly reached the northern frontier. In one of myriad
mid-nineteenth-century efforts to demonstrate the supposed barbarity of the
Mexican people-and hence their need for U.S. domination-Lt. James
W. Abert cited an incident from Chihuahua. Abert claimed that, after murdering an Apache woman in an ambush, the Mexicans had ripped the "living child" from her and then mockingly baptized the fetus. 8°While perhaps
apocryphal, the anecdote reveals the general diffusion ofknowledge of the
postmortem cesarean and conditional baptism.
By empowering doctors, the new authorities of the day, the decree relied
on the authorities of the baroque age, priests, to apply science to two age-old
theological problems: how to ensure the salvation of the unborn and how to
measure death. Doctors and clergymen were instructed to cooperate to ensure that a woman who died during any stage of pregnancy underwent a
postmortem cesarean section. Regardless of how small the fetus, the procedure promised to extend the possibility of salvation to the unborn child,
who would otherwise be denied liberation from original sin. Doctors were
to extract the fetus from the dead woman; once removed, a priest would
baptize it, and through baptism ensure the childan eternity in heaven.
The law on postmortem cesarean sections privileged the spiritual over
the secular. Historian Pamela Voekel argues that Mexico's enlightened elites
deliberately excluded women practitioners from their program of medical
reform. The cedula of 1804 codified this exclusion, while inflicting on
women's bodies the same type of ignominious procedure previously reserved
for executed criminals. Warning of the operation's difficulty, the decree summoned licensed male surgeons and doctors, rather than midwives, to perform the cesarean section. 81 In the absence of a surgeon, another degreed
medical professional or facultativo executed the procedure. Only if no professional physician was on hand could the priest and local magistrate designate an individual with the necessary dexterity and aptitude to perform the
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surgery. For just such an event, the cedula provided step-by-step instructions on how to perform the operation.
Custos fray Isidoro Barcenilla omitted these careful instructions in his
1815 circular to New Mexico's parishes, but he did request that any priest
with a copy of "the great [Sicilian Father Francesco] Cangiamila's" book on
the topic lend him the volume so he could issue precise directions to New
Mexico's clergy. In the meantime, recognizing the operation's complexity,
Barcenilla ordered priests to determine who might be capable of performing a cesarean section in their parish. In the abs.ence of a competent local
practitioner, the priest should complete the procedure. Barcenilla anticipated resistance from his priests over the potential for dead females spoiling
priestly chastity. However, he admonished the clergy that "the apparent temptations do not exempt us from this most strict duty."82 If careful to guard his
modesty and that of the dead woman, a priest could safely carry out the
cesarean section. Finally, the custos directed New Mexico's religious leaders to educate their parishioners on the procedure's spiritual importance
and to warn them of the serious, but notably unspecified, penalties resulting from disobedience.
To custos Barcenilla, performing a cesarean section on the dead was a
religious duty of the highest order. The procedure offered hope of salvation
where none had existed before. Ignorant families might seek to evade its
performance on their deceased daughters, sisters, and wives, but the clergy
could not waver from its calling to save the souls of these "children, not
extracted from the belly of their dead mothers."83 Although Barcenilla despaired at finding these "children" alive upon their extraction, he based his
directive, like those of his superiors in Spain and New Spain, on the notion
that life could briefly dwell within a dead mother. After all, had not San
Roman Nonato himself, the patron saint of pregnant women, midwives,
and the unborn, thus come into the world? Surely, the moment of death
was imprecise and difficult, if not irnpossible, to measure.
The law on postmortem cesareans implicitly and explicitly spoke to the
difficulty in ascertaining death. The clear-cut medical science of the operation did not eliminate the considerable gray area in establishing absolute
death. European and New World folklore testified to the number of people
returning to life after apparent death, their gasping breaths suddenly audible just moments before burial. Likewise, New Mexican folk tales suggested that, for four days following death, someone had to remain in the
home of the deceased to prevent the dead from returning. 84 Although death
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mocked precise measurement, the law instructed that, prior to rescuing the
trapped fetus, the mother's death be established to the degree possible. Did
applying ammonia at the woman's mouth, nose, and eyes revive her? Did
she react when someone inserted a pin beneath her nails? The king's instructions emphasized the importance of undertaking the operation as soon
as possible after death to increase the potential for removing a living fetus.
The procedure, however, had reportedly been performed successfully on
women who had been dead for days.
New Mexicans frequently disinterred the dead and relocated entire skeletons, but violating the integrity of the corpse would have troubled many
individuals, families, and communities. Just as the similarity of the corpse to
the living body blurred the distinction between apparent death and actual
death, the resemblance of the corpse to the living person would have been
a powerful disincentive to cutting open the womb, even for spiritual ends.
When investigators arrived on the murder scene that morning in 1834 in
San Antonio del Rancho, they established the death of Marfa Espiritu Santo
Roybal not by some invasive procedure or even so much as a pinprick but
through verbal inquiry. The authorities asked the lifeless woman questions
and, when she failed to respond, pronounced her dead.
New Mexicans found comfort in the knowledge that they had met their
spiritual duties by providing burial in consecrated ground and Catholic
masses for their loved ones. In their minds the Resurrection promised that
the dead would reinhabit their decayed bodies at Christ's coming. Although
people accorded desiccated skeletons a status different from fresh cadavers,
all persons reposing beneath the church would ultimately join the same
ranks. A communal and corporate worldview directed the treatment of the
dead body-rather than the ethos of individualism-that was reflected in
the indiscriminate mingling of remains with no clear boundaries and no
identifying markers. New Mexicans demonstrated little concern for how
the "clean" bones were treated, but they agreed on the importance ofkeeping them located within the parish church.
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Luz Marfa Hernandez Saenz, Learning to Heal: The Medical Profession in Colonial Mexico, 1767-1831, Series 21 Regional Studies, vol. 17 (New York: Peter Lang,
1997); and Voekel, Alone Before God, chap. 7·
82. Barcenilla to New Mexican Missions and Parishes, 18 April 1815, ff. 834-31. rl. 53,
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83. Ibid.
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ARRIVAL OF THE CARAVAN AT SANTA FE

(Josiah Gregg, Commerce of the Prairies: or, the Journal of a Santa
Fe Trader [New York: J. And H. G. Langley, 1845J, frontispiece)

Entre el subsidio y la autonomia fiscal
LAS FINANZAS PUBLICAS DE NUEVO MEXICO,

1800-1846

Martin Gonzalez de la Vara

Finanzas coloniales de Nuevo Mexico: una provincia subsidiada
Desde su establecimiento, la provincia de Nuevo Mexico experimento una
grave incapacidad para mantenerse a sf misma desde el punta de vista fis- ' .
cal. Durante el siglo XVII se establecieron en Nuevo Mexico instituciones
economicas que estaban ya casi en desuso en el centro del virreinato, como
fue el caso de la encomienda. Se considero a la encomienda-junto con las
misiones-como la columna vertebral de la sociedad nuevomexicana, de
manera que hacia 1617 habfa en la provincia unos treinta encomenderos.
Durante casi todo el siglo XVII, los impuestos a la poblaci6n, especialmente
la indfgena, eran recaudados por los mismos encomenderos. EI tributo para
cada familia indfgena se taso en una manta de cuero y una fanega de mafz
al ano, recursos que pertenecfan al encomendero.! Par otra parte, la
institucion de la encomienda presuponfa que la defensa de la provincia

Martin Gonzalez de la Vara is Associate Professor of History at EI Colegio de Michoacan. His
areas of teaching and research include the history of northern Mexico and the southwestern
United States, border history, and the history of food. He has published articles on New Mexican history in academic journals in both Mexico and the United States, such as Historia Mexi-

cana, Estudios de Historia Novohispana, Relaciones, Frontera Norte, and Colonial Latin American Historical Review. He is currently working on a book about the institution of the military in
New Mexico during the Mexican period.
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quedaba confiada al encomendero y que la Corona espanola casi no tend ria
que sufragar gastos de defensa y de administraci6n.
Dado el caracter misional de la provincia durante el siglo XVII, la
subvenci6n anual que la Corona enviaba las misiones-llamada sfnodoera la principal entrada de recursos a Nuevo Mexico, recursos que los
misioneros gastadaban directamente. La administraci6n provincial se reducfa
a un gobernador, un tesorero y dos tenientes de gobernador que vivfan de
un salario pagado por la Real Hacienda. Si las entradas del gobierno provincial eran casi nulas, muy bajos eran tambien sus gastos y los funcionarios
publicos complementaban sus ingresos con la caza y venta de esclavos
apaches en la vecina Nueva Vizcaya y con la practica del repartimiento de
comercio.1
En 1680 se llev6 a cabo en Nuevo Mexico la rebeIi6n mas violenta y
exitosa que sufri6 el Imperio espanol en America. Gran parte de las
comunidades de indios pueblos se levantaron en armas y obligaron a todos
los colonos, misioneros y autoridades a abandonar la provincia por mas de
doce anos. En 1693 el dominio espanol sobre Nuevo Mexico se restableci6
bajo reglas menos gravosas para los indfgenas. Entre otras cosas, quedaron
abolidos el tributo, la encomienda y la obligaci6n de prestar servicios
personales para los indios pueblos. La administraci6n provincial qued6
entonces con escasas Fuentes de ingresos y pas6 a depender casi por completo
de los envfos de dinero que la Real Hacienda mandaba a los misioneros y a
las autoridades locales.
A 10 largo del siglo XVIII los gastos se fueron incrementado de manera
sustancial. A finales de 1681 se autariz6 la creaci6n del primer presidio de
Nuevo Mexico en Ia poblaci6n de El Paso del Norte y en 1693 se fund6 un
segundo presidio en Santa Fe integrado par cien hombres. 3 Al gasto en las
compaflfas presidiales habfa que agregar unos miles de pesos mas para el
fondo de aIiados, el montepfo militar, las pensiones y para apoyar las actividades
de las miIicias. Asf, el costo de la defensa ascendfa a unos cincuenta y cinco
mil pesos anuales que eran cubiertos por la Real Hacienda.
En 1729 visit6 la provincia el brigadier Pedro Rivera y Villal6n con el
prop6sito de reducir el gasto militar. Rivera redujo unos trece mil pesos del
presupuesto para Nuevo Mexico al rebajar el salario de los soldados y cancelar
varias plazas dentro de las compaflfas presidiales. 4 En la segunda mitad del
siglo XVIII se vivi6 en la Nueva Espana un proceso de refarzamiento del
sistema militar causado por las crecientes incursiones de los llamados "indios
barbaros." Este reforzamiento culminarfa con el establecimiento de la
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Comandancia General de las Provincias Internas. Para Nuevo Mexico, este
proceso significola perdida del presidio de EI Paso-que se traslado a Nueva
Vizcaya-y una mayor atencion a la companfa presidial de Santa Fe, puesto
que este quedaba fuera de la Ifnea general de los presidios fronterizos. De
hecho, el presidio de Santa Fe era el mas costoso de todo el sistema defensivo
y la Corona erogaba en el treinta y tres mil ochocientos pesos anuales. Adem'as,
alrededor de la Comandancia se crearon nuevos puestos burocraticos en
Nuevo Mexico, 10 que conllevaba un crecimiento en el gasto. 5 Debido en
gran parte al crecimiento en el gasto militar y el reforzamiento del sistema
defensivo el presidio y las milicias se mantuvieron bien armados, montados
y avituallados. Nuevo Mexico vivio una breve epoca de relativa paz.
Como se consideraba que el norte novohispano segufa amenazado por
los "indios barbaros" y por las ambiciones de potencias extranjeras, se
presentaron a fines de la epoca colonial nuevos planes de reforzamiento del
sistema defensivo. EI mas ambicioso de ellos fue el sostenido por el diputado
a las Cortes espanolas, Pedro Bautista Pino. EI plan de Pino contemplaba la
fundacion de nuevos presidios en Taos, Socorro, Pecos, Robledo, Fray
Cristobal y San Miguel del Vado y tambien proponfa una mayor atencion a
las companfas milicianas. Argufa Pino que su plan no costaba mas de 42,480
pesos adicionales al ano y que permitirfa tener una fuerza armada de casi
1,5°0 hombres. 6
Junto a los gastos militares, pero de mucha menor consideracion, se
hallaban los sfnodos y los sueldos civiles que se encontraban bajo el control
del gobernador de la provincia y desde 1786 bajo la teorica supervision del
intendente de Durango. Las escasas Fuentes de ingresos de Nuevo Mexico
se reducfan a donativos, el servicio del correo y al ejercicio muy limitado de
algunos estancos (monopolios reales). La alcabala, que podrfa ser un ingreso
importante para las arcas reales, no se cobraba en Nuevo Mexico desde
fines del siglo XVIII. Aunque no se han localizado las primeras ordenanzas
que exceptuaban a los productos nuevomexicanos del pago de alcabalas, se
sabe que al menos en dos ocasiones a mediados del siglo XVIII los
gobernadores de Nuevo Mexico habfan solicitado que se mantuviera ese
privilegio debido a que los habitantes de la provincia prestaban un gravoso
servicio militar sin recibir paga y debido a 10 atrasado de la economfa regional. En 1795 una real orden exento a los productos nuevomexicanos del
pago de la alcabala por diez anos y un nuevo decreto de 1805 prorrogo este
privilegio de manera indefinida. 7
Los estancos de la polvora, los naipes, el papel sellado y el tabaco estaban
todos a cargo de un solo funcionario y tuvieron ingresos cortos e irregulares
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debido a que esos productos no llegaban a Nuevo Mexico de manera
constante y cuando 10 hacfan su precio era prohibitivo. En Nuevo Mexico
se cosechaba una variedad de tabaco conocido como "punche," muy popular pese a su baja calidad, pues como apuntaba un gobernador de la provincia,
"Ia fuerza del vicio hace que se tolere."8 EI punche era un producto de gran
importancia en el intercambio comercial con los llamados "indios barbaros"
y se consumfa ampliamente, por 10 que las autoridades de la provincia
permitieron su siembra y consumo, pues asf tambien se ayudaba a mantener
una buena relacion con los nomadas. Asf, el tabaco estancado en Nuevo
Mexico continuo a 10 largo de los siglos XVIII y XIX pero nunca constituyo
un rubro fiscal de importancia.
Con el estanco del papel sellado la situacion era muy similar. Es comun
encontrar a fines del periodo colonial papeles presuntamente sellados a los
cuales algun funcionario agregaba una leyenda manuscrita para hacerlos
validos y poder usarlos en diversos tramites oficiales. La polvora tenfa una
importancia estrategica y estaba bien controlada por ser un producto de
primera necesidad para las companfas presidiales y milicianas, ademas de
que se constitufa como otro artfculo de comercio con los barbaros, pero no
tenfa, al parecer, mayor importancia como fuente de ingresos fiscales. 9 De
igual manera, el correo no era un beneficio para las rentas provinciales.
Este servicio fue reformado a partir de 1787 por el comandante general
Teodoro de Croix y adquirio, como la polvora y el punche, mas importancia
estrategica que fiscal. 1o
La lejanfa de Nuevo Mexico con respecto de los principales centros de
poder del Imperio espanol sirvi6 como una defensa de los nuevomexicanos
ante los donativos 0 prestamos forzosos que se ordenaron en la segunda
mitad del siglo XVIII y las dos primeras decadas del siglo XIX en el virreinato
de Nueva Espana. En general, las peticiones extraordinarias de recursos
llegaban a Nuevo Mexico con el retraso suficiente como para no ser
obedecidas, pero aun asf en ciertas ocasiones los habitantes de la provincia
hicieron algunas aportaciones de este tipo a la Real Hacienda. En 1809 y
1815, epocas de grandes urgencias para el Imperio espanol, lIegaron a Nuevo
Mexico, y al parecer se cumplieron, sendas ordenanzas de donativos que,
debido a la pobreza ancestral de la provincia, no alcanzaron recaudaciones
importantes. ll
Los impuestos eclesiasticos de mayor monto eran los diezmos. Estos eran
recolectados regularmente por los gobernadores durante todo el siglo XVIII,
pues una parte de ellos pertenecfa a la Real Hacienda. Esta situacion
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generaba constantes quejas por parte de los misioneros franciscanos, quienes
alegaban que los funcionarios locales utilizaban el pretexto del cobro del
diezmo para realizar practicas ilegales de repartimiento de comercio.
Exclamaba un custodio:
jPues ay de ti reino [de Nuevo Mexico]! Pues de ti salen todos los
tejidos continuos porque los gobernadores reparten la lana de 10 que
llaman diezmo ... en cada pueblo donde se teje dadn porci6n de la
lana dandola a tarea a los indios para que la laven, la azoten, carden,
hilen y hagan las mantas poniendoles terminos de dfas para su
conclusi6n y cumplido vuelven los repartidores por la lana en mantas
o cargados de ella a pie 0 en sus bestias si las tienen, hasta el palacio
del gobernadorY
Hacia 1776 se les permiti6 a los misioneros cobrar los diezmos pese a que
muchas veces no acataban las 6rdenes de 1a di6cesis de Durango, a 1a cual
debfan remitir todo e1 producto de este impuesto. Para principios del siglo
XIX el cobro del diezmo estaba arrendado ados 0 tres contratistas conocidos
como diezmeros. Segun un calculo de los propios franciscanos, en un buen
ano la recaudaci6n de diezmos sobrepasaba los once mil pesos, de los cuales
una tercera parte se remitfa a Durango, otra a la Real Hacienda y 10 restante
se entregaba al diezmeroY De esta manera, el diezmo era el impuesto mas
importante que pagaban los nuevomexicanos y no s610 era una contribuci6n
eclesiastica.
Nuevo Mexico tambien necesitaba de los subsidios para integrarse al
mercado novohispano. Pedro Bautista Pino estimaba hacia ISn que el precio
total de los artfculos de comercio que entraban anualmente a Nuevo Mexico
importaba unos 112,000 pesos, mientras que los productos nuevomexicanos
que entraban al mercado sumaban unos 65,000 pesos. E1 deficit resu1tante
de poco menos de 50,000 pesos se parece mucho a 1a suma de los sfnodos,
los pagos a funcionarios civiles y los situados-subsidios-para las compafifas
presidiales que enviaba regu1armente 1a Real Hacienda. 14

EI establecimiento de un sistema fiscal, 1821-1830
Al advenimiento de 1a independencia de Mexico y su inestabi1idad po1ftica,
los subsidios dejarfan de llegar con e1 paso de los meses y se suspenderfan
los pagos de sueldos de funcionarios y soldados. Ante esta triste perspectiva,
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la provincia no parecfa contar con ningun recurso con el cual sostenerse.
Sin embargo, este panorama cambi6 rapidamente cuando la apertura del
comercio internacional por la ruta que se conocerfa como "el comercio de
Santa Fe" brind6 de manera providencial a Nuevo Mexico de una Fuente
de ingresos fiscales que llegarfan a ser de gran importancia. Sin duda alguna,
la apertura del comercio de Santa Fe influy6 para que Nuevo Mexico viviera
una epoca de bonanza econ6mica. Esta prosperidad influy6 en la vida
cotidiana de los nuevomexicanos, llev6 a la formaci6n de una elite local e
impact6 la polftica local.
Apenas en julio de 1822, la Asamblea Provincial de Nuevo Mexico
suscribi6 un proyecto muy liberal para reglamentar el comercio de Santa
Fe y 10 envi6 a la Comisi6n de Comercio y Finanzas del Congreso mexicano
donde no fue aprobada, debido a que las autoridades del gobierno mexicano
vefan en este comercio una amenaza de fuga de recursos. 15 A finales de
1823, el ministro plenipotenciario de Mexico en Washington, Manuel Zozaya,
informaba alarmado que muchos comerciantes norteamericanos habfan
regresado a San Luis, Misuri con "mas de 400 caballos y mulas, cantidad de
castores y una considerable suma de dinero." A ese paso agregaba, "se
acarrearan todos los ganados."16
Si bien el comercio no se pudo detener y los nuevomexicanos y
chihuahuenses se estaban lucrando con el, el gobierno mexicano trat6 de
sacarle ventajas fiscales. No se sabe c6mo se cobraron los impuestos a la
importaci6n durante los primeros afios de vida del comercio de Santa Fe,
pero sabemos por testimonios de los comerciantes norteamericanos que
desde 1822 el alcalde de esa villa cobraba cierta cantidad por derechos de
importaci6n y consumo sin estar capacitado para hacerlo, aunque es en
1824 cuando encontramos indicios de un cobro sistematico de impuestos al
comercio internacional. 17
Serfa hasta mediildos de 1825 cuando se comenzaron a cobrar los
impuestos de acuerdo con las leyes mexicanas. 18 En esas fechas abrieron sus
puertas la aduana de Santa Fe y la comisarfa substituta de Nuevo Mexico,
las cuales eran en realidad una sola instituci6n. En teorfa, la aduana debfa
remitir sus ingresos al gobierno federal por tratarse de una aduana
internacional y sus cuentas debfan ser revisadas por la comisarfa general de
Chihuahua. 19
EI gobierno mexicano vio con optimismo el establecimiento de la
aduana de Santa Fe, pues pensaba que podfa redituarle buenos ingresos.
Durante 1825 el ministerio de Hacienda Ie envi6 material e instrucciones al
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administrador aduanal Juan Bautista Vigil, mientras que el ministro del ramo
hacfa una entusiasta prospectiva de esa aduana.
Poco lisonjeros fueron los avisos recibidos en el ministerio en razon de
las rentas del territorio [de Nuevo Mexico] .... No otra cosa debia
esperarse atendido el abandono que por doscientos veinticinco anos 10
tuvo y mantuvo el opresor del Septentrion. Allf se vivia en el olvido, se
habitaba en la soledad ... lDe cuantos avances no es susceptible
semejante pais? EI poder legislativo los prepara: la obra del tiempo ya
ha comenzado. Las noticias del ramo de Hacienda en el dieron la idea
mas triste.... Era casi desconocido el papel sellado y de alii se puede
deducir el resto.
Expedido el soberano decreto numero 70, fue nombrado en administracion en comision don Juan Bautista Vigil, cuya conducta abono el mismo
iefe polftico. Por medio de este ministerio se le remitio arancel general para
su gobierno en caso de alguna introduccion de efectos extranjeros por aquella
aduana elevado al ramo de frontera; se enviaron igualmente tres mil
cuatrocientos sellos de todas clases y las instrucciones pedidas daran luces
para dictar las demas providencias de seguridad en la recaudacion de los
derechos generales. 20
En los papeles de Hacienda de Nuevo Mexico la primera gufa oficial de
introduccion de mercancfas que se conserva esta fechada el 25 de julio de
1825 y lleva el numero 9, 10 que hace suponer que la aduana de Santa Fe
comenzo a funcionar a principios de ese mes en coincidencia con el inicio
del ano fiscal de 1825-1826, pero la organizacion compIeta de la aduana
llevo mas tiempo.2! Durante todo el ano de 1825 los novatos funcionarios
aduanales de Nuevo Mexico hicieron muchas consultas a las autoridades
locales y federales. EI gobernador y comandante militar Antonio Narbona
tampoco sabia como se debfa manejar la subcomisarfa y cuales eran sus
atribuciones. Al propio Narbona se Ie dio la facultad de asignar los sueldos
de los empleados de la aduana, aunque despues se Ie nego la participacion
en el manejo de los recursos. 22
La aduana funciono de manera muy irregular en sus primeros anos.
Durante la administracion de Vigil se organizo por vez primera, pero pronto
ocurrio el primer escandalo. En diciembre de 1825, el gobernador Narbona,
enojado por no encontrar dinero en la aduana para las tropas presidiales,
acuso a Vigil de corrupci6n. Segun Narbona, el erario publico estaba
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perdiendo ingresos parque el administradar permitia que los comerciantes
norteamericanos pasaran la aduana sin pagar impuestos a cambio de un
cohecho. En los meses siguientes, las acusaciones llegaron hasta 1a ciudad
de Mexico. Nunca se pudo demostrar que Vigil era culpable, pero fue
retirado de su cargo y sustituido par Agustin Duran, quien a su vez fue
reemp1azado por Francisco SarracinoY
Sarracino desempefi6 e1 puesto de subcomisario hasta 1833, cuando ocup6
de manera interina la gubernatura de Nuevo Mexico y reasumi61a jefatura
de 1a aduana en mayo de 1835. Durante sus gestiones, tambien se vio envue1to
en acusaciones. En 1828 se 1e cu1p6 de intentar cobrar mil pesos ados
sacerdotes para excluirlos de 1a ley de expu1si6n de espafio1es, pero durante
su administraci6n 1a aduana se conso1id6 y afin6 sus sistemas. 14
Hubo siempre denuncias de irregu1aridades en la subcomisarfa. Las
autoridades del estado de Chihuahua y el gobierno naciona1 escuchaban
quejas constantes de que la aduana de Santa Fe no habfa podido frenar e1
contrabando. La enarme y deshabitada Frontera entre Nuevo Mexico y
Estados Unidos permitfa a los comerciantes y a los cazadores de pie1estanto mexicanos como norteamericanos-evadir la aduana y dejar de pagar
impuestos. En 1827, por ejemp10, e1 gobernador Manuel Armijo 10gr6
confiscar mas de veinte mil pesos en pieles de nutria al cazador norteamericano Ewing Young. La debilidad del resguardo aduanal se puso de
manifiesto cuando este y varios de sus compafieros asaltaron la casa donde
estaban las pieles y huyeron con ellas. 15 Desde esa fecha, los comandantes
militares, a pedido del subcomisario, comenzaron a enviar una escolta militar a la Frontera para guardar a los comerciantes e impedirles que rodearan
Santa Fe y no llegaran a la aduana. 16 Nuevas denuncias, ahora de un
"escandaloso desarreglo" de la oficina y de malversaci6n de fondos se hicieron
contra el subcomisario interino Agustin Duran a principios de 1833.
Defendido par el gobernadar y ex-subcomisario Francisco Sarracino, a Duran
tampoco se 1e pudo probar su culpabilidad, pero fue sustituido por el propio
Sarracino en 1835.17
Durante la decada de los treinta, la presi6n sobre la aduana nuevomexicana provino de parte de las autaridades de Chihuahua. Mientras que
la aduana de Santa Fe se conso1idaba como una Fuente segura de ingresos
segun se incrementaba el volumen del comercio internacional, 1a comisarfa
general de Chihuahua vio caer sus ingresos de manera dramatica. Ya en
1831 el comisario chihuahuense 1e escribfa a Sarracino quejandose de que
"los ingresos de la oficina del cargo de usted son mayores que los que tiene
la caja de esta comisarfa general" y de que la subcomisarfa nuevomexicana
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no enviaba ningun dinero a sus instancias
superiores. 28 Conforme los ingresos de Chihuahua seguian disminuyendo, las autoridades de ese estado intentaron allegarse los
recursos que ingresaban a la aduana de Santa
Fe. Al no lograrlo, trataron de cambiar la ruta
del comercio para que entrara a Mexico por
territorio chihuahuense y poner asi un Freno
a 10 que consideraban "franquicias ilimitadas
con que los extranjeros han logrado hacer suyo
el comercio en grande y pequeno."29 En 1835
el gobierno de Chihuahua establecio dos
aduanas fronterizas en El Paso y en Presidio
del Norte. Se fundaron como fronterizas
porque se pensaba que los comerciantes
chihuahuenses podian abrir una ruta directa
de Misuri a la ciudad de Chihuahua, pero GENERAL MANUEL ARMIJO
solo un ano se practico ese camino. Las Gobernado de Nuevo Mexico,
aduanas fronterizas de Chihuahua comen- 1827-1829; 18 37- 18 44; 1845-1846
zaron a funcionar en 1836, pero Santa Fe
siguio acaparando los impuestos de importacion y sus ingresos fueron muy
escasos, tan escasos que ni siquiera alcanzaban para pagar a sus empleados. 30
Ante este fracaso de la politica fiscal en su estado, los hermanos Jose Simon
y Jose Agustin de Escudero-ambos comerciantes, politicos y diputados al
Congreso mexicano en disbntas ocasiones-y el varias veces gobernador y
comandante general de Chihuahua Jose Joaquin Calvo se convirtieron en
los principales crfticos de la aduana de Santa Fe.
Las limitaciones de la aduana nuevomexicana daban pie a esos ataques.
La recaudacion, segun los datos disponibles, solo ascendia a alrededor de
un 10 por ciento del valor de las mercancfas presumiblemente importadas
de Estados Unidos, cuando este porcentaje deberfa fluctuar entre el15 y 20
por ciento. 31 Segun ellicenciado Antonio Barreiro, enviado por el gobierno
federal como asesor judicial al territorio de Nuevo Mexico en 1830, la baja
recaudacion se debfa a la corrupcion y a varias deficiencias en la administracion fiscal.
La Hacienda Publica de Nuevo Mexico est! encargada a un comisario
subalterno al comisario general de Chihuahua. Esta comisarfa no bene
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brazos que la desempefien, pues un sujeto sirve de interventor y un
escribiente es su total numero de empleados. El edificio en que esta la
comisarfa es un edificio inmundo, inseguro y sin comodidad. El
comisario vive en su casa particular y, por supuesto, no puede cuidar
de los caudales con aquella escrupulosidad que se requiere; de alb que
se intenten robos en la comisarfa con bastante frecuencia y que a cada
paso se comprometa en mil modos la responsabilidad de su jefe.
No hay almacenes nacionales en que depositar los efectos que se
han de aforar para el cobro de las alcabalas y de esta grandfsima falta
provine que, a la entrada de las compafifas americanas, infinitos
cargamentos se depositan en casas particulares. jAh! LY cuantos fraudes
deberan cometerse con estos depositos escandalosos? Leomo contar el
comisario con la integridad de los patrones de las casas que no tienen
afecto a su responsabilidad?
Las circunstancias locales de Nuevo Mexico y la falta de guardias
que hay en la comisarfa favorecen el contrabando de modo extraordinario. La Hacienda Publica pierde aquf anualmente cantidades de
consideracion, pues aquf, mas que en otra parte de la Republica, se
encuentra este importante ramo en una desorganizaci6n lamentableY
Las soluciones que proponfa el Iicenciado Barreiro eran la de construir un
edificio adecuado para la aduana, dotarla de mas funcionarios y guardias y
pagar a los empleados un sueldo alto que los apartara de la tentacion de dejarse
sobornar. La escasez cronica de dinero en todos los niveles de gobierno hizo
que no hubiera ningun intento real de reformar la administracion fiscal
nuevomexicana antes de la implantacion del centraIismo en 1835.
Ingresos y egresos durante la Republica Federal, 1825-1835

Las unicas entradas que el gobierno de Nuevo Mexico tuvo a la mana entre
1822 y 1823 eran los diezmos, pues no se sabfa aun como cobrar los impuestos
al comercio de Santa Fe. Debido a la posibilidad sacar recursos fiscales de
los diezmos, a que los subsidios para el gasto militar no se habfan suprimido
de golpe y a que se consideraba a la compafifa presidial como una institucion
digna de tener credito, no se sufrio un colapso total en las finanzas de la
provincia.
El presidio de Santa Fe logro sobrevivir a estas urgencias financieras gracias
a que los gobernadores pudieron conseguir algunos creditos. Ante la falta
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de dinero, los diezmeros se convirtieron en los prestamistas de la companfa
presidial. Como las ligas economicas entre el gobierno mexicano y el de
Nuevo Mexico se segufan rompiendo, ya para 1825 estaba claro que las
autaridades nuevomexicanas estaban atenidas a sus propios recursos para
sobrevivir. Al mismo tiempo, esta separacion impedfa que el gobierno
mexicano pudiera recibir ayuda de Nuevo Mexico; de manera que hacia
1822, cuando llego a Santa Fe un decreto de prestamo forzoso pidiendo
veinte y cinco mil pesos a la provincia, el gobernador simplemente 10 reI ego
sin hacerle caso alguno. JJ
Cuando la aduana inicio formalmente sus funciones se convirtio en el
lugar adecuado para que las autoridades locales consiguieran cierto dinero.
Las entradas de la aduana de Santa Fe se debfan en un 95 por ciento a los
impuestos de internacion y consumo que pagaban las mercancfas provenientes de Estados Unidos. Otros rubros, como el papel sellado 0 la
exportacion de plata apenas si se aparecen en la documentacion hacendaria.
Entre 1825 y 1828 la aduana santafesina recaudaba en promedio los 10,000
pesos anuales, pero a partir de 1829 y hasta 1835 sus ingresos crecieron de
manera consistente por encima de los 15,000 pesos y llegando a veces a los
40,000 pesos por ano.
Otra posibilidad de ingresos locales era el cobro de alcabalas, un impuesto
al comercio interior. En la epoca colonial los productos de Nuevo Mexico
no pagaban esta contribucion, pero al declararse la independencia la alcabala
se cobra durante algunos meses de 1822 y 1823- En julio de 1823 se expidio
un nuevo decreto de exencion del pago de alcabalas por siete anos a las
mercancfas de Nuevo Mexico para favorecer a la industria local. Otros
decretos de los anos 1830, 1838 Y1845 refrendaron este privilegio, de forma
que los artfculos nuevomexicanos no pagaban alcabalas aunque sus productos
se vendieran en el centro de Mexico. J4
El dinero recaudado por impuestos al comercio internacional, que debfa
remitirse a la ciudad de Mexico, se gastaba dentro del territorio nuevomexicano debido a 10 urgente de sus gastos militares. De esta manera, las
relaciones entre la aduana de Santa Fe y la comisarfa general de Chihuahua fueron muy pocas, pues entre 1825 y 1835 solo se registran cuatro
movimientos de dinero con dicha comisarfa. En 1828, tras reiteradas
peticiones de auxilio par parte del gobernador y comandante militar Jose
Antonio Vizcarra, la comisarfa de Chihuahua envio 29,000 pesos en animales
y dinero a Nuevo Mexico para reponer la caballada y pagar los salarios de la
tropa. J5 A fines de 1834, Albino Perez recibio de la comisarfa chihuahuense
en su camino a ocupar la gubernatura de Nuevo Mexico 4,7°° pesos como
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ayuda para rehabilitar las compaiifas presidiales. Poco tiempo mas tarde la
aduana de Santa Fe remitio 2,892 pesos a Chihuahua, tal vez como pago de
la ayuda anteriormente recibida. J6 Meses despues, a principios de 1835, hay
otra entrada de 1,000 pesos enviados desde Chihuahua.37
Las relaciones de la subcomisarfa de Santa Fe con el resto del sistema
hacendario mexicano fueron en general muy escasas. Siguiendo una polftica
de exencion de impuestos a los habitantes de territorios, el gobierno federal
excluyo a Nuevo Mexico del "contingente," un pago que cada estado debfa
entregar anualmente al gobierno federal y que salfa de los recursos de las
tesorerfas 10cales. 38 Otra forma en que el gobierno nacional mexicano podfa
obtener dinero de estados y territorios era a traves de los prestamos forzosos,
cuya existencia se remontaba a las ultimas decadas del siglo XVIII. Cada
cierto tiempo, desde la ciudad de Mexico se determinaba cuanto dinero
debfa remitir cada entidad federativa, pero Nuevo Mexico rara vez era
incluido en los prestamos forzosos, pero en ocasiones los requerimientos de
emprestitos 0 "subscripciones voluntarias" lIegaban al territorio. 39 Un ejemplo
tfpico de estos intentos, casi siempre fallidos, por recaudar contribuciones
extraordinarias, es el originado en un decreto del 7 de agosto de 1829. Este
decreto pedfa que la diputacion territorial de Nuevo Mexico juntara 18,000
pesos y los enviara al gobierno nacional. 40 En este caso, la diputacion delego
en los ayuntamientos el cobro del prestamo forzoso, pero los papeles de la
aduana de Santa Fe no muestran ningun ingreso por ese concepto, por 10
que es muy posible que el prestamo nunca se recaudara. Aiios mas tarde, en
1836, los papeles de Hacienda locales muestran que se recaudaron 4,630
pesos con el rubro de prestamo forzoso, pero no se ha encontrado ningun
decreto nacional relacionado con este cobro ni se menciona ninguna
remisi6n de dinero a Chihuahua 0 a la ciudad de Mexico. La falta de un
decreto nacional da a entender que este prestamo tuvo un caracter local. 41
Del mismo modo que Nuevo Mexico no remitfa recursos a la tesorerfa
nacional, el gobierno mexicano rara vez envi6 dinero al territorio nuevomexicano, pese a que habfa constantes pedidos de ayuda por parte de los
gobernadores y comandantes militares. De hecho, la Hacienda nacional en
ese tiempo luchaba contra penurias aun mayores, tales como un deficit
constante y la necesidad cronica de endeudarse: no estaba en posibilidad
de ayudar a Nuevo Mexico. En el tiempo del federalismo, s610 se consignaron
dos envfos de dinero del gobierno naci'onal al de Nuevo Mexico: uno de
poco menos de 7,000 pesos hacia 1829 y otro de 1,600 pesos en 1835.42
No queda duda entonces de que el territorio de Nuevo Mexico estaba
atenido a sus propios recursos, pero al mismo tiempo disponfa de ellos como
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mejor Ie conviniera sin hacer caso a la normatividad, gozando de una gran
autonomfa de hecho. No paso mucho tiempo para que las autoridades locales se habituaran a vivir de los productos de la aduana local. Asf, los
funcionarios estaban pendientes de la llegada de los comerciantes para acudir
en persona a la aduana de Santa Fe y tratar de conseguir dinero para los
soldados 0 empleados civiles. Al igual que en epocas coloniales y en
concordancia con 10 que pasaba en el resto del pafs, el gasto militar implicaba,
con mucho, la mayor salida de recursos para el erario local. En general, el
pago a los soldados y oficiales absorbia de manera constante mas del 85 por
ciento de las entradas de la aduana y se consideraba como una urgencia el
pagarlos.
Cuando los subsidios de la ciudad de Mexico dejaron de llegar a partir
de 1822, los militares tuvieron que reducir sus gastos sensiblemente. El dinero
que no llegaba alimentaba una presunta deuda del gobierno nacional con
las companias presidiales, deuda que a finales de 1823 llegaba a los 56,000
pesos y que nunca se llego a liquidar. Sin embargo, en ese mismo ano los
soldados recibian solo apenas 70 u 80 pesos de sus sueldos anuales. 43 Entre
1823 y 1825 se redujo el numero de soldados y el fondo de aliados quedo casi
vado en el momento en que se cernia sobre el territorio la amenaza de
incursiones de los indios navajos. A fines de 1824 los comandantes
comenzaron a recibir recursos de la subcomisaria que se usaban para pagar
las deudas contrafdas con el diezmero y asi apuntalar su debil credito. La
primera partida de la que queda constancia se reducia a solo 250 realesunos 81.5 pesos-y fue entregada al comandante militar en diciembre de
1824.44 A partir de julio de 1825, cuando la aduana comenzo a funcionar en
toda regIa, los comandantes y gobernadores sentian que tenian un fondo al
cual acudir en casos de urgencia. La aduana comenzo a subsidiar a las
companfas presidiales con regularidad y este subsidio absorbia entre el 85
por ciento y el 95 por ciento de sus egresos anuales.
Los gastos militares, ademas, tendieron a incrementarse. Una ley federal
del 21 de marzo de 1826 dispuso la formacion de otras dos companias
presidiales que deberian estar situadas en Taos y San Miguel del Vado. Con
ello, el presupuesto militar se elevaba a mas de ochenta y siete mil pesos
anuales, una cifra entonces imposible de recaudar. Habrian de pasar varios
anos antes de que las finanzas de Nuevo Mexico permitieran crear los nuevos
presidios, pero el que existiera una orden en ese sentido presionaba mas a
los comandantes militares.
Entre 1825 y 1830 el gasto militar se triangulo entre el diezmero, el
comandante militar, 0 el oficial habilitado y el subcomisario de la aduana
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de Santa Fe. Par 10 general, la autoridad militar firmaba un contrato de
aprovisionamiento con el diezmero por una cantidad determinada bajo la
supervisi6n del jefe de la aduana, quien finalmente apartaba los recursos.
Como la recaudaci6n anual de diezmos promediaba unos quince mil pesos
al ano y estos eran insuficientes para abastecer de 10 necesario a la tropa, el
comandante tenia que estar buscando nuevos prestamistas. Un contrato
tipico de este tipo de negociaci6n es el que firmaron el diezmero Bartolome
Baca y el comandante Jose Antonio Vizcarra a principios de 1828. Por medio
de este contrato, el diezmero se comprometia a entregar a la compania
presidial diversos productos par casi diez mil pesos que Ie serfan pagados al
irlos recibiendo la tropa. 45 Era muy comunque alguna parte no pudiera
cumplir el contrato por circunstancias adversas y se desarrollara un conflicto
entre las autoridades fiscales y militares. De hecho, las acusaciones de
corrupci6n hechas contra Juan Bautista Vigil en 1825 surgieron a partir de
los desacuerdos creados parque uno de estos contratos no se realiz6 de la
manera estipulada. 46 A partir de 1833, el cobro de diezmos parece haber
perdido su impartancia fiscal. Tal vez el decreto del presidente Valentin
G6mez Farias que levant61a coacci6n civil sobre el pago de diezmos anim6
a que los nuevomexicanos dejaran de pagar esa contribuci6n, pero ya hacia
1835 casi no se mencionaban en los papeles hacendarios ni al diezmo ni a
los diezmeros.
Otra forma que tenia la subcomisaria para obtener recursos urgentes era
el endeudamiento con particulares, aunque esta practica no parece haber
sido muy comun. Ya en el ano fiscal de 1827-1828 se registra un deficit de
poco mas de dos mil pesos, deficit que se cubri6 casi seguramente con
prestamos. Conforme pasan los anos, la documentaci6n muestra no s610
que algunas personas, entre elias Ambrosio Armijo y Antonio Barreiro,
recibian pagos por prestamos hechos con anteriaridad, sino que hacia 1830
existia un "fondo de credito publico" encargado de pagar la lIamada "deuda
militar," el cual, al parecer, nunca manej6 sumas importantesY La existencia
de una deuda publica podria demostrar que la subcomisaria gozaba de buen
credito, pero 10 normal era que se gastara unicamente el dinero que entraba
a la aduana y, por 10 mismo, no se registran deficits impartantes en la
operaci6n de la subcomisaria nuevomexicana a pesar de que los gastos
militares siempre eran urgentes.
La escasez de recursos comenz6 a hacer mella en la instituci6n militar
de manera muy profunda para la decada de los treinta, pese a que la
subcomisaria Ie seguia abonando a las compafifas presidiales mas del 80 par
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ciento de sus ingresos. Las descripciones de la extrema miseria en la que
vivian los soldados y los planes para liberarlos de esa situacion comenzaron
a ser comunes a partir de 1831. Los comandantes mandaban frecuentemente
libranzas a notas de credito en tono de suplica contra la comisaria general
de Durango con la esperanza de poderles hacer efectivas. 48 A pesar de estas
reiteradas peticiones de auxilios, solo se registraron tres remisiones de dinero
a Nuevo Mexico por un monto total de menos de treinta y cinco mil pesos
hasta 1835.
Si la institucion militar sufria de una continuada escasez de ingresos a
pesar de su obvia utilidad, otros organismos de la administracion publica
vivian problemas aun peores. La Diputacion Territorial, cuerpo que debia
fungir como un cuerpo legislativo local y promotara de la educacion publica,
casi no recibia ningun dinero de la aduana, 10 que la condenaba a la
inactividad. En 1826 se intento crear un sistema de escuelas can la base de
un impuesto a cada jefe de familia que nunca fue recaudado por la falta de
padrones precisos. Mas tarde, en 1830 la propia Diputacion pidio autorizacion
al Congreso nacional para que se estableciera un impuesto de uno a cinco
pesos por familia para promover la construccion de escuelas publicas. Al no
recibir respuesta de la ciudad de Mexico, uno de los diputados, Antonio
Jose Martinez, sugiri6 que la Diputacion se disolviera mientras no tuviese
poder ni recurso alguno para realizar su labor. 49
Los sueldos de otros funcionarios civiles se retrasaban par meses y hasta
afios enteros. No solo los miembros de la Diputaci6n Territorial 0 el
subcomisario se quedaban sin cobrar, sino que hasta el propio gobernador a
veces no percibia su sueldo. En 1827, par ejemplo, el gobernador Manuel
Armijo se empezo a quejar de que llevaba mas de diez meses-desde que
habia asumido el cargo-sin recibir pago alguno. Mortunadamente, su "carto
giro de comercio" Ie permitia vivir de manera desahogada. Aun asi, a
principios de 1828 deja vacante la gubernatura por un par de meses "para
evitar-decfa-Ia decadencia de sus cortos intereses."50 Otro caso es el del
propio subcomisario Francisco Sarracino, quien tuvo que esperar mas de
cuatro afios sin percibir sueldo alguno hasta que, en 1836, se Ie pudieron
pagar los 5,226 pesos que se Ie debian por ese concepto. 5!
Cuando a fines de 1834 se podia preyer un vuelco en la situacion politica
de Mexico, los nuevomexicanos no ocultaron sus simpatfas hacia la
implantacion del centralismo. La Diputacion Territorial incluso Ie dio
poderes suficientes a su diputado al Congreso nacional para que favoreciera
un cambio de regimen politico, "pudiendo cambiar, si necesario fuere, la
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forma de gobierno en cualquier otra de las conocidas en el mundo."
Explicaba que la republica federal habfa sido incapaz de resolver los
problemas de Nuevo Mexico, entre otras cosas, por no haber controlado el
comercio de Santa Fe. 52

Centralismo, rebeli6n y reorganizaci6n fiscal, 1835-1846
EI establecimiento de un regimen centralista en Mexico trajo cambios en
la polftica fiscal yen administracion de las aduanas fronterizas con el fin de
incrementar la recaudacion. 53 Para Nuevo Mexico, esta reorganizacion
prevenfa el establecimiento de otras dos aduanas internacionales, ubicadas
en los presidios de T~os y San Miguel del Vado, y la conversion de la aduana
de Santa Fe en aduana terrestre y sede de la subcomisarfa.
Por decreto del 17 de abril de 1837 la administracion fiscal de Nuevo
Mexico paso a depender directamente de la Direccion General de Rentas
del gobierno nacional y el antiguo subcomisario tomo el titulo de Jefe Superior de Hacienda, puesto en el que se confirmo a Francisco Sarracino
con un buen salario de dos mil pesos anuales. Este decreto tambien prevenfa
que cada aduana contara con tres funcionarios aduanales y una fuerza de
ocho soldados presidiales como guardia, con 10 cual el costo del sistema
fiscal se elevarfa a mas de dieciseis mil pesos anuales. 54
Se intentaba con la aduana de Taos controlar un trafico de pieles que no
producfa casi ninguna ganancia a las finanzas locales, pues hacfa varios
afios que las pieles de nutria y castor habfan pasado de moda y ya casi nadie
se dedicaba a la caza de esos ani males. La aduana de San Miguel del Vado
estarfa ubicada en una posicion estrategica sobre la ruta de Santa Fe, pero
los comerciantes provenientes de Estados Unidos igualmente tenfan que
llegar a la capital y no les era tan facil realizar practicas de contrabando
debido a la supervision de la escolta militar que los acompafiaba desde que
entraban a territorio mexicano. Por estas razones, la unica aduana de Nuevo
Mexico nunca se movio de Santa Fe.
En los primeros afios de la republica centralista se trato de cambiar la
administracion fiscal en todo Mexico para que los departamentos tuvieran
una organizacion similar y fueran funcionarios del gobierno central los que
recabaran los impuestos. Ademas, se establecieron las llamadas "contribuciones directas," una serie de impuestos destinados a gravar la riqueza de
los individuos. Entre 1835 y 1837 se crearon impuestos a la propiedad urbana y rural y al ejercicio de diversas profesiones, giros mercantiles y oficios
que deberfan ser recaudados por el gobierno central en cada departamento. 55
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En agosto de 1837 se desat6 una violenta rebeli6n en contra del gobernador
y comandante militar, Albino Perez. Toda la zona norte de Nuevo Mexico
se levant6 al sentir amenazada su forma tradicional de vida ante la posibilidad
de que se cobraran las nuevas contribuciones directas, que se recaudaran
mas prestamos forzosos y al incrementarse la presi6n para cumplir con un
servicio militar cada vez mas arduo. Albino Perez estaba convencido de que
los decretos que establecfan las contribuciones directas no se pod ian llevar
a la practica, pero los hizo circular en los ayuntamientos, 10 que dio pie al
rumor de que realmente se pensaba cobrar dichos impuestos.
Durante el levantamiento el gobernador Perez y varios funcionarios
publicos fueron asesinados por los rebeldes con lujo de violencia, por 10
que dentro del mismo Nuevo Mexico y en Chihuahua corri6 la voz de
alarma. Los rebel des estaban inconformes con el gobernador por las
numerosas y duras campafias militares en las que habia obligado a participar
a miles de nuevomexicanos. 56 La posibilidad de pagar mas impuestos y un
conflicto politico local fueron el pretexto para ellevantamiento. Desde fines
de 1837 un grupo de hacendados y comerciantes del sur del departamento
encabezados por el ex-gobernador Manuel Armijo tom6 control de la
situaci6n. A partir de entonces, Armijo fungi6 varias veces como gobernador
y comandante general entre 1838 y 1846 Yse convirti6 en el hombre fuerte
de Nuevo Mexico.
La rebeli6n de 1837 disloc61as instituciones del gobierno departamental
y, desde luego, el gobierno central respondi6 con nerviosismo, pues se Ie
consider6 un movimiento separatista al estilo de Texas 0 una rebeli6n
federalista similar a las que se habfan sufrido en otros departamentos del
norte de Mexico. Comprendiendo que era necesario invertir mas recursos
en los departamentos nortefios, el gobierno nacional busc6 un prestamo de
cuatro millones de pesos para reforzar las compafifas presidiales, pero su
credito era tan precario que se ofrecfa un 56 por ciento de ese dinero al
contratista que lograra concertarlo. 57 Aun con estas graves concesiones, al
parecer el credito no se pudo conseguir y la tesoreria nuevomexicana no
registra la llegada de ningun subsidio en los afios siguientes.
De nuevo, el propio territorio tuvo que atenerse a sus recursos para
reconstruir su aparato administrativo tras la rebeli6n. En 1837 y 1838 los
ingresos de la aduana bajaron a 17,3°0 pesos, mientras los gastos militares se
mantuvieron en el orden de casi los 30,000 pesos, por 10 que la tesoreria de
Nuevo Mexico tuvo que pedir prestados unos 16,000 pesos a diversos
individuos. Las autoridades fiscales pagaron la deuda entre 1838 y 1839 e
impidieron que se convirtiera en un lastre para las finanzas departamentales. 58
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Un par de incursiones texanas a Nuevo Mexico, ocurridas entre 1841 y
1843, anadidas a las constantes acusaciones de corrupci6n de los aduaneros
nuevomexicanos, llevaron a que a mediad os de 1843 se decretara la
prohibici6n del comercio de Santa Fe y el cierre de la aduana. Esta medida
no lleg6 a aplicarse en la practica, pues unos meses mas tarde se revirti6 la
medida debido a las protestas hechas por los gobiernos de Chihuahua y
Nuevo Mexico. 59 En los ultimos meses de 1843 Armijo dej6 entrar a las
caravanas de comerciantes que venfan de Estados Unidos con el pretexto
de que el cierre de la Frontera se referfa a las aduanas de Taos y San Miguel
del Vado-Ias cuales no existfan-y no se aplicaba a la aduana de Santa
Fe. 60 Con esta peculiar interpretaci6n del decreto, Nuevo Mexico pudo
cobrar los impuestos al comercio internacional.
Otro desengano que se llevaron las autoridades del gobierno central con
respecto al departamento fue la imposibilidad de conseguir ingresos de
Nuevo Mexico. Las autoridades centrales no tomaban en cuenta a Nuevo
Mexico para conseguir ingresos extraordinarios y en agosto de 1845 una ley
nacional reconoci6 el derecho del departamento de disponer del 100 por
ciento de su recaudaci6n 6 ! Ademas de renovar el privilegio de la exenci6n
de pago de alcabalas a los produetos nuevomexicanos, el gobierno nacional
renuncio cualquier participaci6n en el manejo de la aduana de Santa Fe y
de sus recursos, pero intento que se cobraran algunas de las contribuciones
directas. Armijo trat6 de convencer a las autoridades nacionales de que en
el departamento no se podrian cobrar estos impuestos. Aun asf, en 1842 la
Direccion de Contribuciones Directas Ie reclamaba al gobernador que no
se habfa intentado siquiera cobrar el impuesto de tres al millar a las fincas
rusticas. 62
Durante la republica centralista las relaciones entre la Hacienda nacional
y la de Nuevo Mexico se incrementaron notablemente pero el departamento
sigui6 utilizando sus recursos con una gran autonomfa. La aduana de Nuevo
Mexico sigui6 actuando sujeta a los poderes locales y, junto con el comercio
de Santa Fe, tuvo un importante desarrollo en la decada de los cuarenta.
Tras un mal ano fiscal de 1837-1838 en el que se recaudaron s610 21,857
pesos como resultado de la rebeli6n, los ingresos del departamento fueron
creciendo hasta llegar a un maximo de 104,5°4 pesos para 1845, con solo
una cafda significativa en los ingresos registrada en 1842 debida, tal vez, a la
inestabilidad creada por las incursiones texanas a Nuevo Mexico. En todos
esos anos, con excepci6n de 1844, los impuestos al comercio internacional
importaron desde un 85 hasta un 95 por ciento de la recaudacion total, y, de
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la misma forma, los egresos se concentraban en mas de un 80 por ciento
para cubrir los gastos militares.
Se podrfa pensar entonces que la situaci6n financiera de Nuevo Mexico
era de bonanza, pero en realidad el crecimiento de los ingresos fue
acompafiado por un alza enorme en los gastos militares. La amenaza de los
ataques de los "barbaros" se uni6 a los amagos de los texanos, 10 que oblig6
a mantener un presupuesto militar siempre al alza. 63 Para 1838 ya se habfan
creado las companfas presidiales de San Miguel del Vado y de Taos como
prevefa la ley de 1826. Tambien, para proteger el departamento de posibles
incursiones desde 1843 se acantonaron en Nuevo Mexico dos batallones de
infanterfa y uno de artillerfa provenientes de Chihuahua y Veracruz. Con
estos cuerpos, el numero de soldados ascendi6 a mas de 500 y sus sueldos
totalizaban poco mas de 120,000 pesos al ano. Se suponfa que las autoridades
chihuahuenses deberfan enviar dinero para mantener sus tropas, pero la
verdad es que se registran pocas remisiones de fondos de Chihuahua hacia
Nuevo Mexico y fue este ultimo el que tuvo que hacerse cargo de la manutenci6n de esas tropas. 64
Con la necesidad de mantener cuerpos militares foraneos, el gobernador
Armijo se dirigfa constantemente a Chihuahua y Mexico en busca de
auxilios. Las remisiones de esos lugares nunca rebasaron los 13,000 pesos en
total, mientras que las peticiones de Armijo llegaban a ser de hasta 25,000
pesos y entre 1839 y 1843 fueron numerosas. Nuevo Mexico debi6 contar
con una Fuente extraordinaria de ingresos para paliar esas urgencias
financieras. Tras apresar a todos los integrantes de la incursi6n texana de
1841, Armijo se convirti6 por un momento en un heroe nacional al darle a
Mexico una inesperada victoria en contra de los rebeldes de Texas. Para
premiar a Nuevo Mexico, el presidente Santa Anna decret6 un subsidio de
5,000 pesos mensuales que deberfa de pagar la aduana marftima de Mazatlan,
pero s610 durante ese ano se recibieron 25,000 pesos y despues esos recursos
llegaron s610 de manera ocasional. 65
A mediados de 1845, las tropas chihuahuenses al mando del general Pedro
Garda Conde casi se amotinaron al ver que no llegaba el dinero de sus
sueldos y practicamente sitiaron la aduana de Santa Fe. EI jefe superior de
Hacienda se vio obligado a entregarles 7,000 pesos en el acto, pues los soldados ya eran una amenaza al orden publico. Para esas fechas, era ya comun
que la subcomisarfa recurriera a prestamos de particulares para cumplir con
sus crecientes obligaciones. Es a partir de 1841 cuando comenzaron a registrarse
algunos prestamos personales. En junio de ese ano, el gobernador Armijo
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cubrio de su bolsillo una libranza de 15,000 pesos emitida par la aduana de
MazatLin que nadie querfa hacer efectiva. Por esas mismas fechas se
recolectaron 1,805 pesos de un prestamo forzoso exigido por el gobierno
nacional para las tropas que intentarfan recuperar Texas. Conforme crecieron
las necesidades militares, hubo m:is prestamos, de manera que para 1844, la
tesorerfa gastaba 16,300 pesos en el pago de prestamos a particulares. AI ano
siguiente el comerciante Juan Otero presto 10,000 pesos a la aduana que Ie
fueron pagados cuando lIego a Nuevo Mexico de un fondo extraordinario de
15,000 pesos autorizado por el Congreso nacional. 66
De igual manera, este crecimiento tan grande tanto en los gastos como
en los ingresos llevo a que hubiera mas comunicacion entre la tesorerfa de
Nuevo Mexico, la de Chihuahua y la Hacienda nacional. Por ella, el ano
fiscal de 1844 registra en los ingresos de la tesorerfa nuevomexicana 48,858
pesos de recursos remitidos por otros departamentos, al tiempo las remisiones
a otras tesorerfas llegan por un total de 25,652 pesos ademas de los emprestitos
a particulares ya citados. 67 Estos movimientos de dinero revelan una
integracion mayor del sistema fiscal de Nuevo Mexico con el de Mexico en
su con junto debido a la presencia de tropas foraneas, pero tambien indican
que la aduana de Santa Fe segufa manejando sus recursos de manera
autonoma.
Como los gastos extraordinarios no parecfan tener fin y agotaban los
recursos de la tesorerfa local y las remesas de dinero de Chihuahua 0 la
ciudad de Mexico eran raqufticas e inconstantes, durante la decada de los
cuarenta se trato de retomar la practica de los prestamos forzosos. Cuando
el nuevo gobernador-nativo de Chihuahua-Mariano Martfnez decreto
un prestamo forzoso de 12,000 pesos con la garantfa de los futuros ingresos
de la aduana, se gano la animadversion de los nuevomexicanos. Varios
comerciantes se quejaron de que Martfnez les habfa asignado contribuciones
de hasta 2,000 pesos y promovieron la destitucion del gobernador. Este, que
segun un polItico local tenfa la desventaja de "no ser conocido en Nuevo
Mexico, sin ningun merito para ser querido y sin otros antecedentes que los
poco favorables de su conducta publica en Chihuahua,"68 poco pudo hacer
para evitar su destitucion a fines de 1845, cuando habfa recolectado poco
menos de 4,000 pesos de su prestamo forzoSO. 69
En enero de 1846 llego a Nuevo Mexico la noticia de que Texas se habfa
adherido a Estados Unidos, 10 que presuponfa un estado de guerra en el
que Nuevo Mexico quedaba envuelto. Durante la primera mitad de 1846,
mientras Manuel Armijo-de nuevo gobernador y comandante militar-
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preparaba la defensa, no hubo arribos de comerciantes a Santa Fe, pues en
su mayorfa esperaron a via jar con el Ejercito del Oeste. A pesar de que los
recursos eran escasos, Armijo no recurri6 a ningun donativo 0 prestamo
forzoso para organizar la defensa. De cualquier manera, el debil sistema
defensivo que estableci6 no impidi6la marcha del ejercito norteamericano
a Santa Fe ni la integraci6n de Nuevo Mexico a los Estados Unidos.
Durante la epoca colonial la provincia de Nuevo Mexico recibfa los
subsidios suficientes como para mantener a sus misiones y su instituci6n
militar. Muy poco tiempo despues de que Mexico logr6 su independencia
polftica de Espana, el sistema fiscal novohispano-al igual que los sistemas
misionales y presidiales-se desarticul6. Como los subsidios dejaron de llegar,
Nuevo Mexico se vio obligado a establecer una Fuente de recursos propia.
El comercio de Santa Fe y la aduana fronteriza se convirtieron en esa Fuente
de ingresos, que, aunque muy limitados, se manejaban con completa
autonomfa con respecto al gobierno nacional. Nuevo Mexico nunca envi6
ningun tipo de remesa de dinero al gobierno nacional

0

al estado de Chi-

huahua, pero recibi6 en cambio muy pocos subsidios.
Durante la decada de los veinte y los treinta los modestos ingresos
aduaneros permitieron la supervivencia de la instituci6n militar y el funcionamiento del gobierno local sin necesidad de gravar ll<is a la poblaci6n
nuevomexicana, la cual desde tiempo coloniales pagaba pocos impuestos.
La gran rebeli6n de 1837 tuvo un componente fiscal basado en la posibilidad
de que se cobraran las contribuciones directas que el nuevo gobierno central mexicano habfa decretado. Una de las consecuencias de esa rebeli6n
fue que, en efecto, esas contribuciones nunca se aplicaran en Nuevo Mexico.
En la epoca de la republica centralista la administraci6n fiscal de Nuevo
Mexico sigui6 trabajando con la misma autonomfa que en los anos anteriores
pese a que las relaciones entre la Hacienda nacional y la local se incrementaron. Los envfos de dinero de diversas Fuentes externas llegaron a Nuevo
Mexico con mas frecuencia, pero en cantidades modestas, y la tesorerfa
nuevomexicana tampoco remiti6 cantidades significativas a ningun otro
departamento 0 al gobierno nacional. El crecimiento del comercio de Santa
Fe trajo una alza en los ingresos que permiti6 un reforzamiento notable de
la instituci6n militar, que, a su vez, se convertfa en una carga cada vez mas
pesada para el erario local. Durante los cuarenta Nuevo Mexico se podfa
sostener a sf mismo con ciertas dificultades y estaba desarrollando un sistema
fiscal mas eficiente y sofisticado.
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En comparaci6n, podemos decir que las finanzas nuevomexicanas eran
mas sanas que las de otras entidades del norte mexicano y que del propio
gobierno nacional. Nuevo Mexico no tuvo que endeudarse mas que de
manera ocasional y su deuda no Ie gener6 problemas financieros. Aun si en
los afios de 1844 y 1845 se vivi6 una crisis financiera, la posibilidad de
establecer prestamos 0 donativos forzosos casi nunca se llev6 a cabo en Nuevo
Mexico, cuando esto era 10 comun en el resto del pais. En 10 personal, los
nuevomexicanos pagaban mucho menos impuestos que los habitantes de
Mexico en general y se vieron expuestos a una escasa presi6n fiscal.
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(Photograph courtesy Walter and Anna McKee Halsey Collection,
University Archives, University Library, University of Nebraska at
Omaha)

ANNA M. MCKEE, LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO, SPRING

"I Feel as if 1Were on Some Other Planet"
THE NEW MEXICO CORRESPONDENCE OF PRESBITERIAN
MISSIONARY ANNA MARY MCKEE,

1884-1885

Les Valentine

D

uring the last half of the nineteenth century a variety of Protestant
missionary organizations sent hundreds of representatives into the
American West. These missionaries lived among and attempted to help local
populations. Missionaries taught in schools, tended gardens, nursed the sick,
preached the gospel, acquired clothing for those in need, and counseled
families on the importance of cleanliness and moderation in their personal
and domestic lives. Church officials hoped the efforts of home missionaries
(those dedicated to domestic proselytization) would result in the conversion of Native Americans, Hispanos, and Mormons to Protestantism.
Representing the church on the frontier required great sacrifice and
changed the lives of those who accepted what they perceived as their calling. Home missionaries must have experienced shock when thrust into a
frontier environment and torn from family, friends, and "civilization." These
changes must have been profound, but few missionaries left informal
records of their everyday lives to help historians gauge the effects of this
transition. One young missionary, Anna Mary McKee, left a detailed record
of her experience, providing a glimpse into the lives of Presbyterian home

Les Valentine, M.A., M.L.S., is University Archivist at the University Library, University of
Nebraska at Omaha. Thanks to Laurie Nettelmann, Lisa Kobe, and Jennifer Weimer for their
assistance in the preparation of the McKee correspondence for publication.
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missionaries. McKee described the frontier as an alien place, writing, "I
feel as if I were on some other planet."
Anna McKee was born on 9 June 1865 at Milesburg in Centre County,
Pennsylvania, the oldest child of the Reverend William Bergstresser McKee

(1829-1919) and Sarah Jane Norton McKee (1836-1924)' The McKee family
was large. Anna had seven siblings: twin sisters Elizabeth (Lizzie) and
Ethelwynn (Winnie) (b. 1868), William (b. 1866), Henry (b. 1869), Frank
(b. 1871), Walter (b. 1873), and Helen (b. 1876). When Anna was three years
old, she survived an attack of poliomyelitis, which left one of her legs twisted
and shorter than the other for the remainder of her life. This bout with
polio sparked her life-long desire to rise above her "lameness." I
McKee's childhood and various educational experiences took her all over
the country. Her father's duties as a Presbyterian minister unsettled the household during McKee's early years. Between 1865 and 1884, "Papa" McKee
served parishioners in Bald Eagle and Silver Springs, Pennsylvania; Sparta
and Franklin Furnace, New Jersey; McCune, Kansas; and Arlington, Illinois. z In 1876 eleven-year-old McKee was sent to boarding school at Blair
Presbyterial Academy in Blairstown, New Jersey. She was enrolled at Blair
until 1879 when she joined her family in Cherokee, Kansas, graduating from
high school there in the spring of 1880. That summer McKee's parents decided to send her to Lindenwood College, a private Presbyterian finishing
school in St. Charles, Missouri, just outside St. Louis. She attended
Lindenwood from September 1880 until the completion of her junior year
in June 1883.3
The months McKee spent in St. Charles gave her an opportunity to consider what she wished to do with her life. By the spring of 1883 McKee had
decided that she was interested in teaching; she earned her teaching credentials from the Normal Institute in Princeton, Illinois, over the summer
of 1883.4 During the 1883-1884 academic term, McKee lived with her parents and taught first and second grades in Arlington, Illinois. Her family had
moved to Arlington in January 1883 after her father was appointed to serve a
congregation in that community.5
Sometime during or soon after her term at Arlington, Anna McKee agreed
to serve as principal of a Presbyterian plaza school in Los Ranchos de Taos,
New Mexico. She would serve in that office from October 1884 through
July 1885. Unclear in the historical record is exactly how McKee's desire to
become a home missionary developed. As the daughter of a Presbyterian
minister who had served as a home missionary early in his career, and as the
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SARAH JANE NORTON MCKEE WITH SONS

Clockwise from left: Henry, Frank, William, and Walter.
(Photograph courtesy Walter and Anna McKee Halsey Collection,
University Archives, University Library, University of Nebraska at
Omaha)

product of two institutions sponsored by the Presbyterian Church (Blair
and -Lindenwood), McKee probably cultivated at an early age the Christian
ethic of helping people, physically and spiritually.6
McKee left for New Mexico on 16 September 1884 with great optimism,
anticipating the excitement and romance of frontier life. She idealized even
her descriptions of the train ride westward. As McKee's Pullman car sped
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along she fancied herself trekking across the same route that "the adventureloving knight Coronado" had traveled over three centuries earlier.7 By the
time nineteen-year-old McKee arrived, she was filled with the spirit of adventure and ready to take this next big step in her life.
Idealistic young Protestant missionaries like Anna McKee shared a number of characteristics. s Reared in small towns by socially conservative, middleclass parents, they were generally bright, energetic, confident, disciplined,
patriotic, and committed to a life of self-sacrifice. Pious by nature, they possessed a thorough knowledge of the Bible and a strong belief in the power of
the Holy Spirit. Their long-term objective was to rescue souls for the Protestant Christian Church, and their education and training instilled the ability
to communicate that beliefthrough scripture. Skilled mission-school teachers
both guided students to Protestant faith and encouraged them to embrace
its church. Typically unmarried, and generally healthy and robust, missionaries could adapt to grueling frontier conditions and perform tiresome work
under stressful conditions. Although their education gave them better-thanaverage knowledge of topics such as music, women missionaries still had
little or no comprehension of the languages spoken by indigenous peoples
whom they served. They considered themselves superior to their charges,
and McKee's racial attitudes are manifested repeatedly throughout her letters. Anna McKee and her missionary peers were Euroamerican agents dispatched to aid the incorporation of benighted Natives and Hispanos into
Anglo-Saxon civilization.
Missionaries who served in the Southwest also shared professional issues
about, and reactions to, frontier life and conditions. One concern was the
lifestyles of poor Hispanos. Also disquieting were Catholic religious customs and rituals viewed by Protestants as superstitious and idolatrous. A
third concern was the problem of shabby teaching facilities and inadequate
teaching resources. Most mission workers were convinced before entering
service that the Southwest was a dreadful place and assumed they would
find the worst. Given their predisposition, home missionaries unsurprisingly
found just what they expected. 9
Despite their low expectations, missionaries shuddered at the lifestyles of
Indians and poor Hispanos. Workers commented on the simple, childlike
wretchedness of the people; stereotyped descriptions of immoral women and
indolent men were commonplace in missionary letters, diaries, and publications. IO Local dwellings and eating habits also met with missionary disapproval. Mud houses, bed bugs, and families sitting on the floor consuming
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"questionable viands" with their fingers certainly gave pause to prim and
proper mission workers. 1I Given the ethnocentrism oflate-nineteenth-century
white Americans, missionaries who were suddenly transplanted into a frontier environment blamed the lifestyles of the people, at least in part, on
racial inferiority.12
McKee's class origins structured her responses to lifestyles in New Mexico.
She decried the "muddy countenance," laughable attire, body lice, and offensive odor of those who lived in poverty. She was shocked by grubby families who prepared food with sand-ridden, bug-infested ingredients in
unsanitary conditions and who ate off the floor alongside "from ten to fifteen ravenous dogs." Her descriptions of"higher class" New Mexicans, whose
lifestyles reflected her own, were much more positive. Men were handsome
and "picturesque"; women were "very beautiful" with "perfectly divine eyes"
but little character. McKee described the adobe dwellings of these families
as "fixed up elegantly inside," with a "Brussels carpet" similar to her mother's,
a "splendid piano," curtains made of lace, and comfortable furniture. 1J
Home missionaries also worried about the religious customs of the people
they served. Particularly in New Mexico, workers believed that Catholicism, rather than racial inferiority, was largely responsible for the impoverishment of the population. Protestant missionaries were convinced that the
Catholic Church and its priests, corrupt in their eyes, sought to keep the
people poor, ignorant, and submissive. Superstitious ceremonies, the purchase of indulgences, the idolatrous worship of the Virgin Mary, and festivals that included "dancing, drinking, racing, and gambling" combined to
harm the moral development of New Mexicans. 14 Missionaries approached
the Lenten rituals of the Penitentes with a "fascination of the exotic," and
otherwise reserved young women went to great lengths to witness these ceremonies. ls Voyeuristic, bloody, and often exaggerated accounts of these rites
tell us as much about Victorian-era Protestant missionaries as about the
Penitentes themselves. 16
McKee expressed similar concerns about the influence of Catholicism.
She believed that absurd Catholic rituals performed by "avaricious and cunning" priests negatively impacted the people she served. McKee claimed to
have witnessed one priest charging exorbitant fees to baptize livestock of
superstitious Indians and poor Hispanos and another threatening excommunication to discourage parents from sending their children to her Presbyterian mission school. She also reacted in a typical Victorian manner to
the "fearfully horrible" Lenten ceremonies of the Penitentes. McKee went
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out of her way to observe the ceremonies and her accounts of their rituals
were grisly and sensational. It is easy to imagine the young missionary gaping in wide-eyed amazement as masked men stumbled along flagellating
themselves in rhythm with "thongs made of braided reeds," their backs scored
into "one mass of blood and lacerated flesh."I?
Home missionaries in the Southwest also fretted over the teaching environment. The schoolhouse was the basic vehicle through which mission
teachers were expected to rescue the souls ofyoung, poverty-stricken Catholic
Hispanos. Yet frontier school buildings, often miserable and overcrowded,
suffered inadequate ventilation, leaky roofs, and insufficient lighting. These
conditions strained the health of teachers who were required to stand for
hours on cold mud floors instructing many more students than the facilities
could easily accommodate. Schools were also insufficiently supplied. Teachers and students alike endured severe shortages of basic teaching materials
including desks, books, paper, pencils, maps, and even bibles. Supplies were
often so scarce that teachers were forced to purchase necessary items with
their own money. Workers who found themselves in underfunded teaching
environments often became disillusioned, for most expected a greater level
of financial support from eastern missionary societies. ls
McKee occasionally complained about the teaching conditions. The
schoolhouse that she shared with her assistant, Alice Hyson, seated only
thirty-five students and was so dusty and malodorous that McKee preferred
not to wear fine clothing while teaching.19 As enrollments increased, the
teachers divided the school: Hyson remained in the schoolhouse with the
younger children and McKee held classes for the older students in a nearby
chapel. The failure of missionary societies to provide books or used clothing
for her students annoyed McKee, who sometimes purchased supplies from
her meager cache of personal funds. Early in her short service as a home
missionary, McKee complained to her mother about the lack of support
from the East and grumbled: "That N[ew].Y[ork]. [missionary] society doles]
more writing than anything else. so [I] don't expect much or anything for
the children [to come from] there."2o
The struggles in the Southwest to secure conversions to Protestantism
were generally not as productive as missionaries hoped. Workers who remained in the field for several years eventually moderated their attitudes
about frontier society, recognizing that southwestern Catholicism was not
just a religion but was part of the culture itself. Some were even absorbed
into that culture "on Hispanic terms" and became trusted members of
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Hispano society. Veteran missionaries like these understood how difficult it
was to convince people "already content and at home with their culture"
that a change to Protestantism was for the best. 2!
McKee did not serve in New Mexico long enough to soften her judgments about the culture or to gain the complete trust of the people. Discovering early on that competing with Catholicism was a daunting task, she
wrote to her parents with undisguised frustration: "What is the use any way
of these people turning Protestants for every time just as soon as they think
they are going to die they send for the padre and are given Catholic burial
and they all with out [sic] fail go to him to be married." As McKee pondered
whether to leave the field, she sullenly evaluated her mission experience for
her father: "I think we have done some good but we can hardly see it. Perhaps we are only permitted to prepare the ground."21
The New Mexico correspondence of Presbyterian missionary Anna Mary
McKee, which follows below, is a valuable addition to the documentary
history of Protestant missionary efforts in the American Southwest. McKee
recorded the joys and frustrations that characterize mission work in an articulate and absorbing manner. Her accounts also provide a new perspective on the early service of long-time missionary Alice Hyson. Historians
have erroneously reported that Hyson lived alone during the first few months
of her thirty years on the frontier and operated the Los Ranchos de Taos
plaza school by herself.23
Another significant feature of these letters is the rare glimpse they offer
into the private life of a home missionary. In contrast to nondescript workers
known primarily through formal activity reports, this correspondence introduces a capricious teenager, engulfed by a foreign culture, caught between
the deprivation and romance of frontier life. One moment, McKee was a
sheltered young lady who complained about the lack of decent food, the
effect of the dusty environment on her clothing, and the threats to her safety
from frontier ruffians. The next moment, she fancied herself a frontierswoman accustomed to advenh~re and unwilling to revisit civilization.
The brave young women who served the church in frontier New Mexico
were probably a combination of both.

Editorial note
In the following letters written by Anna McKee, the original text has been
reproduced exactly as written. The letters have not been edited for McKee's
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use of incorrect grammar and punctuation. Text that McKee underlined,
placed in parentheses, or crossed out has been reprinted as it appears in her
letters. Where necessary, explanation or definition of McKee's terms has
been provided in brackets and punctuation has been added to clarify her
meaning. Unless otherwise noted, all letters are from the Walter & Anna
McKee Halsey Collection, University Archives, University Library, University of Nebraska at Omaha.

The Letters of Anna Mckee

[Anna McKee to Sarah McKee]
Mora, New Mexico

19 September 1884
Dear Mamma:
I arrived here at noon having left Vegas24 -at 8 this A.M. I had to go to the
hotel again as Mr. Fraser's accomodations were limited. 25 I was very nicely
treated - Mr F is so very pleasant and kind, he is quite sorry that I did not get
Vegas school, and if there is an opening there he will see that I get it.
I came over here in five hours an a half ride in an ambulance the distance is over 30 miles. We are two thousand feet higher than Vegas, making
this place about 9,000 feet high. My heart beats so fast that I can hardly
breathe, I even loose my breath walking across the room. I don't know
whether I can stand this God forsaken country or not, I was very much
pleased with Vegas, but this place is about as bad as I can imagine anything
to be, and Mrs Phillips tells me this is Paradise compared to where I am
going. 26 I forgot to say that two young gentlemen brought me over as they
were going up the Mts. to hunt. Mr Fraser sent me with them in preference
to my having a lonely ride with a Mexican or rough American driver. I have
half a mind to go back with them today and come home. Mr. Phillips thinks
I will have to go over the main range of the Rockies to Rio Colorado 80
miles from here & I will have to ride in a lumber wagon up to the pass in the
Snow Mts. where it is 11,000 ft. high. He tells me to prepare for a snow
storm, it is very cold here, you can see plenty of snow.
The Madre of the boarding school here does not think I should go to any
of those isolated places she says they are not fit for an American. at Rio
Colorado there is one American man a rough mining or ranch fellow but
he has a nice Mexican wife but I can't speak Spanish. Quien Sabel non se I
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don't know what to do. I have learned some Spanish words already. Mr
Phillips has written to Glorietta and Albuquerque to see if! can get in there.
I am going to write to Mr Fraser & see what he thinks about Rio Colorado.
I am to stay here a week.
I don't think Mr Phillips was treated right by the board as they did not tell
him I was coming. he feels it and trys to find an excuse. Mrs Phillips said if
she were you she would think I had not been treated rightly. Still I am going
to stand it awhile at least. Mamma you have no idea how the Mexicans live.
This town is entirely built of flat roofed adobe or mud houses, I believe
there is one American in town besides the teachers the rest are Jews Mexicans & Spanish ruffians. The only towns under Mr. Phillips that are vacant
are away up further in the mts. no American can live there the altitude is so
great they will die besides they would naturally starve. no mail sometimes
for two years just think of that & I would never see a white person for six
months at a time. Mr. P. won't let me go there the matron says she would
never forgive him ifhe did. I don't want to go either. The Mexicans up there
killed a little shepherd boy on Monday, he was found hanging by his neck his
feet tied to a tree & his backbone broken. They do not molest the teachers
though but are as kind to them as it is possible for them to be. Let me tell you
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how they build their houses. they get a good clay place dig a little hole then
pour in water & mix it until they get it big enough. then Mr. Mexicano strips
off invites some of his chums to help him then they wallow around in the
mud until they get it the right consistency to make into adobes. Their houses
have four sides like dormitories[.] surrounding a plazita or pateo is a courtyard
inside of the building where the domestic animals are driven at night.
The matron has just told me she has often had to take her sheepskin (for
that is about the only bed you can find at those isolated places & you are
lucky if you can get that) & sleep in the pateo among the animals for the
bedbugs & body lice are so terrible in the Mexican houses. They [Hispano
residents] eat off of the mud floor, by way of dainties they have fly blown
meal which the dogs have been playing with, mesquit beans all the year
around, chili or green peppers which they cook like vegetables & eat with
great relish, onions some of which weigh 3 pounds & tortillas (torteels), a
kind of cornbread in which they mix the pounded corn with water & slap
around in their hands with great rapidity (it is awfull dirty) & then slam
down in their mud ovens. it is so tough you can hardly pull it apart. While
you are eating you have from ten to fifteen ravenous dogs around you. You
very rarely see a table. The natives [Hispanos] when they come to town
have to bring the little pig with them in their carrito or wagon (a most curious structure) or it would be in a neighbors pork barrel before night.
Tell the boys I have seen 3 bears, Mexican antelope in great herds, an
eagle & lots of prairie dogs, & out on the mesa or great plains I saw millions
of sheep & cattle. Just before we crossed the Trinidad, ten or 20 miles from
any where the air valve in the engine broke, we had to wait so that we were
four hours behind at Vegas. About 15 cowboys came up, we gave them papers & fruit & they seemed quite delighted, they looked quite fierce with
their belts of revolvers, indian ponies & lassoes. I saw lots of Navajoe &
Pueblo....

[Anna McKee to Sarah McKee]
Mora, New Mexico

25 September 1884
Dear Mamma:
I am beginning to feel quite like an old "residenter" and like this place
better every day I am in it, although I do have to shut my eyes over a good
many things.

PAGE ONE OF ANNA MCKEE'S LETTER FROM NEW MEXICO, 19 SEPTEMBER

188 4
(Photograph courtesy Walter and Anna McKee Halsey Collection,
University Archives, University Library, University of Nebraska at
Omaha)
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Yesterday Miss Craig and I walked five miles, we undertook the ascent of
one of the mountains but after we went up about two hundred feet I had to
stop for my breath was so short. 27 I am getting quite used to the altitude and
my heart does not beat so fast only when I get in a hurry. This is a bad place
for sore throat, mine has been a little sore for the last three days, you remember I never had that in Ill[inoi]s. The skin came off my arm this morning and it smarts a good deal otherwise it is nearly well. I never felt so good in
my life as I do here, I feel like getting up in the morning isn't that remarkable!
The air is so cool and pure it seems as ifI could not get enough of it. This A.M.
Mrs Phillips, Miss Craig and I went away up the canyon with our Mexican
driver, I never saw such beautiful country, the highest range of the Rockies
was right in front of us ten miles distant we can plainly see the snow on it.
I have just finished my Spanish lesson. Mr Phillips says I learn it very
nicely indeed. They think I give a regular Spanish pronunciation. Mr Phillips
is considered the best Spanish student among Americans & Mr Fraser told
me to take advantage of the time I was here. Mr P. says that I must get Papa
to obtain a grammar for me, I will tell him what kind in my next. I hear
nothing but Spanish or German any where around for the teachers here are
the only Americans in this place of 6,000 inhabitants.
You would be surprised at the immense amount of business transacted
here. The Jews are the merchants and some of them are worth a hundred
thousand dollars. Z8 There are four stores, one carries a stock of $50,000, last
year they sold 5,oooshawls, so they tell me. you know the Mexican women
do not wear hats but throw a shawl over their heads. Oh! the horrid looking
"animals!" I just wish you could see this town every single building is of
adobe or mud, but some of them are fixed up elegantly inside. I was in one
last night. They had a brussels carpet very much like ours, lace curtains and
handsome plush furniture. I would not like to live in any other kind of a
house here on account of the wind and cold. The walls are from two to
three feet thick. The people are getting to have windows and doors as it is
"becoming more stylish!" What seems so queer to me is the pateo or plazita
a yard in the middle of each house, every house without exception has one.
It is now the Mexican harvest time. I know you would eat the grain with
a relish (!) if you could see the process it undergoes. I know you could not
resist a piece of native bread-its good! yum! yum! as to color it is nearly
black and don't ask if there is much sand in it. The natives are gathering in
their chili or red peppers, cutting pumpkin in slices & drying it [pumpkin]
first stringing it then handing it over the mud walls, they serve their meat up
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in the same manner, one can see whole strings of it along the side of the
house. They ripen pumpkins by pulling them & sticking them on stakes in
the sun.
The threshing is done here as it used to be done long ago in Palestine.
All the grain is cut with an old fashioned cradle then stacked & then the
owner gets a herd of some hundred sheep, goats or burro's and they walk
round & round the stack tramping out the grain, so clean isn't it! When that
is done, the native throws the straw in the air to remove the grain. The grain
is then seifted in a very unique looking seive carried to the river or nearest
ditch (of which there is one every few yards for the country has to be irrigated) and washed by letting the water run through it in baskets, it is then
spread out in the sun on bed quilts or anything to dry, then taken into the
house. I saw one "bed room" with the floor covered Y2 foot deep with wheat,
bed bugs etc. had a good chance at it. They (the natives) grind it between
stones in some cases but they geperally take it to a very primitive looking
mill. Another queer thing is to see the little burro's, they are so small, but
are made to carry immense loads of wood which the wood chopper ties in
packs on their backs. I am going to ride one this. afternoon perhaps.
I gathered some specimens yesterday up on the mountains of mica &
iron, we were hunting for garnets of which there are quite a number found
but we did not get high enough. I have some however.
When I get settled I want you to send me that dress of Mrs Field's it is just
what I need, and I ought to have heavier shoes. I wore those I had this
summer through in Vegas. however don't send until I tell you. I am wearing
those McGann shoes & they are just the kind needed here.
By the way, I was expecting after all to go to Rio Colorado tomorrow but
last night Mr Fraser wrote and told Mr Phillips that he would see about
reopening the school at Glorietta near Vegas on the R'y [railway]. if! would
accept it. I will know tonight. I imagine Mr Fraser wants to keep me near so
I can take Vegas in the Spring if there is an opening. but dont say anything
about it to anyone out here.
Mr Phillips thinks Papa will be rather taken back when he receives his
letter, but he says he always endeavors to picture the worst at first so one will
have an idea what they are coming to. Mr. Phillips thinks all the mistake is
that the board still think he has his former field over the mountain. but he
recently gave that up. I showed him my letters & he says I am all right and
that as I was s~nt to him at Mora it is my place to stay here until matters are
further developed. I am getting acquainted & feel quite at home. Mr Phillips
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ate some of my biscuit & cookies & says if I didn't get a school he would
recommend me as cook. He is real full of fun. I like him so much. He has
been twelve years in Yucatan and Mexico City, Old Mexico. Mrs Phillips
has struck up quite a friendship, she is from Ottawa Ill[inoi]s. She wishes
they would get word the other teacher will not come so I can stay, but such
will not happen I guess.
I am glad I came out here and don't want to ever go to Ill[inoi]s. to live
again. I was pretty blue the morning I wrote to you but haven't felt so since.
I wish you & papa would come to Las Vegas Hot Springs. I know you would
feel like different people, the water is boiling hot & has great medicinal
qualities. I drank two cups of it, it tastes of bromide & sulphur. It takes
money to go there though. 29 I guess you better still direct to Mr Fraser Las
Vegas & he can forward my mail. I wish I could hear the cars it seems so
lonesome. Tell papa not to go anywhere not on the R'y. I received his letter.
Love to all,
Anna.
Send me a good fine comb you can't get good ones here & I will have to be
on the guard. 30

[Anna McKee to Winnie McKeej3I
Ranchos de Taos N. Mex. 32
Sunday, 19 October [1884]
Tell me how long it took this letter to go
Dear Winnie: 33
Why in the world don't you write? Here I am out here on the verge of
civilization, with only three other Americans in town.
This place, Taos proper, is divided into three Plaza's or towns and altogether has 8000 inhabitants. 34 Only seven families ofthis number are Americans so just imagine what a frontier we are on.
Just imagine our consternation this morning. Alice Hyson, (my assistant
teacher, from York, Penn[sylvani]a.) and I were writing when we heard a
noise, we looked out and saw, not bears, but three buggies filled with gentlemen, who came down from Fernandez de Taos to call on us. just imagine
how we felt, there were only seven young gentlemen. You see we are the
only young ladies in all Taos so we are well appreciated. We had only two
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chairs so we had to seat them on the bed
and on store boxes. They were all nice
looking and quite "tony."35
I must tell you how we live. We could
not obtain board for Mr. Gusdorf (my big
brother) has the only American family in
town & he has more boarders now than
he wants so we had to rent two rooms from
a Mexican. 36 They are quite pleasant for a
native house. Of course, the house is a
flat mud roofed "adobe" the walls are two
feet thick (solid mud) and such nice (?)
mud floors as we have, not at all dusty (!).
We bought some native carpet for our
"parlor," and as we put lots of hay under,
it is quite comfortable. Our centre table
is a big stove box and I covered it with my ALICE HYSON, ASSISTANT TO ANNA
brown shawl & stuck out some of the pic- MCKEE, 1884-1885
tures from "my box." I put my books up (Photograph courtesy Walter and
on a mud shelf. Tell you we are fixed up Anna McKee Halsey Collection,
in style. We have a curious mud fire place, University Archives, University
can't build a decent fire in it yet. (Say, Library, University of Nebraska at
everything is made of mud in this coun- Omaha)
try; the people even look muddy, for they are the color, let us see! -of new
leather or molasses.) We nailed some coffee sacking down on our kitchen
floor, one advantage we don't need to scrub in this country. I got a kitchen
stove from St Louis the other day, paid $26 for it, only nine dollars freight
from there. It is very small but does us. Alice bought the bed, chairs etc.
We have been living on "starvation grub" this week, as we could not get
any meat, butter or lard in town. We took our meals last week at Gusdorf's,
they set a splendid table, have a regular Mexican (man) cook. They pay him
$40 a month. Tonight we were out walking & Mr. G. asked us in to supper. I was glad for I had nothing to eat today but [a] cup of coffee, egg with
salt dry bread & some crackers. We had no dinner. Actually I am afraid I'll
starve myself to death in this country. I am too tired to cook after school.
We can't get any milk, only goats milk & you couldn't hire me to use that.
We cooked a while at our fire place Mexican style, but we burned ourselves too bad.
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I am principal of the school here, ("immense" business!). We have only
24 pupils now but will have 75 in a short while. We have one apache indian
boy, actually he is half naked. wish we could get some missionary society to
make him some clothes.
The children are very obedient, but learn so slowly you see we can't
understand each other well. Every one here speaks Spanish.
There is a Pueblo Indian town near here. 37 Indians pass our door every
day even come up & look in the window and grunt. Yesterday I went out &
spoke to one "Noble Red" (!) who with his rather pretty painted squaw were
driving two burro's past loaded with wheat, & an eagle or part of one which
the indian told me he had killed. I can understand them a little. I told him
it was "muy buenito y grande," (very large & pretty). he seemed so pleased,
grunted & said "si, si, Senorita" (yes, yes, Miss). The indian had part of a
dirty white shirt on, leather skins for pants & shoes (the shoes have no soles,
the skins are just sewed up to fit) and a bright red blanket. He had painted
his cheeks a brilliant red, and with his shaggy black hair was quite a spectacle. The woman was fixed up in tassels a blanket, [and a] short calico
dress. It only takes four yards to mak[e] them a whole dress so you can
imagine the effect. I have just sat & laughed at them until I was tired. I am
surprised that they didn't scare me when they looked in the window. I did
feel a little queer, but have seen so much & undergone so much in this
country that nothing surprises me any more. I feel as ifI were on some other
planet. every thing is so totally different from civilization. One imagines
themselves back before the Christian Era. They have not advanced very
much since then, indeed they seem to have degenerated. Here we see them
thrashing as they did in the time of Abraham, the women carry jars of water
& other burdens on their heads. The people have no chairs, but sit and eat
off of the mud floor.
Really in novels one acquires rather a romantic idea of these people, but
when one comes in contact with them it is decidedly more pathetic than
poetic. The Catholic Plies~s have had cOlihol OvCl ~hese ~elli[ied mexieam
[01 so lIIallY celI~U1ies ~ha~ i~ is leally 110 WOlIdCl ~hey ale iII such a deplOlable cOlidiholi. Some day I will tell you about the 1200 Penitentes here &
the Pueblo Indians who had a grand war dance here last week. Did I tell
you about my trip across the Rock Mts.? I have so many correspondents that
I forget what I have told. I came over with Mr. Gusdorf from Mora, we had
a most delightful ride of 55 miles over the mts. We camped out, heard bears,
saw deers & badgers, etc. We crossed the mountains above timber line 11000
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ft. above sea. Could hardly keep my breath. had a delightful view of country
& mts. Saw lots of last years snow. I drove the last 27 miles, am the first

woman or girl who has had courage to drive down those mts. One place we
drove 2 miles around a perfect "U S" at an angle of 45° down the mt. 38 I
drove the horses down that myself. The people here think it was a wonderful feat, for everyone generally gets out & walks there. just six inches would
have thrown us over a precipice 500 ft. down. It was so hard to hold the
horses that my arms were actually black and blue. People think I was wonderfully brave & it has come out in some of the papers. It is lots of fun to
camp out in the wild mountains. J9 There is lots of gold, silver & copper
around here. We are near the Rio Grande River, when I used to study about
that at school, never imagined I would ever see it. We are in the old hunting
grounds of the Apaches & Utes, some of the fiercest indians however they
were removed three years ago to Reservations. Now girls do write to me
once a week. We are so far from Railroad that we only get mail triweekly.
Don't let anyone see my scribble you can tell them if you want to.
Affectionately
Anna McKee

[Anna McKee to Sarah McKee]
Ranchos de Taos or EI RanchQ de Taos. "Greaser" land
Sunday [26 October] 1884
My dearest Mamma:
Your letter received with Papa's. I have received two others only from
you. It's a wonder I get any mail my address has been changed so much.
However the mail for Fernandez has to stop here, so that is all O. K.
I am all out of sorts this A.M. I couldn't get the fire built until 10 o'clock (we
didn't get up till nearly 9). it just kept going out all the time, then my wisdom
tooth is gathering and is ulcerated and my throat isn't so very well, and it's so
cold, etc, etc, etc, etc and it's beginning to snow. Still I don't wish I was back
in Arlington. I feel perfectly satisfied out here, for I don't think I would have
been permitted to come if it hadn't been decreed and for the best.
Guess I have got into work. Am busy all the time and do get so tired.
However we let the "fancy" house work slip. Miss Brown wanted us to take
a girl to work for board and school, a nice American, about 15, whose mother,
a poor, poor white person of a better class, is going to teach up in the wilds
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where I was intended for. (Gusdorf said my life would not have been safe
there. He has been shot at lots of times and had the house burned he was in
up there). But this woman can stand it for she's used to it. Her daughter will
have to go some where. Guess they (Miss B.) won't like it 'cause we didn't
take her. Butwe had no bedding and she couldn't live on our slim diet and
do without breakfast as often as we do. She would have done our work for
her board.
Alice and I are chips off the same block. She is just exactly like me, don't
care for breakfast, likes to sleep etc, so we get along fine. Only she has got
more determination than I have, 'cause she can say "no" & stick to it when
the poor little Mexicans come to borrow. I would rather let them have and
do without myself. The other day little Charlie Hammer that consumptive
boy, came for a little lard to fry tortillas, but she wouldn't let him have it
'cause Miss B. says if we begin they will worry us to death. Senorita
Mondragon often comes in to borrow but I say "no intiende" (I don't understand) and remain in blissful ignorance of what she wants, although I do
know sometimes. But Miss B. said to let them think we did not know.
I guess I wouldn't look whether the dishes were dirty or not ifI could get
a good dinner at home. Of course, we have plenty to eat now but no variety.
I got an extra supper tonight 'cause it's Sunday. We had splendid bread and
dry toast, fried onions and potatoes, a "sort of' tea, boiled rice, with only
sugar and "mighty" glad to get that, and sliced onions. I really and honestly
enjoyed it better than some fine dinners at home, ifI did have to set our nice
glass butter dish on empty to remind us "of what might have been." Winnie
writes wishing for cake, how funny, wouldn't I be glad to have what she has
without cake. I don't expect to see that in this country. If you send a box I
wish you would slip one in. Guess a fruitcake would keep. I had such good
luck with my bread, it is so nice.
Mr. G. has a bill in for 200 lbs. of butter from Kansas. guess it will come
before November. We had half a pound ofsomething called butter last week.
Alice and I were just planning when Papa's letter came to send to her folks
who are farmers in P[ennsylvani]a. & have them send a box C. O. D. containing some butter, apple butter etc, some ham and salt pork and lard etc.
she didn't know whether they could do it or not any way they couldn't until
Feb. or M'ch. So I do wish we could get something from Princeton. We
have to pay so high here. Wonder if some packed butter and lard could not
be sent. (can nearly smell this lard over at Mora!!). And a smoked ham or
two & some tea that does not taste like hay. Wish we had some of your
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pickles and jelly. Please don't mention any more the fact that there is anything good to eat "in the States," we want to forget. "Ignorance is bliss" you
know. If you send anything, please don't forget to put in a bucketful of condensed well-water. I don't relish ditch water, in which people do their laundry work. mostly we send to headquarters, a sort ofspring, and get our water,
it is passable.
Well, to come down to sober earnest, it would be real nice to get a box,
but I hate the idea of Princeton folks sending it, providing they think of
doing so. If so will it be regarded as a "personal gift" or a missionary box? If
the latter I will have to report it to head quarters. as yet I can not tell what
my children need, clothes some must have. That N[ew].Y[ork]. [missionary] society dol es] more writing than anything else. so don't expect much or
anything for the children there. Some societies take a child or so and take
him through. $25 or $50 will support one for a year. We will need some
x'mas things but they ought to be shipped now. I can tell in my next what
they need after I have seen Hazlett, as I have to consult him first. 40
We are comfortably fixed in our rooms. Wish if they were sending us
anything we could get some red cotton flannel or equivalent to curtain our
window & door window, it would be warmer than our thin calico. It would
take about 11 yds. You needn't mention this if you don't want to.
We would like a table cover. Our table (?) in "the parlor" is a stove box.
I have my shawl on it now, but I need that.
We wouldn't refuse anything in the way of some colored table linen.
Cloth (1 liz yds. long) or a bedspread and comfortable, or even a (cheap)
blanket and a pair of sheets & pillowcases or some towels and a kitchen
apron or two. As to dishes we have three yellow bowls three cheap cups &
saucers, 3 plates, only one sauce dish broken sugar bowl, butter & jelly dish,
glass, and three iron knives & forks (borrowed from Miss Brown) and two or
three tin spoons. I am so glad I brought a knife fork & spoon, 'cause they
make things taste so much better than iron or tin. That little tin pail of mine
is so nice to cook rice in. We have lots of pots & kettles attached to stove.
Wish we could. get some carpet better than this. Of course we could
live this way & feel comfortable & satisfied but it would be so much
pleasanter to have a few more comforts. Wish we had some of your jelly &
butter. Wild Plums were the only thing we could get. Alice got some over
at the Indian Pueblo and used up a dollars worth of sugar on them & only
had a little butter & jelly. It came in right good now when we had not got
started to cooking.
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We make rice pancakes of water & are going to buy a can of syrup but
what we get here or at Mora hurt my mouth. We get Arbuckles coffee. it is
pretty good but we have to drink it clear. nothing but goat's milk & can't
get that.
We have fixed up our bed so it is real comfortable, guess it's because we
are used to it. I bought 25 cts worth of fat side meat (pickled) and only got as
much as we use at home at once. These stores just coin money (not from
the "Greasers" however). they get just what they want & sell it to suit themselves & we have to submit or do without. No there is no fruit here now of
any kind. Gusdorfhas some apples 8 cts. a lb. he gives us two or three nearly
every time we go down. Tomatoes can't be raised here, they only grow as
large as plums & seldom ripen. onions are the crop. they are immense,
some weigh as high as three lbs. a piece. they are cheap. Guess I will buy a
box of oatmeal, we like rice but it is so dry to eat by itself.
We wouldn't object either to some lemons and some reading books.
After all I don't much care only when I think about it whether you send
anything or not. I would feel satisfied to live just as we are for we could
stand it, if it is rather same. I feel first rate tonight and think I can do with
most anything. Fact is, we are so busy in school I don't trouble myself
about our rooms or eating only think when I am trying to cook out of such
a slim variety & manufacture dishes in my mind & when I am writing. My
"bark is worse than my bite." expect there are others who have not so
much as we have.
I would like to get a rocking chair Alice got one for $2.25, real substantia!. I get tired sitting on a store box or uncomfortable strait back chair, so
can't I invest. There is one advantage we can sell to our successor for she
will have to have things.
Mrs. Gusdorf has returned. I am glad for now there is one American
woman here. besides that Joplin M[iss]o[uri]. Affair, a typical Jemima COX. 41
As to staying 3 years. Alice & I will do it if nothing occurs any different
from now & we keep well. We are going to do something in the summer
either in Vegas or Santa Fe. We both have places there where we have been
invited to spend our vacations but we want to earn money. My tooth hurts
and as it is eleven o'clock I will retire.
Adios
With lots of love.
Anna.
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Don't hurry with the mittens I can do for a while. The stockings are so nice.
Now for some drawers for a "poor preachers" kid. Haven't found any thing
in my head yet. Alice & I comb sometimes twice a day. It just makes me
shiver to see the animals sailing unmolested over the glossy mane of the
"Greaser." They are "Greasers" and they term us "Gringo's." by Freight would
be the only way to send a box. Anything less or as much as 100 lbs. costs
$4.50 per 100 lbs. The cars (narrow gauge) run to Ambudo 35 miles down
on the Rio Grande. Gusdorf hauls from there always he would charge Yz
cent per lb. to deliver here. 42 Maybe goods if sent better be sent in his care to
Ambudo, (on Denver and Rio Grande R'y.) (via theA. T. and S. F. to Pueblo
Colo.) I can tell you more definitely next time. Have charges paid & never
send by express it would take a small fortune.
Wish you wouldn't worry about me. I am all O. K. & enjoy myself. I
write home often enough to let you know how I am & tell you just how
everything is.

[William McKee to Anna McKee]
[Arlington, Illinois]
[1 November 1884]
Dear Daughter:
I married a couple this evening & got $2.00. I sent the paper containing
your article to you at ms Mora in care of Mr. P. Such things are not forwarded. I shall send you a German Bible for Fritz if he will send stamps for
postage. 43 I sent you a German paper & tracts for him. I do not know whether
we can send a box or not. I think it will take time to get the matter started. In
making fire where you are you must take the thinness of the air into account, & concentrate the draft as much as possible on the ignited spot.
Always have your kindling split in very small pieces and dry, your wood also
dry. You do not say the trouble is in making fire in your cooking stove or
fireplace. If in the stove see that the pipe has no space around it where it
goes into the chimney. If it goes out of the roof have it high, the higher the
greater the draft. If in the fireplace have a sheet iron or something to put in
front of the fireplace a little above where the fire is[.] this will throw the
draft down over on the fire. You want all the oxygen you can get on the
flame. Be careful of your fire & lamp & don't burn your house & yourselves. Have a good supply of wood in a dry place for winter, & cut. Oak, or
any hard wood will keep fire on the hearth by putting ashes on it.
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WILLIAM B. MCKEE WITH DAUGHTERS WINNIE, HELEN', AND LIZZIE,
MCCUNE COUNTY, KANSAS,

1879

This image was most likely taken while Anna was attending Blair
Presbyterial Academy.

(Photograph courtesy Walter and Anna McKee Halsey Collection,
University Archives, University Library, University of Nebraska at
Omaha)

You are still sleepy headed in the morning. You better break this up at
once. You do wrong in going into the school on an empty stomach. You will
thus gradually lay the foundation for fever. If you only have a cup of warm
coffee it will be better than an empty stomach. Get things ready for your
breakfast in the evening. A little forethought will obviate every difficulty. If
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you have hard wood to keep fire, & dry wood to start with you certainly
need not be long in getting some breakfast. You ought to have graham &
use it in the morning. This will prevent constipation which guard against
with all care. Dried currents & dried apples you ought to have all the time .
. Mix them. If you eat pork cook it well & use acid fruit and pickles. Onions
and peppers will make good pickles. Get some vinegar. Eat all the onions
and Mexican peppers you can. Both are wholesome. You might get condensed milk. The merchant could order it. Or it could be sent by mail. See
that the spring is kept clean. Be careful of the water you drink. If you doubt
it, boil some in clean vessel & put it to cool & keep covered to drink. Boil it
thoroughly. You must guard against malaria. I shall send you some chipped
beef for relish. Can you not get beef? Can you not get game?
Does not your duties in the school require you both to be there? You
must do faithful work. Devise ways and means to do all the good you can. A
sewing circle, knitting, fancy work. Get the girls on Saturday for a little
while together to do something of the kind. A little at a time will tell. Have
the boys hair cut short, & the girl's shingled. You work for the future. Some'
of those children in your school may become great regenerators of their::,
people. Give yourself wholly to your work. Find your joy in it. Trust in God,
pray much. Be discreet, & you need not fear for results.
Mondragon means mountain dragon, does it not? Cannot Mr. Hazlett
tell him to be shorter in his sermons? Does he preach twice on Sabbath?',
How many hearers has he? Are all the natives Catholic? Has the priest a." .
large congregation? Are they Mexican? i.e, the priest?
I enjoyed your letter, and am glad you can interest the people in singing.
That is a good thing.
Gargle your throat with Kerosene or strong pepper tea.
I will inclose some golden seal. Take some of it when you go to bed. Put it
on your tongue dry and work it down- with the saliva. Take what would fill a
capsule, but not in one. Taken as I tell you will help your throat and stomach.
I sent you a package of S. S. papers. The girls are well. The Democrats
had a meeting here, & a man was killed.
I am glad election day is so near. I am tired so good by.

Aff
Father.
Don't spend too much time in letter writing.

.....,
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[Anna McKee to Winnie McKee)
You need not let anyone read this first part of my letter. Remember.
El Rancho de Taos, New Mexico
24 November 1884
Dear Winnie:
Your very welcome letter was received the other day, and I have actually
summoned up fortitude enough to undertake writing a reply to it. Really
you cannot imagine how weary I am of writing.... fully in your letter
writing just in the short time you have been at dear old Blair Hall. You will,
in a short time (poco tiempo) quite cast your elder sister's epistolary efforts
in the shade. But never mind I am already in close proximity to a veritable
"Shade." Compose yourself while I relate the fact that ... 44 giving day. Alice
and I are to remain there from Wednesday eve. until Monday morning.
However, I guess I will come back and teach on Friday for I do not like to
take so many vacations, as it is so difficult to fall back into the usual routine
of work.
You can not imagine what nice American society we have here, of course
there are only six or seven families that we associate with, but they are all
prominent people most of them being politically connected with government affairs. The Territorial delegate to congress lives here and there are
several prominent lawyers. 45 The Govenor comes up here quite often, and
the week I came, the neice of Isabella, Ex-Queen of Spain, was here with
her retinue. They gave her and the Govenor quite a grand reception.
This place, especially the plaza of Fernandez used to be immensely
wealthy. It was a great gambling resort and people have veritably carried
away whole "burro" loads of gold from here. This plaza is quite different
from Fernandez. here the population is almost exclusively of direct indian
descent, a mixture of either Pueblo, Apache or Navajoe blood with the Spanish Mexican, thus forming the "Greaser" of today, although I can not trace
the analogy of that word for this truly is not a "land of fat."
Speaking of the "Greaser" let me tell you something about him. (I do not
remember whether I have said anything about them to you or not, however,
ifI have I hope a repetition will not "bore" you). To begin with, he evidently
endeavors to adapt himself to his surroundings and render himself as inconspicuous as possible. His muddy countenance is decidedly the color of his
native soil, his garments are mud colored and he lives in a mud (adobe)
house. The "Greaser" has a constitutional aversion to water, and seems to
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take a special delight in dirt. The most impressive thing about him, except
his costume, is his odor. Words fail me here.
To continue about his garments, one is always struck with the idea that
they were made "too soon." Most of the men wear buckskin or ducking
breeches, a mere apology for a shirt and either a grimy blanket or coat of
some coarse material, sandals or homemade shoes held on by leather thongs
and a felt sombrero (hat) complete his attire. and he always manifests to
these a most affectionate attachment as long as the material holds out. His
"quenda espousa" or wife manifests the same noble disregard for dirt and is
even more simple in her attire. It only takes about five yards to make them
a dress, and they think with their relations, the indians, that it is a queer idea
we Americans have of buying goods and then cutting it up. She wears a plain
skirt over a cotton waist or chemise, then over this she wears a robozo or
shawl, a la Oriental, but one often sees them this cold weather even with
nothing but their chemise and skirt on. They very seldom wear stockings and
are satisfied with anything that can be worn slip shod fashion on the feet.
The Greasers, with their brown faces have beautiful black eyes, their hair
is long, black and coarse, his brow is low and, in fact, his whole face is flat
and he is too indolent to have much expression. They are very revengeful in
disposition, but their manners are delightfully polite.
Their chief aim seems to be to ape the Spanish hero, they do delight in
riding about on swift horses, and they do truly look picturesque when
mounted. with his flowing cloak, monstrous spurs and broad sombrero. Th~
children of these people are very bright looking and anxious to learn and it
seems hard that they will turn into such people as their parents. It is said
that a Mexican seldom dies, he dries up. Actually this seems true for the old
people look like peripatetic mummies.
Did I tell you about their funerals? Really they are quite ridiculous. When
a child dies the mother carries the gorgeously decorated green coffin open
on her head. a priest heads the procession chanting in a doleful manner
and about a dozen women with their black shawls over their heads, with
one woman carrying the coffin lid. these wend their way to the church and
if the people are well off they are permitted to bury their dead inside the
church.
'
I went to High Mass last week in the Penitente Catholic church. 46 It is an
immense gloomy structure of the 16th century style and quite ancient, built
solely of adobe. they have no seats and when the people come they kneel
during the whole service on the cold mud floor with no one knows how
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many buried dead beneath them. Of course we stood up but I "nearly froze"
it was so cold. The priest is a French Jesuit and it is really wonderful the
power these avaricious and cunning fellows have on the terrified imaginations of these benighted people. Their religion is of a very sombre nature
and yet there is a good deal of the ridiculous mixed with itY
In Mora the priest charged a poor man $25 for saying mass for the soul of
his favorite mule which had died and, as the priest said, was suffering in
purgatory. This priest actually stood in the doors of the corrals and baptized
the sheep, hogs and other animals of some of his people. I could tell you lots
of things they do but want of time forbids. I am getting tired. The people in
Fernandez belong to another class, the majority are well educated and descendants of the Spanish and Portuguese. I visited at some of their homes,
which they have elegantly furnished. We spent one evening at Senor Don
Licinius Santiago Valdez' house. 4s They have a splendid piano, and some
very fine things in their house. There is to be a Spanish wedding soon. it is
so funny, the groom has to buy the complete trousseau for his bride from
stockings & shoes to bridal vail. Two or three young men who have been
recently married & have spent as much as $5,000 for their wedding. Of
course they give a big feast too and this costs something. The groom never
courts his sweetheart and never sees her alone, and it is thought dreadful if
a girl talks much to a boy. The groom picks out a girl that suits his fancy.
Then on elegant note paper (for they do things up in style) he addresses the
father of the girl and requests her hand. the father meditates on the matter 3
days, then, if it suits him, he answers in the affirmative. if not, he lets the
matter run on & the groom jumps at the conclusion that he is refused. One
man here has been refused only 27 times. Poor fellow! The young man that
ordered a trousseau the other day is going to have a fine affair. I am going to
the wedding. The girl is to have some elegant velvet and silk dresses. Her
bridal veil is to be of silk illusion. I am to have half a yard of it. Mr Gusdorf
has sent to New York for some of the things.
I just had a caller a very wealthy Spanish girl. She gave me some ancient
embroidery that came from Spain. It was on one of her ancestors satin dresses.
The lady "old dried up mummy" that lives in Kit Carson's house has only
108 silk, satin and velvet dresses and never wears one. She used to be quite a
belle in her youth & has some very elegant things. Some of these Spanish
Mexican girls are very beautiful, they all have perfectly "divine" eyes etc.
but as to character they have very little. That girl that called has just been
over to the Indian Pueblo to a wedding. She said it was so comical (we
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talked mostly through an interpreter). The bride was inveloped in a large
white sheet trimmed with wide coarse lace and with moccasins on her feet.
Her hair was profusely braided with many colors of germantown wool and
she had on earrings half a yard long. The groom was arrayed in a fiery red
blanket, buckskin breeches beaded and fringed and moccasins, and his
long black hair was ornamented with a wreath of beautiful maple leaves.
They had many kinds of little cakes made of hard dough and filled inside
with some kind of "hash." Of course they had a dance or "fandango" as
they call it here.
I am going over to the Pueblo some day with Mr. Shade then can tell you
more about it. I received Lizzie's letter this afternoon will answer soon. Did
you not receive that Prairie dog skin & my letter.
Alice sends love to you and says you are real good girls to write so often.
I will send you some stamps in my next. I just lost a quarters worth that you
might have had.
Don't say you never had a long letter from me. This is the third tonight
and I am "awfully" tired. Have 62 pupil[s]. 55 were in today and we only
have seating capacity for 35. imagine how my patience is tried. Well, buenas
noches, mi querida hermanna. Write soon.
Lovingly Anna McKee

[Anna McKee to Sarah McKee]
Taos, New Mexico
7 December 1884
Dear Mamma:
The box came last week. We had lots of fun opening it and enjoyed the
contents very much indeed.
Mr. Shade, a friend of mine and quite a prominent man, telegraphed
down to Embudo for it, and I received it a week sooner. He had it brought
up at his own expense. He is so kind to me and very attentive, and seems to
be very much in earnest. Oh! that butter is so good it fairly flies, we have had
pancakes & hot rolls. we are having too much to eat I am getting so fat that
I can hardly wear my black or blue flannel dresses & can just comfortably
get into my wine colored. I weigh nearly 150 pounds. guess I'll have to leave
this country it is too healthy, I only weighed
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when I left home.
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There is no sickness here now except a number of cases of malignant
typhoid fever, but I will not take that. Smallpox is not due for two years yet,
and the diptheria has not started in yet. Smallpox comes with terrible fatality every seven years. a favorite superstition is that it comes every seven years
when the pinon nuts come. They are so rich and the people eat so many. I
will enclose a few. They are the only kind of nut that grows here. That
fruitcake was splendid, I gave Dr. Rice & Mr. Shade & Mrs. Gusdorf a
piece when they were down. Mr. Shade was sick so I sent him up a piece
yesterday with Dr. Rice. 49 Alice had made some splendid rusk and we put
[in] some of that good butter and sent that too. expect they had some fun
over it. We thought we would return the favor, for when we were up in Taos
Mr. Shade gave us a lunch. we went down to the office for our mail and he
called us into the courthouse where he had pretzels, cheese, and pared
apples stuck on sticks for us. We had so much fun. Shade & I have the
reputation of being the heartiest eaters in the Valley & people when we go
out always nearly have a bunch of pretzels for us-so we have them. For a
standing joke we have them hanging up in our room.
The carpet is not large enough to cover our room but we will manage.
am glad the rag carpet came for Alice & I divided the school the other day

& she has a room with a mud floor & is afraid she will catch cold on the
bare floor so I will give her a piece. I have 50 scholars in our chapel & Alice
has the rest. we have 76. I only have sitting room for 35. Mr. Hazlett was in
the other day & said he would go crazy ifhe had to stay in there all day. I get
so nervous sometimes I can hardly stand it, then I get so mad because I do
not know enough Spanish to scold them real well. all I can say is mal
muchacho's sientisi, y no hablare por la poco tiempo (bad boys! sit down
etc.). I am quite delighted that I can understand so much. Well I haven't
said much about the box. Alice has exclaimed enough since it came. you
know when a thing suits me I don't say very much.
Our commissions came all right yesterday, just think, good news, we are
to have $500, sure & not have it the uncertain way Mrs. Haines said. so
The Priest has "sat down on us" he said he would excommunicate all
who sent their children to the schools in Taos & our children have the
dreadful sarcasm of "Protestante" hurled at them on all sides in Fernandez.
all is quiet down here yet & we have all our scholars. We called at the convent the other day on the Mother Superior a finely educated American &
were very cordially entertained. I told her on being asked how many pupils
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we had & I suppose they got roused up. The two priests are French Jesuits.
I will answer Papa's questions when I write to him.
You asked how we did the first night. well Alice had the bed fixed sort of
way with Mrs. Hazletts bedding. she gave me the one pillow & used her
corsets for her pillow. she 'had the carpet down & one chair & rocker, a few
dishes, one skillet & we cooked in the fireplace for a week except when we
ate at Cusdorfs. I didn't sleep a wink the first night was too excited. We
laughed & talked all night. Alice felt so relieved because I had come & felt
so relieved to get to a stopping place.
Am going to give Fritz the Bible on x'mas. Poor fellow he has not been
over for so long. he suffers so terribly with toothache.
Tell me how to make hop yeast. We will get some crushed cornmeal of
the indians. was out at the Pueblo the other eve again. Mr. Hazlett has been
teaching me to fire a rifle. the last time we tried I hit the mark every time.
We took the gun along the other day to hunt ducks but although we went
up the river several miles did not see one. Mr. Shade is going to take me out
to the Pueblo to the next fandango or dance & take me all through the
buildings as he has "carte blanche." wonder if I can climb the ladders &
crawl down the holes in the roofs. I never do go out riding alone with a
gentleman, it is not considered proper in this country. Society has altogether
different rules out here. they are much stricter yet the morality of the country is much worse.
Well I have had to stop writing for some Mexicans came in to have us
sing for them in English. they think our singing is lovely, just imagine. Alice
sings soprano & I sing alto.
Mr. Mondragon is at Mora now and another man from El Ranchito two
miles from here preached today.51 he came into night [in tonight] with his
wife & girl. his name is Senor Don Felice Cordova. Mrs. Mondragon & her
neice came tor 0] so we had quite a room fulJ.52 He belongs to the aristocracy
here. His wife is very pretty. they invited us to come & see them on Saturday
we said quisas (perhaps). I guess we'll go but he can only speak half a dozen
Eng[lish] words. We'll be treated to Mexican grub then for the first time. It
is a good thing we can understand some Spanish for we had no interpreter
tonight. He said, "Uds. viene mi casa en la Sabado, su tiene de Ud. no
eschuela en la dias." (You come to my house on Sat. for you have no school
then). I showed him your pictures, he said papa was "muy triste" (very sad).
they thought you were young looking to have so many children ....
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I want you to stop running your letters down, they are very interesting &
hardly any mistakes. Alice always wants me to read them, she enjoys them
so much. I have my "Mother Hubbard" on & we are the picture of comfort
with a blazing fire. 53 1 am tired so will stop.
Goodnight,
Anna.

[Anna McKee to Sarah McKee]54
Fernando de Taos, New Mexico
Christmas 1884
Dear Mamma:
Your letter came this noon with our long delayed mail. Long delayed
because there are three feet of snow on the R'y and they just got through
yesterday. Let me tell you now that if you don't hear from me you will know
we are blockaded. The snow in some of the canons to the north will drift
200 ft. and it is often twenty feet on a dead load. If anything happens if we
are snowed in you will be telegraphed to. You may get mail from me oftener
than 1 hear from you for the mail is often taken South and sent around that
way but of course we could not receive it that way. Such a pile of mail as
Alice Mr. Shade & I did get today. We Americans were all at Mr Gusdorfs to
dinner today when it came in and of course the Taos mail was stopped &
their letters taken out. We have just had a magnificent time. Alice & 1 have
just been saying that we expected you folks at home were pitying we poor
homeless friendless waifs, while maybe we were having a better time than
even you were. Our dinner was a grand piece of culinary art. Mrs. G. is very
tony & does things up in No 1 style. The table was elegantly set with china
and silver. We had turkeys both wild & tame, roast pork, (soup first) peas,
corn, potatoes, beets, oyster fricassee, pickles, cold slaw, half dozen kinds of
preserves & jellies, cranberries. For dessert we had lemon & apples (I baked
the latter) chocolate custard, coffee oranges & apples (cigars) and six kinds
of cakes.
You would laugh to see the presents we have been receiving from the
Mexicanos for the last three days. This morning Fritz sent us over two chairs
as presents. Mrs. Gusdorf gave me a handsome white woolen scarf (worth
$2.15). Mr Shade gave me a little silver pin just as old as I am and a very pretty
stamped tidy & set of doylies to embroider. Alice gave me a handsome volume
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of Owen Merediths poems and Mrs Anderson gave us a large cocoa nut
cake & Miss Brown a very pretty fringed card. Mr Shade gave me several
cards too. The young natives commenced knocking at our doors at six this
A.M.

asking for presents. 55 We paid no attention to them.

Last night was a sight worth seeing, every five feet on every street were
built bone [bon] fires of pine knots, then the natives, about 300, formed into
line & took out their saints & marched all around firing off guns and stopping every five minutes to pray. every time they turned the saints they shot
off their guns. We were scared & went over to the Plaza to Gusdorfs. They
[the Hispanos] had a fire in front of our door & I shouldn't wonder if they
stopped there to send the evil spirits away. It was actually beautiful to see the
fires all in rows away up to the mountains. They kept up a commotion all
night nearly. Alice & I had so much fun we hung 28 stockings & didn't get
a "blame thing" guess they don't have Santa Claus in N. M.
We came over here tonight to spend our vacation at Hazletts. They had a
grand ball here tonight among the Spanish Aristocracy. Alice & I received
elegant invitations all done up in gilt letters. Mr Shade & Adolph Gusdorf
wanted Alice & I to accept & go & look on. Mr. Hazlett thought it would be
all right considering it among the curiosities of this country for us to go &
look on so we all six went and stayed ten minutes. It was truly a sight. Some
of the young Spanish gentlemen who sent us invitations wanted us to dance
but we did not. This class of people are different from "Greasers." I was
impressed to see such elegant dresses-silks, satin, & velvets, and what beauties some of the girls were. The men are handsome too. The girls were so
painted & powdered that they looked like Americans when one did not
examine their features closely.
The Indians had a dance today at the Pueblo. They called it a Deer
dance. The Indians all dressed up in deer skins & then they were hunted &
killed (in play) to music with minature guns. We have been invited to meet
the Congressional Delegate from New Mex. on Sat. he will address the
people at the "Kit Carson" meeting on the 28 th .
It is nearly two o'clock A.M. so I am tired. The dance is just over for the
people are returning. The last time I wrote home it was this late. I have just
made out my report & sent a letter to the "Board."
Good night & love to all
Anna McKee
Going to have venison for breakfast.
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[Anna McKee to Winnie McKee]
If you let anyone read this letter I'll never write you another. Mind I want
you to burn it all.
"The Ranch" -N. M.

3 Jan[uary] 188 5
Dear Winnie:
Your letter rec'd while in Fernandez. Am delighted to know that you and
Bess are spending such a delightful time during the holidays.56
Yes the pinon nuts are good to eat. Did Lizzie get that money.
I received some very nice presents on x'mas from my friends here, am
to [0] tired to begin to tell you what all I did get.
We had a most delightful time. We Americans all took dinner at Gusdorfs,
wish you could have seen what a "tony" meal we had, wild turkeys, venison
etc in abundance (we nearly live on the latter now). In the eve, we all went
up to Taos and all went to a grand ball given by the aristocratic Mexicans.
Mr. Shade took me and Adolph Gusdorf took Alice. 57 Our minister & his
wife chaperoned us. It was such a curiosity, I wore my fawn colored dress to
dinner and in the eve. wore my new wine colored dress, a handsome white
shawl (a x-mas present) and Mr. Shades Seal skin cap. We only looked on a
few minutes then the boys took us up to Hazletts and Mrs. H. played while
we danced in the big hall. Such romping I never did see. Mr. Hazlett "cut
up" as bad as the rest of us. he is a pretty jolly minister. Shade was too
comical for anything. He and Alice were dancing a Mexican quadrille in
burlesque and the first thing we knew he was carrying her on his back. He
didn't seem much like the dignified lawyer he generally is. Guess we all left
our dignity at home. 58
The next day Alice and I spent in the Court House, at his [Shades's]
invitation. Etiquette is different out here & we are allowed more freedom.
We had a pleasant time looking over old deeds and manuscripts containing
interesting events during the war etc. Then we all made speeches & burlesqued every thing we could. In the evening we had callers. We called in
the aft[ernoon]. at the printing office & several other places of interest &
were caught in a snowstorm, you can imagine what a blizzard it was when
an inch fell in three minutes, you may imagine we went for the Shade's
office there, for we were in the Plaza near it. The next day after that we
"bummed" around some more. Alice took a walk of two miles I stayed at
home and had a grand quarrel with my "particular friend," you can imagine
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I stayed angry for about five minutes. 59 Dear me, I am such a goose I always
make up right away. Wish I could get real angry for once in my life and stay
so for a while.
Mr. H. went out hunting and killed a deer. In the aft. I went down & had
a nice long talk with Mr. McClure. 60 he is a delightful gentleman. Started
for Michigan yesterday to bring his wife. He may stop to see papa, ifhe goes
on the C. B. & I. [Chicago Bridge and Ironworks]
The next day was Sunday. A monument was erected over Kit Carson's
grave, it was given by Senator Dorsey.61 we expected both he and Bob Ingersol
but as they didn't come Col. Fletcher from Santa Fe made the address & it
was interpreted into Spanish by our delegate to Congress, Senor Antonio
Joseph. 62 I spent the afternoon in the company of both these gentlemen.
Alice came home in the eve. I stayed and on Monday made Mrs. H. a velvet
bonnet like mine. in the eve we had callers. on Tuesdaywe called on some
Spanish young ladies & in the eve had a birthday surprise party for Mr. H.
had an elegant time. Next day we slept till nearly noon, then Mr. Hazlett
and I took a walk and got our mail, I received six letters & some beautiful
x'mas cards. Received invitation tambien [also] to an official ball for Ne~
Years Eve. wish you could see them they are so pretty. Heavy pink card
board with design & writing of the programme all in gilt Spanish letters &
the whole was tied together with white satin ribbon. It cost a hundred dollars to get up the ball. there were only 90 invited guests.
Of course we did not go, but Alice and I came home and such a time as
we had. Our oldest scholar was to be married and we had received invitation in Spanish. His name is Senor BIas Salazar & his bride is Senorita
Luisa Strock. We dressed in our best "bib and tucker" and went. Jacobo
Mondragon took Alice & I went with Friedrich Ringe. we "nearly expired"
the whole affair was tor 0] ludicrous for anything. as good as a circus, indeed
much better. the bride, a perfect beauty really, was dressed tor 0] absurdly
for anything. She wore white beautiful jewelry & a long veil but was bedecked with red bows and crimson flowers. We went to the house, the groom
came down from the ball room to receive us, for you know it is an immense
honor for Americans to attend their fandango's.
We were treated to excellent wine, cookies a la Mexicano raisins & ancient candy. The house had only mud floor & the tables had no cloth, our
wine was served in black bottles, one at each plate. Alice and I congratulated BIas & he answered our speech with an "all right." you may believe we
had hard work to keep from laughing in his face. He is learning English
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rapidly. He then went up to the ball room, a mud floored affair. "This beat
a circus," about 200 were present. Men women girls & boys nearly all smoking abominable cigarettes. we stayed until nine o'clock had several invitations to dance. wish you could see them dance. They are grace personified
even old old men fly around. They have some beautiful dances, but some
wretched music. We went with the bridal couple to the house for refreshments. we had to eat in the bed room & while we were all in there with Yz
doz. men around she changed her dress. right before us all, & put on a
purple silk. Alice and I nearly exploded but the natives take no notice of
such performances they are so accustomed to it. Alice & I do have such
hard work to keep our face straight.
On New Year's we returned to Taos and had a x'mas tree. It was belated
because we hadn't had mail for so long. There was nearly 30 ft. of snow on
the R'y in some of the cuts and they had to blast it out with giant powder. we
will only get mail once in a while now. I got a package of saur Kraut on the
tree & Alice an old miner's cap. we have a joke about them & that's the
reason we rec'd such affairs. We came home that night and nearly froze to
death. Last night a crowd of 20 young folks came down & had a party here
in our house. they like us girls so much that they all want to come down.
Several gentlemen told me last night that they never had such enjoyable
social times until Hazletts & Alice & I came.
They stayed down here until Yz past one o'clock. We all had an immense
time, everyone said they enjoyed themselves so much. I baked a cocoanut
and chocolate cake, they were splendid. Albert Muller a young millionaire
from Taos & Govenor Bent's grandson helped me wait on the crowd. G3 The
two boys made the coffee, it was so good. Charlie dressed up in my Mother
Hubbard & put on my broad rimmed hat. 64 Albert put on one of my big
aprons, he is such an esthetic youth. I was surprised when he said he wanted
to make the coffee. He is half Spanish and the handsomest young man I
ever saw. An elegant musician too. We fixed our two rooms up nicely & had
the organ brought in. Mrs. Hazlett is a graduate of Philadelphia Conservatory of Music & she played a great deal for us. We played all sorts of games
& tricks. We were all so well acquainted & they all felt so much at home
that they enjoyed themselves doubly. about half the number were Spanish
but they all understood Eng. some could not talk it though. Today we have
been cleaning up & had some Mexicans in to dinner. so this is the way we
spent our vacation out in New Mexico. I'll never forget it. Now we have to
assume our dignity & be sober school marms again.
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Mind don't let anyone read this. Let them post pone your reading until
another time & then I will have the leisure to write you something to read.
Have 12 more letters to write for next mail. I send an old tintype of me. It is
all hands. Send it back. Mind & I'll get some cabinets taken in Santa Fe in
April & will send one. Get your pictures taken & send them to me.
Write soon.
Anna.

[Anna McKee to Sarah McKee]
El Rancho de Taos N. Mexico
Thursday [15 January 1885]
Dear Mamma:
The mail came into day for the first time since Saturday. It has been
snowing all day long so hard that we could scarcely see across the street.
Alice scolds all the time because it is so cold, but I think it is just comfortable since I am used to the climate.
We took tea last night at Gusdorfs. He had just returned from Santa Fe &
brought a lot of fresh oysters. 65 We do live well but it all comes in a bunch &
between times we have to live on wind and imagination. The store is out of
butter eggs sugar vinegar crackers & nearly everything we happen to want.
A box of grub as large as mine nearly was sent to Alice from her cousins but
it was sent to Santa Fe by mistake. I wish it was here for we have had nothing
but dry bread fried potatoes and mush & [mo]'lasses for the last two weeks
& I'm getting tired. Sat. we didn't get any grub until 4 P.M. & on Sun. till 1
P.M. I can do without our eating & never mind it only when I get in the
notion then I want it. Oh, yes we had "jerked" buffalo steak, at least I tried to
eat some for dinner & it was like chips. I'll send you sofie of it. take a piece
down to "the Aunties" in Princeton with my compliments & a set of false
teeth to masticate it. Eat it as it is or cook it with "chili" (red peppers). it was
killed by the uncle of one of my kids on the "Llano Estacado" or Great
Staked Plains south East of here.
.Did you get those handkerchiefs I sent to Helen.
I don't feel like writing much tonight, I am all out of sorts & so is Alice. I
wish I had some one to "pitch in" to.
Alice is writing to Dr. John Halls church they keep two of our scholars. I
got on my ear & would not write. 66 Alice is so funny sometimes. [S]till I like
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her and we get along well together. but she is so set in her ways & just pulls
in another direction from what I do. 67 Don't say anything about this when
you write for she always reads your letters.
I guess Hazlett is going to get left in the long run. I don't like him so
much anymore.
Here is a secret. I just had a letter from Mrs. Phillips & you know they
always say that I must live with them when they go back to the states. She
says if they remain another year that they want me to come there next year
and teach in the boarding school. Mind this is to be kept quiet in these
regIOns....
Goodnight. Lovingly
Anna.
Alice says we've made [a] new rule. we get up late & go to bed late too. Over
a foot of snow on the ground now.

[Anna McKee to Sarah and William McKee]
Rec'd the check. This letter is to make up for lost time. if it is too long you
need not read it.
Beulah Land 68
Rancho de Taos, N. Mex

1 March 1885.
Dear Mamma and Papa:
Received your letters today. Am so glad that you have finally got away
from A. Can imagine how very surprised the people must have been. Guess
they imagined you were booked for Arlington for awhile. 69
I am so tired I can hardly write. We had a womcm (peon=) slave here
cleaning house all day yesterday and baked besides. We had our walls all
whitened kitchen & floor re"mud"ed carpets shaken etc. guess we had the
dirtiest casa in the Ranch. we have such an amount of "stuff" collected. We
paid the woman 50 cts & gave 50 cts for the tierra blanca & gave her myoId
brown dress, and a pair of old shoes. she is only half clad. We will get two
boxes tomorrow from Dr. Hall's church for our children and I will give her
some more things. Another church in New York have written to me about
our school.
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this A.M. and are so used up we can

scarcely walk & yet we are not near done. sore throat too. Mrs. G. came over
and bustled us over to her house to dinner & then this aft. took us out riding
to the Hot Springs (the ride did us an immense amount of good). I wish you
could see them. Their medicinal qualities are better than those in Las Vegas. In a few months Gusdorfs will take their tent up & then we will go every
to bathe. it is only 3 miles summer and winter within a few feet of each
other. around the springs the grass and clover are as green while on-the

A.M.

nearby is nearly a foot of snow. they are right up in the mountains & the
water bubbles up nearly boiling hot they have a very pleasant but strong
sulphur taste. I send you some of the grass.
We have delightful weather the snow is nearly all gone even from the
lower mts. The roads here dry up in two or three days. People have been
making garden nearly all week. Our older scholars are leaving for the sheep
ranches up near the Colorado line.
I have just come in from doctoring a sick old woman. I received many
"gracias maestra" (thanks teacher). I rubbed the brown old mummy with
paps panacea vinegar, mustard & chili (red pepper) until she was fairly crimson then put hot glycerine in her ear on cotton and gave her a hot drink of
thyme tea. dry remedies did marvels. Guess I made a friend by it any way for
she wasn't over gracious before. Sometimes I wish I didn't understand so
much Spanish it is not always convenient.
I received the corsets shoes etc. all O. K. They are muy bien.
The Penitentes are holding forth now. It is a regular Inquisition. I can't
begin to tell you how fearfully horrible their programme is. Ash Friday was
their first appearance, and as a party of young folks from Taos came down
and in honor ofAlice's birthday we went out in the Plaza by Gusdorfs house
to see the procession. First came the leader then the flute player and the
"companero's" all chanting the most weird songs. then came the cross bearers dragging immense green wood crosses heavier than two men can comfortably lift, each man drags one on his hands & and knees. then come the
novices lashing themselves. this last is the most terrible, the men wear nothing at all but white muslin drawers. they use rough stones and pieces of
ragged glass and cut three long gashes down their backs. then they have
thongs as broad as your hand made of braided reeds. this they lash first over
one shoulder & then the other, keeping regular time, like a clock pendulum. their back is one mass of blood and lacerated flesh, and I have seen the
blood running down their pants & out at the heels.
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Last night after school Mondragons came in to tell us to come out & see
them. He [Jose Domingo Mondragon] was once one of their important
leaders. We climbed up a ladder to the roof of our house and saw a man
who had walked three miles keeping up this lashing. 3 men were in front
singing & 2 behind carrying a serapa [serape] or blanket to carry him in ifhe
fainted which they often do. they got around the llano and another man
father of one of our girls came up & kissed his feet. This was this man's first
time and he just fairly staggered the blood just poured down his back.
Of course these Penitentes all wear black masks & no one knows them.
some of our pupils I think are among them, even the leaders stoutly deny &
sneer if accused ofbeing one. The Preacher or priest of them Lorenzo Lovato
is one of my best friends & sends his little boys to me. There are only 2000
of them here. We wanted to go into the church but they wouldn't let us. so
Hazlett & all of us went to look at their crosses. this was a great desecration
but we did not know it. Next morning they sent word to me to tell those
"Gringos" (slang for American) next time they would stone us & kill us.
They told Gusdorf they would prosecute all us "Protestantes" next time. We
just want them to dare lift a finger & just that soon a petition goes in to the
Governor for a force of soldiers. then their "goose will be cooked" in Taos
Valley. We are going to their church Holy Week & will see if they dare
touch liS.
Next Friday Eve Alice & I are going to disguise ourselves as Mexicans &
go with Mondragons up on the mt. to their Calvaria [site of cross]. Only six
women here whip themselves but they all undergo minor tortures. for instance wearing tacks in their shoes etc. we will soon see men with immense
bunches of cactus tied to his [their] bare skin before and behind with a
heavy stone on top. they often die from the effects of the thorns entering the
flesh. other men tie rows of swords around their naked waists while others
are bound to crosses with swords tied to their waists & the points resting on
their hips. they keep these performances up for forty days. Many die and
they are always accompanied by friends who carry blankets to put them in
when they faint.
I forgot to mention that the term of initiation is 8 years, five lashing and
three cross bearing. then they are admitted as "companero's" & are through
torturing themselves & I presume are in daily expectation of "seeing their
wings sprout" for their sins are all propitiated. The scenes in the church
Friday Eve's are horrible & increase until Easter week when the climax is
reached by the enacting ofTenebris or the Judgment scene. When they get
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to the church plaza they all get down on hands & knees & drag themselves
into the church. 70 then they always have a great number of candles and as
they come in one by one & chanting a verse a candle is blown out each
time until all but two or three are out. all this time the two bells are hammered with triangles or stones for they have no clappers (the church is 150
yrs. old). then they all commence to lash & on Easter Friday the noise is
louder than the, most terrible thunder & they have lights to imitate lightning & everything. the noise is made with an immense wind machine log
chains & lashing & several other things.
Some of the Penitentes die right in the church & they just dig holes in
the floor & bury them right there. That reminds me of the funeral of one of
their prominent men this week. he was related in some way or other to
nearly all our scholars & was the uncle-in-law (?) of two of our Americans.
Even these two Missourians are suspected of being Penitentes. The
Pen[itentes]. are somewhat after the style of Masons in providing for the
sick etc. 7!
This man died (Julien Lovato) and then they all met in his house & Mr.
Hazlett said he never saw such horrible proceedings. the house was new &,
they whipped themselves so terribly that the new pine ceiling is splattered
from one end to the other thick with human blood. The next night they
took the corpse ih upright posture to the church & all whipped themselves
there & some slispect they even whipped the corpse. they then took it back
& next morning after pounding the church bells for a couple of hours the
Padre from Taos came down & had the funeral.
The Francescan priests are against the Penitentes but these Jesuits encourage them. 72 The last Padre was a Francescan but as he would not permit
themto come into the church he had to skip & I guess Padre Jose is more to
their taste. He is a very pleasant French man, but stands around too much
in Adolph Gusdorf's store and likes to drink.
We have had many parties this winter bringing the higher classes of
Mexicans & Americans together. Mrs. Hazlett & I started them and now
the Priest told all the people if they wanted to go to the D[evil]. to come &
join us Presbyterians & gave them the choice to become Protestants or stay
as they are. He said if they ever joined us again he would damn & excommunicate them. This takes away a number of our semi-American families.
What is the use any way of these people turning Protestants for every time
just as soon as they think they are going to die they send for the padre and are
given Catholic burial and they all with out fail go to him to be married.
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I want you to do one thing now sure; if you don't I will not like it a bit,
and that is to take that money papa put in the bank for me or its equivalent
and get yourself a nice Spring wrap and hat and if there is not enough let
me know & I will send more. I intended sending you about $20.00 for yourself alone as soon as my next money came (due in two weeks) but you must
take it now & look a little like something when you go to a new place. I have
$16 in gold and about $6. 00 other dollars left to run me awhile.
Mrs Gregory says they will expect me without fail next year. 73 What shall
I write her. I am only half in the notion. The Board of directors "will give
me an opportunity to show what I can do" & wants me to study up in vacation. she said to apologize to Papa for her not writing as her father died
recently, & that they will not forget about Henry & hopes he will be able to
enter next falJ.74 I believe I hardly could stand civilized life now I like to
rough it. it is exciting & I have no desire to come back to the states & settle
down. I just couldn't do it I don't think. I don't want to teach the other side
of the mts. its too civilized, dusty, windy, gossipy and so forth for me.
Lovingly
Anna.

I am not so far out of the world now since the snow is gone. Only 35 miles to
R'y & that's just a very short distance in this country oflong distances. I am
satisfied.
[Anna McKee to William ¥cKee]
EI Rancho de Taos, New Mexico
11

April 1885

Dear Papa:
Your letter with Helen's received this evening. I am sorry to hear of Helen's
illness and am pleased to see how much she has improved in writing. Really
I have not time now to write a letter for the Sabbath school, we are quite
busy and besides lowe nearly everyone of my correspondents a letter.
I can not get my photo's taken here but will do so when I go to Santa Fe.
I believe I told you my trip to Las Vegas had "played out" on account of the
roads being impassable other than on horse back.
I think we will have quite a reunion next summer for I guess I'll be home
sure the last of July. I am glad I decided to go to Lake F. [orest] for tonight we
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heard news from Pres.[bytery] And there are to be some very uncongenial
changes made among some of the teachers. Some new schools have been
opened here in the Valley and I don't know what the Board means. I guess
Hazlett after all the fuss he kicked up will remain and I understand his wife
and Miss Brown will teach the Fernandez school. Whew! Won't there be a
racket. I guess there is a pretty big storm brewing in Taos for Mrs. H. has
been building a very unenviable reputation for herselflately. But "mum" is
the word at present. Alice and I have "cut her acquaintance," and have not
been to Taos in nearly six weeks I think, and only four times since x'mas.
She is a "holy terror," oh! Excuse me I forgot I was writing to a preacher.
By the way-Mr Anderson the Engineer here in Gusdorfs steam mill
says he has seen you often and heard you preach in New Pittsburg and
recognized your picture immediately. It seemed such a coincidence, but
nothing unusual for me as Mamma says I am continually hunting up some
mutual acquaintances or relations a la Aunt Prude.
I have told you four times that I rec'd the $12. I think some of my letters
must get miscarried.
Papa won't you write to Mr Eaton stating why I leave the field and ask
him about refunding my traveling expenses. 75 There are some exceptions to
the rule I believe. Tell him about the scholarship etc.76
Did you receive the fox skin and my long letter? I have two nice pairs of
antlers now and expect an invoice of San Juan indian pottery in a few days.
I have some Pueblo pottery now.
Mr Ross has been trying to scare me by telling me the cholera will be so
bad next year and especially in river towns and that he would not leave the
mountains for any thing. He is immensely superstitious.
Imagine how much the boys must enjoy the river. Do they row much in
Keithsburg and are there many young folks or is the state of youthful society
like that of Arlington-on the minus side of the equation. 77
Today has been uncomfortably warm. Gardening was done a couple of
weeks ago and vegetation looks quite green and in Santa Fe they are having
fresh vegetables.
I think this is like our May, but warm days and very cool nights. The Rio
Grande is raging, the snow on the mts. Is melting and swelling the rivers.
The people began irrigating on the 20th it is a queer proceeding. I can not
very well describe it on paper. About all the people do here generally is
"irrigate" and "fumigate" that is when they are well supplied with bad whisky
and worse "puncho." Today was my turn at baking. Had very good luck and
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for a change baked a custard using condensed milk. We have a little muchacha
(girl) come in on Sat. to help. We actually make a slave of the poor child for
she carries our water and runs errands besides. But we almost clothe her and
she is learning American ways, and she likes to be with us so much.
Our work is still progressing but our numbers are fewer. I think we have
done some good but we can hardly see it. Perhaps we are only permitted to
prepare the ground. I sent to New York and got some testaments which are
very thankfully received when I distributed them. And what do you think, I
opened the package at Mrs Gusdorf's and she told me she wished she had
an entire bible. I believe I told you that Mr. Gusdorf is one of the most
bigoted infidels under the sun and she is or rather calls herself a Jewess. She
could well buy a bible, but if she sent for one he would ridicule her and
then again she is likely never to get one unless it is given to her. Mr. Anderson also wants a Bible. Now how shall I get them one. The latter can not
well afford to buy one. I told the Hm. Board to send me Bibles but they only
sent Testaments. 78
Mrs Phillips seems quite broken up about my intention to leave but wants
me to go nevertheless. She wants me to leave N. Mex and never return to
this wretched country, wretched as far as morality is concerned. She told
me she would rather see me in my grave if I were her daughter than to see
me out here "paddling my own canoe," and I guess she is about right, for if
you had not given me the best of early training I am afraid I would have
been swamped. You will never know how much I have had to go through
with. Why didn't you tell me more of the world before I started out. However I have learned all I want to know now in fact. I guess we girls and
teachers here find out more and see the world here as women seldom have
the opportunity of doing. What is the use of trying to teach these natives as
long as my own countrymen, ay, and women too set them such immoral
examples. But I guess this is hardly worse than other places. Really some of
these western roues blaze with pleasure (?) would have graced the court of
a Louis XIV79 But why am I exhorting on this subject? I guess because
Madame Gossip has been so busy lately retailing news from Taos. I do get
so exasperated some times.
Doctor Rice was down yesterday indeed he comes to see us very often for
he enjoys visiting us, and took his saddle off and put mine on his horse and
sent Alice first and me next to take a ride. He brings his horse right into our
sitting room sometimes to scare us and now the gentle old thing always
starts right in of its own accord and as I rode up to the door, I forgot its tricks
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and it walked right in with me on its back, what a laugh we had. You see our
room is just even with the ground.
Mr. Gusdorf has just gone over the Mts. To Vegas with $5000 worth of
beef cattle.
Alice is well but feels so bad that I am not going to stay. You see the
matter had to be decided this week so Pres. would know my intentions.
Anyway I'll be glad to get to civilized lands again this is getting too much of
a muchueza for me. I am "blooming like the rose," feel first rate, barrin' my
usual heavy attack of the annual "spring fever." Oh! I feel too lazy to navigate. Nothing unusual however. Well, I did promise myself that I would
write a short letter this time, in appreciation of my repentance of that volume I last inflicted on you, but it seems I am long winded tonight. How
delighted the girls will be to get home. Every single letter they speak of it
and want me to intercede. Guess they must give me credit for some influence with the pater and mater familias. Wonder if Keithsburg will hold us
when we return. I am afraid we will have the town "dyed a vermilion." Is
there sufficient scope of prairie for us to exercise our exuberant spirits on or .
will you set us at that nightmare, the washtub, so as to keep green the memory .
of former days. Well, if you are not tired with this "effusion" I am so
Goodnight
Lovingly
Nan
I receive Interior. 80 Shall I cut the lectures out or send you the whole paper.
The Keithsburg paper came all OK. Several here read the article and pronounced it excellent. But there are so many rhetorical errors. 81
Don't be so brilliantly brief in your next Epistle. I am aware that "brevity
is the soul of wit" but I'll take the wit without the soul next time. By the way
that reminds me that Mr Anderson made me a steel insole as he wished to
experiment and see if he could not keep me from limping. It does pretty
well but is very heavy. Really it seems my lameness always makes me friends
with blacksmiths who have the bump for experiments well developed.
I have. just been talking to Senor Cordova and as much as I can understand is that Presbytery only appointed one teacher for her and one or the
other of us would have to go to Las Cordovas and open a school there and it
would be most likely me if I stayed and I could never stand it over there on
the Lava fields it is near the Rio Grande river. A dismal lonely place no one
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there that understands a word of Eng. No post office stores or anything. It is
about 6 miles from here. I don't know how Phillips plans turned out yet. I
hardly think I received a reappointment though for I told both Hazlett and
Phillips that I intended going home.
Judge Axtell, Supreme Judge of the Ter. when he was here told Alice he
thought it an extreme impropriety for a young lady to live alone in this
country.82 But I'd like to know what else the isolated teachers would do. I
guess I am pretty young yet so I can come home with a good grace. I would
like to take up mission work again though when through [with] school and
would like to go on a Foreign field to Spain or old Mexico since I have a
knowledge of Spanish.

Conclusion
In the fall of 1885, McKee enrolled at Lake Forest University (LFU) as a
freshman in the college preparatory department. She hoped to pursue a
degree in medicine and eventually secure a position as a medical missionary. During the 1885-1886 academic term, McKee corresponded with Walter
Nelson Halsey, a teacher at the Mora Boarding School. McKee met Walter
some time during her months on the frontier, and he had remained behind
when she left for Lake Forest. The couple grew quite close over these months,
and, in the fall of 1886, Walter enrolled at LFU. The two were engaged to be
married on 30 October 1886. This decision had a disastrous effect upon
McKee's hopes of professional accomplishment. Citing McKee's "poor
health and engagement," LFU administrators withdrew her scholarship, and
she was forced back into her parents' home in Geneseo, Illinois, leaving
behind both her dream of a medical career and her fiance. 83
McKee lived with her parents in Geneseo from 1 July 1887 until 27 November 1889, when she married Walter Halsey. McKee's life over these
twenty-nine months was often lonely and frustrating; she and Halsey could
not marry until he graduated from LFU and secured employment. 84 By the
time of her marriage to Halsey, McKee was ready to settle into a home of
her own. Unfortunately, the first twenty years of her marriage was anything
but settled. Between 1889 and 1908 Halsey and McKee reared six children
and lived in seven communities throughout Illinois, Iowa, and Nebraska. 85
The unpredictable nature of Halsey's employment as an educator or a minister was responsible for most of these moves. During this period Halsey
found time to enroll and graduate (1902) from the Presbyterian Theological
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Seminary at Omaha, where he met Rev. Daniel E. Jenkins, professor of
Didactic and Polemic Theology.86 In 1908 Halsey assisted Dr. Jenkins with
the founding of the University of Omaha (OU) and the following year the
Halsey family moved to Omaha. 87 Halsey's position as dean of faculty offered secure employment and gave McKee the sense of stability she desired. Over the next several years the Halsey children grew to adulthood
and McKee finally began to discover opportunities outside the home for
her many talents. From 1908 until Walter's retirement in 1918 she helped
her husband nurture OU through its formative years. She counseled students, taught part-time at the university, helped select the school colors,
and hand-sewed the first OU pennant. McKee even enrolled in the school
and, at the age of sixty, graduated with a bachelor's degree in education in
June 1925.
After graduation McKee worked for the Omaha Public Schools and assisted with the psychological testing of children. She also began research
into the McKee and Halsey families and became a nationally known genealogist and heraldist. Although Halsey retired from OU in 1918 for health
reasons, he served for a few years as supply pastor for Presbyterian congregations in the Omaha area. Later in life, the Halsey couple lived for a time in
Middleton, Illinois, and Appleton, Wisconsin. Walter Nelson Halsey died
during a visit to Omaha on 22 December 1943. Anna McKee Halsey then
moved back to Omaha, where she passed away on 7 January 1948.
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Company, 1967), 549.
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47.. This disrespect for Catholic ritual was not new. Seventeen-year-old Anna had expressed similar thoughts in a letter to her mother written from Lindenwood: "We
are going to the Catholic cathedral tomorrow to High mass, I know I shall smile
audibly for it is so good a circus to see all the manoeuvers [sic]." Anna McKee to
Sarah McKee, 24 December 1882, MHC-UNO.
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territorial legislature three times from 1853 to 186+ Bancroft, History of Arizona
and New Mexico, 1530-1888, 635-36.
49. Bertha Gusdorf, wife of Alexander Gusdorf. Bertha Gusdorf, "From Immigrant
Bride to Bank President," American Life Histories: Manuscripts from the Federal
Writers' Project, 1936-1940, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. This document can be.accessed through the Library of Congress's American Memory digital
collection at the following website: http://lcweb.loc.gov.
50. Francina Eglee-Hannah Wilder Haines (1819-1886) was secretary of the Women's
Executive Committee of Home Missions of the Presbyterian Church. Well before
leaving for New Mexico, Anna had received from Haines a form letter stating that
her annual salary would be h50 payable in four installments only upon receipt of
quarterly reports documenting her activities. F. E. H. Haines to Fellow Worker, 4
July 1884, MHC-UNO.
51. Jose Domingo Mondragon was a former Penitente "Brother or Captain" who had
converted to Presbyterianism in 1872. Weigle, Brothers of Light, 73.
52. McKee may be referring to Marfa Ignacio Mondragon, wife of Jose Domingo
Mondragon. Marfa Mondragon's name appears on the charter of members of the
El Rancho Presbyterian Church from 1874. See the following website: http://
www.firstpresbyterianchurch.presbychurch.orglTaos/History/historY4·htm.
53. A Mother Hubbard is a loose, flowing, and usually shapeless gown.
54. This letter is reprinted courtesy Anna McKee Collection, MSS 44, Colorado Historical Society, Denver.
55. McKee likely means Indians and Hispanos when she uses the term "natives."
56. Bess was a nickname for Anna's sister Lizzie.
57. This sentence contains the last direct reference to Shade in any of the McKee
correspondence; there is evidence that the social relationship between the two
ended in a contentious manner soon afterward. On the possible second-year anniversary of the breakup, a distraught McKee reminisced in a letter to her fiance
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about her relationship with "S": "I lived the past over so vividly yesterday that I
can't put it out of my mind and it makes me suffer so much. If I could only feel
perfectly sure that much of it was not my fault, in that I still recognized the acquaintance of S. and that I ever liked him as much as I did. why does such a black
shadow corne up just when I am the happiest with you. Is it a sin for me to feel that
I could almost kill that man. Did God intend that it was to be a temptation for me,
so as to test me for I was tried to such an extent that I could not have held out much
longer, If God hadn't helped me just where he did." Anna McKee to Walter Halsey,
7 February 1887, MHC-UNO.
In the letter she wrote to her mother late on Christmas evening, McKee omitted
any account of these holiday antics at the home of the Reverend and Mrs. Hazlett.
McKee may also have been concerned about the warning she had received to
avoid "amusements of questionable character." F. E. H. Haines to Fellow Worker,
4 July 1884, MHC-UNO.
Anna's "particular friend" may have been Mr. Shade.
Probably Rev. James Gore King McClure (1848-1932), pastor of the Lake Forest
(Ill.) Presbyterian Church from 1881-19°5 who would serve as president of Lake
Forest University (LFU) from 1897-19°1.
Stephen W. Dorsey (1842-1916) was a prominent New Mexico cattleman and former
U.S. Senator from Arkansas.
Robert Green Ingersol (1833-1899) was a lawyer, orator, and commentator known
for his clever and eloquent criticism of Christianity.
Charles Bent (1799-1847) was governor of New Mexico from 1846-1847. The New
Encyclopedia of the American West, s.v. "Bent Brothers."
Probably Charles "Charley" Adolphus Scheurich, grandson of Charles Bent. High
Plains Historical Foundation. "Curry County, New Mexico History," see the following website: http://www.rootsweb.com/~nmcurry/Ccohstry.html(April 2004).
Alexander Gusdorf was a far more prominent businessman than McKee realized
or cared to admit. The Santa Fe New Mexican Review reported in early February
that Gusdorf's mill was competing seriously with "Kansas millers who ... heretofore had a bonanza in this neck of the woods." Santa Fe New Mexican Review, 2

February 1885, 4·
66. Anna is probably referring to Rev. John Hall (1829-1898), pastor of the Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church in New York City. Dumas Malone, ed., Dictionary of
American Biography (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1932), 8:137-38.
67. Several weeks earlier, and shortly after the two missionaries met, McKee wrote to
her mother and offered the following first impression of Alice Hyson: "She is one
of those regular old fashioned 'apple butter bake oven'!!! Pennsylvanians. She got
some chestnuts & an apple from home tonight. She is 23 yrs. Old and very fair and
pretty, though not likely to set the world on fire by her brilliancy." Anna McKee to
Sarah McKee, 21 October 1884, MHC-UNO.
68. Beulah was a New Mexico settlement located seventeen miles northwest of
Las Vegas. It was named after "Beulah Land," a Methodist hymn. Julyan, Place

Names, 38.
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69. Early in 1885, Mckee's family moved from Arlington to Keithsburg, Illinois, where
her father served as a supply pastor.

70. Probably the Penitente morada. See note 46.
71. An "important social contribution" of the Penitentes was to assist local families,
whether members of their order or not, in times of sickness, bereavement; and
financial need. Weigle, Brothers of Light, 150-51.
72- The Catholic Church did not officially recognize the Penitentes until 1947. McKee
is likely describing the actions of local Jesuit priests. Weigle, Brothers of Light,

225-28.
73. Harriett Byram Gregory, wife of Daniel S. Gregory (1832-1915) who served as the
LFU president from 1878-1886. McKee had begun to consider leaving the mission
field and enrolling at LFU in the fall to study medicine. Malone, Dictionary of
American Biography, 7'602; and H. B. Gregory to Anna McKee, 3 August 1885,
MHC-UNO.

74. Anna's brother, Henry Boardman McKee.
75. Presbyterian home missionaries who left the field before completing three years
service were expected to return their traveling expenses. F. E. H. Haines to Fellow
Worker, 4 July 1884, MHC-UNO.
76. There is evidence that the LFU founder, Mary Smith Farwell (1825-1905), had
agreed to provide financial assistance to McKee. Anna McKee to Walter Halsey, 12
January 1887, MHC-UNO.
77. Keithsburg is in southwestern Mercer County, Illinois, near the Mississippi River.
78. "Hm. Board" probably refers to the Women's Executive Committee for Home
Missions, New York City. F. E. H. Haines to Fellow Worker, 4 July 1884, MHCUNO.
79. A "roue" is a man devoted to a life of sensual pleasure. Philip Babcock Gove, ed.,
Webster's Third New Intemational Dictionary of the English Language Unabridged
(Springfield, Ma.: G. and C. Merriam Co., 1963), 197780. The Interior was a widely circulated Presbyterian newspaper owned by Cyrus Hall
McCormick (18°9-1884) of Chicago.
81. On 25 March 1885, the Keithsburg (Illinois) Times published excerpts from an Anna
McKee letter sent that described the rituals of the Penitentes.

82. Samuel B. Axtell (1819-1891) served as governor (1875-1878) and chief justice (18821885) of the New Mexico Territory. See Calvin Horn, New Mexico's Troubled Years:
The Story of the Early Territorial Govemors (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico
Press, 1963), chap. 9.
83. McKee's father had been appointed to serve the community of Geneseo as a supply pastor. McKee believed that LFU officials disapproved of student engagements
and had used her physical handicap as a pretext for withdrawing her scholarship.
In reaction she angrily wrote: "Oh! I do feel so indignant when I think how narrow
minded and prejudiced some people are. Deliver me from contact with them!"
Anna McKee to Walter Halsey, 24 July 1887, MHC-UNO.
84- Walter Halsey graduated from LFU in June 1889 with a degree in education and
accepted a position as principal of the public school in Ashton, Illinois. Frederick
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H. Haye, ed., General Register of Lake Forest College, 1865-1931 (Lake Forest, Ill.:
Lake Forest College, 1931), 37; and Anna McKee to Walter Halsey, 4 July 1889,
MHC-UNO.
85. The Halsey children included George Clinton (b. 1891), Mary McKee (b. 1893),
Charlotte Eleanor (b. 1894), Walter William (b. 1897), Cornelia Helene (b. 1903),
and Elizabeth Evertsen (b. 1907),
86. The Presbyterian Theological Seminary at Omaha operated from 1891 to 1943.
Charles Arthur Hawley, Fifty Years on the Nebraska Frontier: The History of the
Presbyterian Theological Seminary at Omaha, Nebraska, Written for the Semicentennial of the Seminary (Omaha, Nebr.: Ralph Printing Co., 1941).
87. Daniel E. Jenkins (1866-1927) was president of the University of Omaha from 1908
until his death. Tommy R. Thompson, A History of the University of Nebraska at
Omaha 1908-1983 (Omaha: University of Nebraska at Omaha, 1983), 11-4; and
Anthony Flott, "Forgotten Founder," UNO ALUM, fall 1998, 18-22. The University of Omaha became the Municipal University of Omaha in 1931 and the University of Nebraska at Omaha in 1968.

Book Reviews

Santa Fe: A Modem History, 1880-1990. By Henry J. Tobias and Charles E.
Woodhouse. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2001. xii + 272
pp. 27 halftones, maps, table, bibliography, notes, index. $24.95 cloth, ISBN
0-8263-2331-5.)
Books about Santa Fe are generally displayed on coffee tables or on
kitchen counters and usually include a chapter on chiles. When the culture and color of the town are so seductive, why write a serious analysis of its
social and political issues? Thankfully, in Santa Fe: A Modem History, 18801990, Henry Tobias and Charles Woodhouse have chosen to do just that.
They provide a thought-provoking and well-documented view of the Santa
Fe that tourists seldom see. As the title suggests, the book focuses on the
city's recent history, or at least recent by Santa Fe standards. There is a
refreshingly abbreviated chapter on Santa Fe's pre-IS80 years, minus the
familiar boiler plate of "first there were the Native Americans, then came
the Spanish, Mexicans, and Anglos." The authors move quickly to the topic
at hand: How did Santa Fe become the city it is today? To answer this question, Tobias and Woodhouse scoured early newspapers, census records, and
business directories to determine the impact of the refusal of the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad to run its tracks through Santa Fe. (The city
eventually got a spur line.) Aside from the obvious loss of trade there was
also a loss of status, such that the Capitol and the state penitentiary were
nearly moved elsewhere. Tracing the city's attempts to recover from this
blow, the authors examine the socioeconomic indicators of incorporation,
education, sanitation, water resources, and land title battles.
The book moves smoothly from political shenanigans at statehood to the
rise of Santa Fe's cultural and academic institutions, including the Museum of New Mexico, the School of American Research, the Historical
Society of New Mexico, the Archaeological Society of New Mexico, and the
Laboratory of Anthropology. Using articles from newspapers and periodicals
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of the time, Tobias and Woodhouse describe the struggle between Edgar L.
Hewett and eastern academic archaeologists (and others) over Hewett's
methodology. The authors explain the issue:
Santa Fe embarked on a path distinct from major trends in American
academic archaeology but secure in a semi-independent niche
permitted by its position as the state's capital, its remnants oflongevity,
and, perhaps, the absence of a university. It did not have to match
emerging academic standards and could, at least to some extent, stand
alone. This choice was, willingly or not, part of its becoming a city
different (p. 82).
Careful reading of this section provides insight into the ongoing debate
over the quality of research in Santa Fe.
The archaeological and historical activity of the 1900S and 1910S led to
the creation of the Santa Fe "style" of art and architecture in the 1920S and
1930S, as the book records. In so doing, the authors switch to secondary
sources and consequently offer little new information about this particularly vital aspect of the city's development. They are on much firmer ground
when manipulating the data in primary sources and examining the social
and economic trends in Santa Fe compared to the rest of New Mexico and
the United States. Their conclusion, in the summary of the fifty years of
development from 1880 to 1930, is that many Santa Feans consciously chose
not to modernize. This resistance to modernity all changed when World
War II gave Santa Fe's economy a strong infusion of government employment offered by the mysterious Manhattan Project construction in Los
Alamos, by Bruns General Hospital, and by the controversial detention center
for Japanese-Americans. The authors' informed discussion of this period
concludes the book's first nine chapters with a chronological summary of
the city's growth from the arrival of the railroad through World War II.
The remaining four chapters of the book abandon the chronological sequence used earlier and instead discuss the broad sociological trends of
postwar development of Santa Fe including: "Planning and Politics" (chapter 10); "Beyond the Tricultural Town" (chapter u); "Residence, Class, and
Education" (chapter 12); and "Cultural Accommodation" (chapter 13)' The
shift to a thematic format was almost indiscernible to this reader, except that
in these last four chapters Santa Fe: A Modem History really shines. The
book's accounts of the agony of building St. Francis Drive, the birth of the
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Santa Fe Opera, and the establishment of St. John's College illustrate how
Santa Fe struggled to accommodate an ever-growing population in its postwar years. Connected to this growth are issues that still confront Santa Fe
today. For example, the authors trace the city's relationship to its water resources. Who would believe that it was only after World War II that Santa Fe's
water supply moved beyond the Santa Fe River surface flow to city wells?
From the time the water pipes were laid in the Santa Fe River in 1881 until as
late as 1978 voters refused to purchase a water system. Given the water shortages in recent years, the book illustrates this baffling historic shortsightedness.
Enlightened (and perhaps inspired) by conversations with M. Eugene Sundt
and Allen Stamm, the authors provide new information about the building
boom in the 1950S and 19605. By dissecting census tract data they identify the
changes in residential· patterns of Hispanos and Anglos and examine how
these changes affected education, voting, and employment. This reader, as a
former resident of Barrio la Canada, was particularly grateful to read an informed discussion of Santa Fe's suburbs and their cultural divisions. As a former
member of Santa Fe's Historic Design Review Board, I was relieved to see a
rational discussion of the ever-rising cost of housing in the city.
This book presents an unusual history of Santa Fe, one that looks at the
city's growth using actual data, not platitudes. Santa Fe's persistent problems and its obvious assets are discussed in an evenhanded manner, but the
authors guide the reader to some obvious questions. By the end of the book
it is impossible to ignore that the economic and educational challenges
faced by Santa Fe's citizens may indeed override the city's famous "tricultural"
(Native American, Hispano, Anglo) reputation. In addition to the authors'
analysis, the real value of this book lies in its nearly nine hundred footnotes.
Approximately half are from the Santa Fe New Mexican, census data, and
business and city directories. Because of this level of primary research, Santa
Fe: A Modem History will undoubtedly become a resource for subsequent
scholarship on Santa Fe. Since the recent past is often more of a mystery
than details from a century ago, Santa Fe residents, along with historians
and sociologists, will find this book to be an informative history of the City
Different's last century. Despite Tobias and Woodhouse's virtual silence on
the subject of chiles (one footnote, nothing in the index), Santa Fe: A Modem History, 1880-1990, withstands the harsh light of critical thought and
the bright and unforgiving light of the New Mexico sun.

Nancy Hanks
City of Chicago Landmarks Division
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Montezuma: The Castle in the West. Edited by Jon Bowman. (Santa Fe: New
Mexico Magazine, distributed by University of New Mexico Press, 2002.128

pp. 35 color plates, 50 halftones, index. $24·95 paper, ISBN 0-937206-73-3.)

In late October 2001 I visited Montezuma, New Mexico, for the grand
reopening of the Montezuma Hotel. It was an emotional moment for me to
see the Castle in her restored glory on a golden autumn day. I had been
connected to the Castle for years as a student of her past: I conducted research for Windows on the Past: Historic Lodgings of New Mexico, led educational tours, and occasionally responded to questions from the firm in
Albany, New York, selected to restore the hotel. I had seen Montezuma's
corridors when they were dismal and smelled of bat guano, and had viewed
the veranda when it was truncated and leaked so badly that a waterfall spilled
through the roof during a rainstorm.
Montezuma: The Castle in the West is a collection of essays and photographs about the long-hoped-for restoration of the Montezuma and its return
to usefulness. The historic resort is a world-class architectural treasure situated in a serene mountain setting on what is now the campus of the United
World College of the American West. In 1997 the National Trust selected the
Montezuma for historic preservation as one of "America's 11 Most Endangered Places," and it became clear that restoration funds were needed for the
Montezuma. In 1998 the White House Millennium Council named the building an "American Treasure," the first property in the West to receive that
honor. This book offers historic background on the hotel, information about
the restoration process, and many pages of photographs documenting the
restoration. Two essays also deal with the building's surrounding-the World
College and the local community. The section on the community is based
on the memories of historic preservationist Elmo Baca.
The book succeeds in its primary purpose of celebrating and documenting the restoration of both a significant architectural structure and a cultural institution. The book will appeal to readers with an inte.rest in historic
preservation, to browsers who enjoy fine architectural photography, and to
visitors to northern New Mexico. The photographs alone are worth the price
of the book. The portfolio of photographs by Polly Mullen and Chun Y Lai
reveal the Montezuma from many perspectives-the opulence and warmth
of the wood in its lobby, the grace of its spiral staircase, the engineering problems confronted and solved, the smallest details of stonework and windows,
and the majesty of the Castle with a gleaming new roof and restored towers.
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Apart from the photographs, the book's content lacks new information
for scholars. I wondered occasionally about editing decisions, such as the
title of an essay that includes the phrase "eye-dropping luxury" ("could it
mean eye-popping"?). But this publication from the venerable New Mexico.
Magazine provides an excellent introduction to the Montezuma and valuable documentation of its restoration.
Sandra D. Lynn
New Mexico State University at Carlsbad

Bones Incandescent: The Pajarito Journals of Peggy Pond Church. Edited and
with essays by Shelly Armitage. (Lubbock: Texas Tech University Press, 2001.
xliii + 256 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $32.95 cloth, ISBN
0-89672 -43 8-7.)

In the Shadow of Los Alamos: Selected Writings of Edith Warner. Edited by
Patrick Burns. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2001. xiv + 226
pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography. $19.95 cloth,

ISBN

0-8263-1974-2.)

Bones Incandescent and In the Shadow of Los Alamos are two distinct
books about two unique women whose lives intertwined around one very
special place in New Mexico. Peggy Pond Church and Edith Warner lived
near Los Alamos and each other from the 1920S to the 1950S. Church spent
part of her childhood there and then married a teacher from the Los Alamos
Ranch School on the Pajarito Plateau. Warner lived ten miles away at the
Otowi Crossing on the Rio Grande. They shared a common interest in writing and a love of northern New Mexico and the people who lived there.
Bones Incandescent and In the Shadow of Los Alamos, edited by Shelly
Armitage and Patrick Burns respectively, collect the writings of these two
women who contributed so much to the cultural landscape of twentiethcentury New Mexico. Armitage's book is the stronger historical work but
both offer gems of insight and beautiful descriptions of New Mexico from
before, during, and after the Atomic Age.
Bones Incandescent contains selected journal entries by Peggy Pond Church
from the 1930S to the 1980s. The entries document her life on the Pajarito
Plateau as a wife and mother in the 1930S and describes her attempts later in
life to recapture her world, lost to the Manhattan Project and the atomic
scientists who displaced her way of life at Los Alamos. Like Proust and his
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petite madeline, Church sought to recreate the pre-Manhattan-Project
Los Alamos with her writings before her death in 1986: "My Pajarito world
was like no other. It was, perhaps, an artifact which I myself constructed"
(Bones, p. 180). As a literary account of her writings, which included The
House at Otowi Bridge: the Story of Edith Warner and Los Alamos (1960) as
a chronicle of her Jungian self-discovery using her dreams, and as a narrative about the changes of her beloved plateau from idyllic nature refuge to
a nuclear-weapons laboratory, Bones Incandescent is a rich and thorough
collection of her poems, writings, and observations.
In the Shadow of Las Alamos was a more difficult collection to assemble.
Church's writings reside in established archives and Armitage worked directly with Church over the last six years of her life, but there is no central
repository that collects Edith Warner's writings. Surviving documents illustrate how this enigmatic woman sought self-discovery through solitude and
the spiritual beliefs of northern New Mexico's Native Americans: "Mesas
and mountains, rivers and trees, winds and rains are as sensitive to the actions and thoughts of humans as we are to their forces" (Shadow, p. 164).
Warner's relationships with the men, women, and children from the nearby
San Ildefonso Pueblo taught her a different way to experience the world.
Church observed this about Warner when she wrote: "The world of nature
is her home, the world that man seems to have forgotten" (Bones, p. 30).
Despite Burns's diligent efforts to assemble Warner's writings, this book falls
short due to a lack of existing journals and the loss of her autobiography. In
the end, one thirsts for more of Warner's writings.
Both Church and Warner held similar views about the legacy of nearby
Los Alamos. Never forgiving the government for forcing her family off the
Pajarito Plateau in 1942, Church lamented about those who replaced her
on the mesa: "As the Indian men gather in their secret kivas, the wise men
of our time gathered behind the barbed wire on the mesas and probed the
mystery. Was this knowledge without love?" (Bones, p. 52). Warner, who
knew many of the scientists and their wives through serving them at her tea
house, wrote in her annual Christmas letter to family and friends in 1946:
"Most of the men whose knowledge made atomic bombs possible have returned to laboratories and universities.... But others have come to continue
work on atomic weapons.... So louder and louder blasts echo over the Plateau and my blood runs cold remembering Hiroshima" (Shadow, p. 100).
These two remarkable women, Peggy Pond Church and Edith Warner,
who connected in their own ways to the beauty and wonder of the Pajarito
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Plateau, speak again through these edited collections. Through their words,
we rediscover their beloved New Mexico.
Jon Hunner
New Mexico State University

Contending for the Faith: Southern Baptists in New Mexico, 1938-1995. By
Daniel R. Carnett. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico, 2002. x + 230
pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8263-2837-7.)
Historian Ferenc Szasz has written about religion in the U.S. West for
more than twenty years, and calls for others to join in the enterprise. Fortunately, former Szasz student Daniel Carnett has taken up his mentor's call.
Carnett's book Contending for the Faith examines how a culturally, racially,
and geographically homogeneous southern evangelical religion was able to
emerge in a state noted for its Catholicism, pluralism, and diversity and
became New Mexico"'s largest Protestant denomination by 1960. The cultural transformation of the 1960s challenged denominations to come to terms
with an increasingly pluralistic, diverse, secularized, postmodern society.
Although the focus of the book is on the Southern Baptists, this is no mere
denominational story. The book traces the growth of Southern Baptists from
1938 to the beginning of the twenty-first century, opens up venues of inquiry,
and provides information about New Mexico, the West, and the nation.
Carnett opens his story with a helpful overview of Baptist origins in England and their current history in the United States up to the present. Chapter 2 provides a helpful synopsis of Baptists within New Mexico from 1849 to
1937. The next three chapters trace the tremendous growth of Southern
Baptists in the state between 1938 and 1960 under the leadership of Harry
Stagg. Chapters 6 and 7 examine how New Mexican Southern Baptists were
transformed during the period of the 1960s to 1974. The next two chapters
trace the ways Baptists sought to make minimal adjustments within a period
of stagnant church growth. Under the leadership of Chester O'Brien (19751984) and Claude Cone (1985-1995) these measures increased church bureaucracy and professionalization, altered theological expressions, program
offerings, social behavior concerns, and reduced lay participation in core
church programs.
Chapter 10 explores continuity and change for Southern Baptists after
the 1960s. The final chapter provides conclusions to the study. Finally, an
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epilogue offers insights into larger ongoing questions about denominational
identity, increased individualism, trends toward worship as entertainment
consumerism, a growth in intrachurch special interests groups, the movement away from theology toward a psychologically based therapeutic ethos,
and a general loss of vision and direction.
Carnett examines well both the commonalities and the differences between New Mexico Southern Baptists and their coreligionists. He also clearly
demonstrates how external regional and national factors shaped New Mexico
Baptists. Similarly, the author is careful to place the Southern Baptists' story
in the Land of Enchantment within the larger context of church history.
Certainly some readers may desire a less institutional and structural approach with more attention paid to material Christianity and devotional
practices, but that was not the study Carnett set out to create. Contending
faT the Faith is a well-written and argued book, and both academic and lay
readers can benefit from reading it.
Robert Bunting
Fort Lewis College

Along Route 66. By Quinta Scott. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
2000. xii + 308 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $34.95 cloth,
ISBN 0-8061-325°-7.)
Certainly no other highway in America claims as much library space as
Route 66. From John Steinbeck and Jack Kerouac to more recent accounts
of the road's development, the "Mother Road," as Steinbeck first labeled it,
remains a focal point for exploring Americans' love of the open road and
our century-long quest for "automobility." Literature, film, television, and
song have celebrated the highway, elevating it to the mythical position it
holds in our popular culture. This interest in the road has contributed to
efforts in the last decade to preserve what remains of a road that was designated in 1926 and decertified in 1985. By documenting the remaining portions of the road, and its roadside architecture, historic preservationists hope
to retain glimpses of how Americans traveled in the pre-interstate-highway
era, now itself almost a half-century old.
Drawing her inspiration from Robert Venturi's seminal Learning from
Las Vegas (1972), Quinta Scott seeks to portray the entire length of the highway by examining its roadside architecture and the influences shaping its
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development. Focusing primarily on gas stations, motels, cafes, and food
stands-all building types first defined and then modified by entrepreneurs
hoping to profit from the growing popularity of automobile travel- Scott
draws upon two decades of photography along Route 66. Noting how Venturi and others celebrated the "ducks" of American roadside architecture,
those buildings whose unusual shapes such as a teacup or dairy bottle denote their function, she suggests that much of the architecture along Route
66 is "not as bizarre or exciting" (p. 4).
She concludes that roadside structures reflect a mixture of regional vernacular architecture and whatever styles were fashionable at a given time.
Thus, clapboard taverns in Illinois give way to sandstone cottages in the
Ozarks, and stucco-coated flat-roofed tourist courts in the Southwest lead to
ranch houses in California. Appearing alongside these vernacular examples
are modest renditions of Spanish Colonial and Tudor Revival Styles, along
with a scattering of streamlined Modern architecture. Scott presents a clear
architectural analysis and a brief discussion of the historical antecedents
relating to these vernacular building practices. Some New Mexican readers
may wince, however, when she offers a brief history of adobe building practices in the Southwest without acknowledging that few of the brown stuccocoated buildings along the road are of actual adobe construction - a common
misreading of contemporary Santa Fe as well.
Accompanying each of Scott's 250 halftone photographs is a paragraphlength caption describing the building and offering a glimpse of its history.
These anecdotes reveal the dreams that inspired the buildings' owners to
seek a living along Route 66. This feature makes Scott's book a worthy contribution to both the history of Route 66 and to the evolution of America's
roadside architecture. Scott's accounts prompt a reader to want to take the
book and drive sections of the old highway to search for the buildings she
examines, many deteriorating and some now demolished, and imagine how
a viable linear-patterned community once stretched from Chicago to Los
Angeles.
David Kammer
Albuquerque, New Mexico
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Navajo Land, Navajo Culture: The Utah Experience in the Twentieth Century.
By Robert S. McPherson. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2001. xviii

+ 301 pp. Halftones, notes, bibliography, index. $34.95 cloth,
3410- 0 .)

ISBN

0-8061-

Robert McPherson's history of the Navajos in Utah expands our understanding of that group's economy and culture and how it has changed over
the last hundred-odd years. The Utah group's distance from the core of the
Navajo homelands in Arizona and New Mexico and the influence of events
unique to their area provided experiences that sometimes differed from those
of other Navajos. Like the Navajos living east of the reservation border, Utah
Navajos have had less access to health care, education, and other benefits
for much of the twentieth century.
McPherson buttresses his research with interviews he gathered with the
help of Navajo interpreter assistants from 1988 through 1996. He uses these
and other Navajo voices skillfully as he weaves their narratives into his examination of diverse topics such as: intertribal tensions over the harvest of a
faltering deer population; the resourcefulness of Navajos seeking to maximize economic opportunities while working in Monument Valley for film
director John Ford; and contemporary young Navajo women's perceptions of
changing female roles within the tribe. Other Navajo voices agree on federal
agents' heavy-handedness in livestock reductions and state and federal failures to guide the tribe through negotiations with the oil and uranium industries. Other interesting topics are Navajo impressions of tourism, the
influence of trading posts, and early contacts with automobiles and airplanes.
Navajos in other areas did not experience the upheaval of oil drilling and
uranium mining suffered by Utah Navajos. McPherson utilizes differing
Navajo views to illustrate the conflicts over the environmental destruction
brought about by mining and drilling. Those who held more traditional
views resented the disrespect for nature and the pollution of water and pasturage at the hands of corporations. Others were pleased to have the work
the industries provided. Despite these disagreements most Utah Navajos
believed that they benefited little from the wealth obtained by oil and mining companies. McPherson's Navajo commentators also discuss the unsafe
working conditions in oil fields and mines and the health problems related
to radiation exposure.
If mining and oil well drilling were events unique to Navajos in Utah,
memories of Navajo livestock reduction were shared by most. McPherson's
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use of interviews conducted by Fern Charley and Dean Sundberg, along
with his own interviews, powerfully illustrate Navajo anguish and lingering
anger at the loss of their beloved livestock, a cultural and economic tradition. The Navajo voice is most powerful within this topic.
This is a thoughtful book. McPherson's interviews give credence to his
interpretations of the Utah Navajo experience. His attempt to "join the view
of the social scientist and the Navajo" in his examination of broad, often
unrelated topics, provides an interesting narrative and increases our knowledge of Utah, Navajos, and western history.
Sandra Vamey MacMahon
University of New Mexico

From Savages to Subjects: Missions in the History ofthe American Southwest.
By Robert H. Jackson. (Armonk, NY.: M. E. Sharpe, 2000. xvii + 151 pp. Halftones, maps, tables, charts, mission plans, bibliographic essay, index. $48,95
cloth, ISBN 0-7656-0597-X.)
The Spanish legacy in the Southwest encompasses a wide range of toP.ics and the history of the area's Catholic Missions has aroused heated debates for over a century. Within this field, scholarship is either neutral or
polarized. Robert H. Jackson's From Savages to Subjects is anything but a
glorification of the old Catholic missions in the Southwest. Jackson argues
that it is important to confront internal ecclesiastic histories that minimize
the destructive nature of the missions on Native societies.
From Savages to Subjects strives to interpret the lives of Native Americans in the captivity of Spanish friars and soldiers. In order to understand
how the mission system functioned in this remote region of the Spanish
empire, Jackson reviews ecclesiastic attempts to organize indigenous societies. in the Americas that were vastly different from one another. He takes
into account regional and environmental differences of the Southwest, which
largely determined how the friars approached the construction of buildings
and the implementation of their religious mission. One important aspect of
Jackson's study is his argument that the missions of Chihuahua, Sonora,
and Baja California formed part of the same system found in the modern
U.S. Southwest. After thoroughly covering the Spanish missionary project,
Jackson addresses indigenous perceptions of these efforts. He discusses the
limits of evangelization due to the lack of knowledge the friars had of Native
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languages, the inability of the priests to understand the Native view of the
cosmos, and constant rebellions and raids. Finally, Jackson discusses the
role disease played in the demographic collapse of Native populations.
Considering the limits of evangelization, demographic collapse, and contradictory policies, Jackson argues that the goal of converting the indigenous
population in the Southwest was a failure.
From Savages to Subjects is a brief and well-organized one hundred thirtynine pages. Its regional approach helps the student to understand how different indigenous societies reacted to Spanish rule. The lack of footnotes is
at times bothersome but a strong bibliographic essay makes up for this shortcoming. The book is well suited for an undergraduate class on general topics
in southwestern or borderlands history. Although little new research is found
in Jackson's book, it is a useful resource for both professors and students.
Carlos Salomon
San Francisco State University

Black Elk Speaks: Being the Life Story ofa Holy Man ofthe Oglala Sioux. By
Nicholas Black Elk as told through John G. Neihardt (Flaming Rainbow).
(1932; reprint, Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2000. xxxii + 230 pp.
Halftones, 15 color and halftone drawings, map, appendixes, index. $45.00
cloth,

ISBN

0-8°32-13°9-3, $12.95 paper,

ISBN

0-8°32-6170-5.)

Black Elk Lives: Conversations with the Black Elk Family. By Esther Black Elk
DeSersa, Olivia Black Elk Pourier, Aaron DeSersa Jr., and Clifton DeSersa.
Edited by Hilda Neihardtand Lori Utrecht. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska
Press, 2000. xvii + 168 pp. Halftones, appendix, notes, index. $25.00 cloth,
ISBN

0-8032-3340-x.)

Since its original publication in 1932, John G. Neihardt's Black Elk Speaks
has undergone two peaks of popularity, one in the late 1960s and another in
the late 1990s. Responding to the recent upsurge of interest and scholarly
debate, the University of Nebraska Press (UNP) has published these two
important books. Their latest edition of Black Elk Speaks brings the best
features of previous editions together for the first time: Neihardt's prefaces
to the 1932, 1961, and 1972 editions; Vine Deloria's foreword to the 1979
edition; and color paintings by Black Elk's friend, Standing Bear, from the
1972 Pocket Books edition. The new edition also has six black and white
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photographs of Black Elk as a young man and with Neihardt in 1931 and
1945. The appendixes include Neihardt's original project proposal in a letter to Black Elk (30 November 1930), a comparison of the stenographically
transcribed translation of Black Elk's narrative of the sacred pipe with
Neihardt's original draft, and a glossary of all Lakota words in the text. The
new edition is now available on a UNP website, "Black Elk's World," at
http://www.blackelkspeaks.unl.edu. The electronic text includes an elaborate series of color-coded links: words in red refer readers to a glossary, blue
to an explanatory text, purple to an image, and green to a map. Pop-up
boxes augment the website, as in "To read a transcript of Black Elk's original words that form the basis of this chapter, click here," or "To see Wovoka,
the prophet through the eyes of those who visited him, click here." The
website offers additional cultural context under the following headings:
"Lakota & Dakota Lives," "The Traditional World of the Lakotas," "Native
Writers Speak: The North American Indian Prose Award," and a thorough
bibliography on major events, persons, customs, and other Plains tribes.
The title of the second book, Black Elk Lives, refers to the efforts of its
editors (Neihardt's daughter Hilda Neihardt and Lori Utecht) and its contributors (Black Elk's granddaughters, Esther DeSersa and Olivia Pourier,
and great-grandsons, Aaron and Clifton DeSersa) to reveal the legacy of
Black Elk's visions and the vitality of Lakota culture on the present-day Pine
Ridge Reservation. The book also traces the struggles that twentieth-century
Lakotas have waged against forced missionizing and assimilation. Although
all four contributors have memories of horrific corporal punishment and
humiliation during their school days at Holy Rosary Mission, they differ in
their attitudes toward blending Christianity with Lakota religion. Following
the lead of their father, Ben Black Elk, who states in a reprinted 1969 lecture that the two religions do not "clash" but "fit together" (p. 9), Olivia and
Esther attend church, practice traditional crafts, and teach the Lakota language. Both women are respected as cultural authorities, but both prefer
not to participate in Native religious ceremonies. Olivia's craft store attracts
tourists who want to learn more about her grandfather, and she dreams of
establishing a Black Elk museum on the reservation. In addition to making
quilts and creating jewelry, the sisters pass on methods of gathering and
preparing wild fruit and dried meat, skills described in vivid memories of
their childhood (pp. 28-31).
Olivia supports sharing Native culture with sincere non-Indians-even
allowing them to participate in Sun Dances. This openness follows the
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practice of the late Frank Fools Crow. Her nephew, Esther's son, Aaron
DeSersa, the family's pipe carrier, maintains a more conservative view. He
opposes the current widespread practice of permitting women to participate
in Sun Dances and to give flesh offerings. DeSersa explains that female power
clashes with male power and threatens ceremonial integrity: "A woman never
pierced, never took flesh from herself. It was because she gave this world ...
flesh already, when she gives birth. These are the natural ways. And people
nowadays are not doing it the right way. So they have all this turmoil going
on -lightning hitting trees, trees breaking ... because of this" (p. 121).
DeSersa is decidedly unconventional in some of his other views. He asserts that the sacred pipe kept at Greengrass by the Looking Horse family is
not the actual calf-pipe given by the White Buffalo Calf Woman, because it
was confiscated "a long time ago" and is probably in the archives of the
Smithsonian Institution. On the other hand, he has spoken at Greengrass
about Lakota religion because "even if the pipe kept there is not the real
calf pipe, it's our way of life that is in that pipe, in our prayers" (p. 102).
Some of DeSersa's social views are similarly distinct. He unsparingly condemns many modern Lakotas' reliance on welfare. He would prefer that
they become self-sufficient by having gardens and raising cattle, pigs, and
chickens. According to him, rather than waiting for the U.S. government to
act, Indian people should create their own economy and "buy back" the
Black Hills (p. 78), and the federal government should concentrate on creating business opportunities so that his people "could be out there trying
things ... instead of being hopeless on the reservation" (p. 78).
Although Aaron DeSersa is unsympathetic to the intrusion of non-Lakotas
in spiritual ceremonies, Esther and Olivia recall that their grandfather, Black
Elk, would pray morning and evening with his pipe, while reciting the rosary at various times throughout the day. Esther recalls an ecumenical Black
Elk, who believed that the Great Spirit was identical to the Christian God.
He thought that only the means of prayer were different: "We can pray anywhere, any place, any way, whatever we use, even if it's symbols. The church
has ... statues, their own symbols. Our pipe is a symbol, and we respect it" (p.
.44). The book concludes with a description of a spectacular Northern Lights
display that illuminated the sky during Black Elk's wake, following a funeral
that included prayers by both a Christian priest and a medicine man.
The granddaughters' final reflection is part of the book's representative
virtue, the creative plurality of Lakota belief that transcends contradiction:
"You know, they say he was converted, but ... he already knew the holiness
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of everything-the earth, the sun, the moon and the stars-everything!
Grandpa was already a holy man!" (p. 148).
Julian Rice
Boca Raton, Florida

Western Places, American Myths: How We Think About the West. Edited by
Gary J. Hausladen. Wilbur S. Shepperson Series in History and Humanities.
(Reno: University ofNevada Press, 2003. xiv + 343 pp. 16 color plates, 58 halftones, 12 maps, tables, notes, bibliography, index. $49.95 cloth, ISBN 0-87417-

531-3,)
This collection of readable essays reminds historians of the valuable contributions made by historical geographers. Like other cultural geographers,
these writers see more clearly than most disciples of Clio regarding the constructs of spatial patterns of western settlement, people-land relationships,
and cultural imprinting on landscapes. Taken together, these essays tackle
the complexities of the American West as place, as a shifting geographical
and historical·region, and as a set of protean myths.
Four of the essays are particularly noteworthy. William Wyckoff's overview of historical geographical work about the American West, the most
useful piece in this collection, will be unusually helpful for western historians. Public historians will find Lary M. Dilsaver's discussion of National
Parks as a representation of the West a sound and rewarding treatment.
Paulina Raento provides a brief but instructive overview of gambling in the
West. Dydia Delyser's piece on ghost towns, although focused on famed
Bodie, California, moves beyond that single instance to consider the formation of ideas about and interpretations of ghost towns. Although less
groundbreaking, Richard H. Jackson's treatment of "Mormon Wests" makes
useful distinctions between rural and urban Mormon settlements and demographic changes over time.
Other essays are weaker or undercut by limitations. Paul F. Stam's impressionistic piece on ranching fails to match the lively and clear thinking
and writing in his superb book, Let the Cowboy Ride (1998). The essays on
"Mex-America" and "Native America," by Terrence W. Haverluk and Akim
D. Reinhardt, will disappoint historians who specialize in these topics.
Reinhardt's piece is too uncritical'of Native American cultures. John B.,
Wright's essay on land tenure, though lively written, is much too negative
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about the Mormons, even for gentile readers like this reviewer. One also
wishes that Karen M. Morin's essay on the British traveler Isabella Bird addressed wider experiences of women in the American West and was less
addicted to theoretical jargon. Unfortunately, Peter Goin's minimalist introduction to his stunning color photographs provides too little context for his
camera work. The final piece by volume editor Gary J. Hausladen, although
helpful on the settings of western films, is too tied to a few secondary sources
and a limited number of cinematic Westerns.
Overall, western historians may react ambivalently to this readable collection. If their colleagues in geography seem too addicted to the New Western history and unacquainted with the work of many other western historians,
past and present, these geographers nonetheless view their subjects from
fresh angles. We recognize, for example, new ways to see National Parks, gambling, and ghost towns. We comprehend here the continuing importance of
ranching, Mormon regional and global dispersion, and land policies.
Finally, these geographers grapple with the mythic and historical West.
In this regard, Professor Wright writes revealingly: "Myths are things that
never were but always are" (p. 86). Although these authors only glance at
the Plains, California, and the Pacific Northwest, they have furnished
thoughtful evaluations of the Great Basin and Southwest. Showing their
indebtedness to Donald Meinig, the premier historical geographer of the
American West, these scholars also demonstrate that historians might learn
much more about the economic, social, and cultural history of the West by
looking more carefully at the patterns, grids, and other physical and cultural markings various groups have inscribed on western landscapes.
Richard W. Etulain
University of New Mexico

Moving Stories: Migration and the American West, 1850-2000. Edited by Scott
Casper and Lucinda M. Long. Halcyon Imprint Series, vol. 23. (Reno: Nevada Humanities Committee, 2001. xvii + 299 pp. 40 halftones, table, notes,
bibliography. $24.95 paper, ISBN 1-89°591-08-4.)
This anthology of eleven articles aspires, as Scott Caspar notes in the introduction, to move beyond Frederick Jackson Turner's frontier thesis to a more
complex cultural understanding of the "multiple directions, ... diverse participants ... [and] mixed purposes and consequences" of migration to the
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u.s. West (p. xiii). The anthology is only partly successful in achieving its
goal. For this reviewer, the multiple perspectives offered by the eleven
articles-some by historians, some by literary critics, and others by cultural
studies scholars-tended more toward confusion than insight. More seriously, the collection does not adequately represent the real racial and ethnic diversity of migration; none of the articles discuss Asian migrations to
the U.S. West and the article on Mexican migrants is weak.
Nevertheless, there are two very interesting and insightful articles in this
collection. Gioia Woods's "Sarah Winnemucca: Multiple Places, Multiple
Selves" describes the American West as a place defined by migration. Using
the life and writings of Southern Paiute Sarah Winnemucca, who represented herself as "a traveler between cultures" (p. 59), Woods makes sophisticated use of recent scholarship on the traveling subject and identity to
make her point that the successful migrant knows how to "rely on a variety
of places to construct identity" (p. 54).
Peter LaChapelle's "At the Crossroads of Whiteness: Anti-Migrant Activism, Eugenics, and Popular Culture in Depression-Era California" offers
new insights on the Okie migration of the 193os. Making use of recent scholarship on "whiteness" and on popular notions of eugenics that dated back to
turn of the century, LaChapelle shows that discrimination against Okies
had both racial and economic aspects.
Josh Sides's article, "Rethinking Black Migration," offers a new perspective on Mrican American migration to California. Sides shows that Mrican
Americans who migrated from Houston were much more "street smart"
and adapted to urban life more easily than their cousins from the Deep
South. The article makes a good contribution to the still-scanty scholarship
on Mrican American migrations to the West.
This collection demonstrates, yet again, how hard it is to move beyond
Frederick Jackson Turner. Too many of these authors spend too much time
offering lengthy synopses of the frontier thesis before offering their own
perspectives. As the strongest articles show, the concept of migration is rich
in possibilities. Let's use them.
Susan Annitage
Washington State University
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Letters From the Dust Bowl. By Caroline Henderson, edited by Alvin O.
Turner. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2001. xv + 278 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $14.95 cloth, ISBN 0-8061-3540-9.)
Magnificent Failure: A Portrait of the Western Homestead Era. By John M.
Campbell, introduction by Kenneth W. Karsmizki. (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 2001. xi + 183 pp. 70 duotones, halftones, map, appendix, notes, bibliography. $29.95 paper, ISBN 0-8°47-3887-4.)
Homesteading, a defining experience for millions of people throughout
the American West, derived from laws that made claiming the land relatively simple. The process of transforming a homestead into a home, however, often proved arduous, particularly on the shortgrass prairies of the
western Great Plains and on the sage brush plains of Washington, Oregon,
Idaho, and Nevada. Settled between 1885 and 1920, these two regions represented two of North America's last and largest landmasses to be brought
under extensive cultivation. While some homesteaders were successful in
these fertile but dry regions, many more were unable or unwilling to stay.
In Letters From the Dust Bowl Caroline Henderson nicely documents
the experiences ofa farmfamily that homesteaded for a lifetime. Henderson's
title pays homage to a column she wrote for the Atlantic Monthly between
1931 and 1937· Her prose actually records six decades oflife -1908 to 1966when she and her husband farmed a quarter-section of land in the Oklahoma Panhandle. She also penned "Our Homestead Lady's Calendar of
Everyday Thoughts" for the Ladies' World between 1913 and 1918, and corresponded regularly with family and friends.
Editor Alvin O. Turner, a coauthor of several monographs on Oklahoma
history and Dean of the School of Humanities and Social Science at
Oklahoma's East Central University, places Henderson's writing into a historical context, organizing the letters chronologically into six chapters using alternating periods of prosperity and economic despair as dividing points.
Hard times on the Plains outweighed the good; the Hendersons estimated
they had fewer than ten bumper harvests. These meager returns caused
atrophy in their beloved Texas County long before the Dust Bowl years.
The population actually peaked at 16,448 in 1907, declined to 14,100 in 1910,
and reached a nadir of 9,896 in 1940.
Magnificent Failure, by John Martin Campbell, tells a story about those
homesteaders who abandoned their agrarian dreams and allowed their land
to revert to "a replica of what it used to be" -vast stretches of buffalo grass
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and sage (p. ix). A trained archaeologist and a gifted photographer, Campbell
masterfully observes the materials the homesteaders left behind. He then
creates a "holistic pictorial".of their former lives on seventy black and white
plates (p. x). Taken in seven states, each image-produced on a large format camera-accentuates the wide open spaces in which the pioneers resided. Short narratives on facing pages accompany the photographs and
give the location, date, and significance of each item.
Structures built by the homesteaders including barns, outhouses, schools,
and, most notably, houses constitute roughly half of the photographs. These
structures range from humble log cabins, limestone dugouts, and adobe
houses, to grand, ten-and twelve-room "mansions." Another twenty of the
plates highlight the equipment pioneers used to make their livings. They
again range from the simple to the complex. A handmade crosscut saw and
a rough hewn hay derrick indicate that homesteaders creatively used the
materials that were available. Other relics, such as rusty Model Ts, tractors,
and combines,denote the increased prosperity enjoyed by those who stayed
through the post-World War I boom years. Finally, household items, including a telephone, several saddles left on a stall's rail, and a kerosene lantern on
a windowsill, address the settlers' sudden and complete departures.
In contrast, the twenty photographs in the middle of Letters from the
Dust Bowl are largely portraits of the Henderson family and their surroundings. They highlight the improvements the family made to their homestead
claim, including the three houses constructed by "the man" between 1908
and 1929-each one a little more comfortable than the last. Expressing true
pioneer optimism, the final dwelling had hookups for indoor plumbing and
electricity twenty years before these amenities were added.
It was never an easy life, but the Henderson family stayed because they
were "mo6nstruck" by the land's beauty. According to Turner, it was Caroline
Henderson's "lifetime commitment to the Jeffersonian vision of society"
that kept this college educated, former teacher tied to a nearly self-sufficient
existence (p. 5). Judging from references to Emerson, Thoreau, and
Whitman, transcendentalism also influenced her. She often waxed eloquent
about sparseness, "austerity," the joys of simple triumphs (like fixing the
well), and, most often; about the "wide, free western country" and "the
marvelous glory of its sunrises and sunsets" (p. 33).
Henderson's mindset may have been exactly the difference between her
staying and leaving. In the introduction to Magnificent Failure, Kenneth W.
Karsmizki (an archaeologist and curator at Oregon's Columbia Gorge Discovery Center) estimates that 90 percent of homesteaders were business
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farmers who came to fulfill the western dream of prosperity. Although seven
million men and women took on the challenge of taming portions of the
interior West, five million of them gave up because they lacked adequate
tracts of land and access to water to make the farms profitable. Sometimes
failure was complete. Union County, New Mexico (which abuts the Oklahoma Panhandle), for instance, had a farm population of approximately
1l,000 in 1921. Today the same area has virtually no farms and 5,000 residents. In the Hendersons' case, their farm only remained productive during
their lifetimes. Today, this homestead stands unplowed and has probably
reverted to the condition that John Martin Campbell prefers to capture. As
to failure, Henderson asks, "Is it in vain that the flowers bloom by the edge
of alpine glaciers?" (p. 243)'
The efforts of the last homesteaders, alternately described as futile or
pathbreaking, depending on the observer, certainly poses a historical dilemma open for continued investigation. Readers wishing to pursue the
subject first-hand might refer to the listing of homesteads on the National
Register of Historic Places in the appendix of Magnificent Failure. Those
wanting to address the subject intellectually should read Karsmizki's introduction and refer to the bibliography compiled by Turner. An intriguing
and multifaceted introduction to the Homestead Era can be gleaned from
both Campbell and Henderson's fine books, both worthy of attention.
Kurt E. Kinbacher and John R. Wunder
University of Nebraska-Lincoln

Connac McCarthy's Western Novels. By Barcley Owens. (Tucson: University
of Arizona Press, 2000. xvii + 136 pp. Notes, bibliography. $35.00 cloth, ISBN
0-8165-1927-7, $17.95 paper, ISBN 0-8165-1928-5.)
In the 1990S Cormac McCarthy dramatically emerged as one of the most
commented-upon western writers. His Border Trilogy-All the Pretty Horses
(1992), The Crossing (1994), and Cities of the Plains (1998) -greatly enlarged
his reputation as a notable author, especially of Blood Meridian (1985), which
was published before McCarthy left the South for El Paso, Texas. In the brief
study under review, in about 130 pages of text, literary scholar Barcley Owens
examines the paramount themes contained in these four novels by McCarthy.
The title of Owens's book suggests that it will deal with all of McCarthy's
western novels, but more than half of the volume treats Blood Meridian.
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Owens utilizes the first two chapters to discuss the theme of violence and a
third to examine the novel as an example of literary naturalism. The fourth
section treats All the Pretty Horses and The Crossing, with the closing chapter focusing on Cities ofthe Plain. A brief introduction setting up the author's
thematic concerns and a curious, rambling, ineffective afterword completes
the text of Owens's work. The book also includes notes and a list of works
cited, but lacks an index.
The author is particularly fascinated with McCarthy's Blood Meridian.
At times his book seems more a commentary on that novel, with by-the-way
comments on the Border Trilogy. In this regard, Owens asserts early on that
Blood Meridian, "more than any other contemporary American novel ...
forces us to examine ... [the] world head-on" (p. x). Although the author
devotes much more space to analyzing Blood Meridian, his discussions of
All the Pretty Horses, The Crossing, and Cities ofthe Plains are clearer, more
systematic, and, in the end, more satisfying. One wishes the earlier chapters
were equally rewarding.
Indeed, one wishes the book were stronger. The author is guilty of minor
errors, such as misnaming the author of the Civil War novel Killer Angels
(1974) and one of the two lead characters in Larry McMurtry's Lonesome
Dove (1985). He misreads the major thesis of Eugene Hollon's Frontier Violence (1974). Unfortunately, the first chapters wobble, lacking sustained,
easy-to-follow readings of Blood Meridian. Too often, the author plays tag
with the novel, the reactions of reviewers, and contextual topics such as the
Vietnam War, violence, and literary naturalism. He also seems unacquainted
with several pertinent secondary works on western history and literature.
Perhaps this assessment is too harsh: Owens does call attention to the
clear importance of McCarthy's four western novels. He utilizes well classic works of American Studies by Henry Nash Smith, R. W. B. Lewis, and
Richard Slotkin to contextualize his readings. He also is well acquainted
with the content and emphases in many recent films, including classic revisionist Westerns. In addition, he endeavors to show how shifts in McCarthy's
western novels reflect changes in American society and culture. While keeping in mind the limitations of Owens's slim book, one must not overlook
these important contributions.
Richard W. Etulain
University of New Mexico
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General Crook and the Western Frontier. By Charles M. Robinson III. (Norman: University ofOklahoma Press, 2001. xix + 386 pp. Halftones, maps, notes,
bibliography, index. $39.95 cloth, ISBN-8061-3358-9·)
Charles H. Robinson's General Crook and the Western Frontier focuses
on Ohio native George Crook. Born in 1828, Crook received an appointment to West Point Military Academy at age twenty. Apparently he attracted
little positive attention and graduated near the bottom of his class, ranking
thirty-eighth out of forty-three.
Crook's first significant assignment came in the Pacific Northwest during the Rogue River Indian wars. He won the favorable attention of his
superiors and by the outbreak of the Civil War had risen to the rank of
captain. Returning to the East, Crook managed to secure appointment as
colonel ofthe Thirty-sixth Ohio Volunteer Infantry. Crook's Civil War record,
according to biographer Charles Robinson, was no better or worse than that
of many other Union generals (p. 81). At war's end Crook was a lieutenant
colonel and brevet major general in the regular army.
Crook's claim to fame rests on his role in the far-flung frontier Indian
wars after the Civil War. As commander of the Department of Arizona he
took vigorous action to defeat warring Apache bands. He achieved some
success but the outbreak of the Great Sioux War in 1876 interrupted his
efforts. Crook was ordered to organize a strong column of cavalry and infantry to move northwest from Fort Fetterman, Wyoming, towards the tributaries of the Yellowstone River in Montana. He was to coordinate his march
with two other columns under Col. John Gibbon and Gen. Alfred Terry
with the objective of closing in on a growing concentration of the Western
Sioux and their allies. Crooks leisurely marching pace was puzzling, and he
made no effort to contact either Gibbon or Terry. On 17 June at Rosebud
Creek, a strong force of hard-riding warriors attacked Crook's column. In
the fierce and bloody fight, Crook retreated and sent urgent appeals for
reinforcements and supplies. Crook must share some of the blame for the
disaster that befell George Armstrong Custer and the Seventh Cavalry a few
days later at the Little Bighorn on 25 June 1876. With the close of the Great
Sioux War, Crook resumed his task of subduing the Apaches and, at the
same time, doing his best to improve the welfare of the Apache people. In
so doing Crook incurred the displeasure of his superior Gen. Philip Sheridan,
who replaced him with Gen. Nelson Miles. Crook never forgave Sheridan
for his removal. Crooks's health declined rapidly after this disappointment
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and he died on 21 March 1890 at age sixty-one. He was buried in Arlington
National Cemetery.
Robinson draws an interesting parallel between Crook and Gen. Douglas MacArthur in his biography on Crook. Both were acutely aware of the
importance of their images and never failed to take advantage of any opportunity to enhance themselves. Both adopted certain dress and mannerisms
that were readily identifiable, among them MacArthur's braided cap, longstemmed corncob pipe clenched in his teeth, and sunglasses. Crook maintained a huge beard, wore civilian suits, a white sun helmet, and, of all
things, rode a mule.
General Crook and the Western Frontier is impressively researched and
entertaining to read. It will be welcomed by specialists on the Indian wars
and by the general reader.
William H. Leckie
Winter Springs, Florida

William Henry Jackson: An Intimate Portrait: The Elwood P. Bonney journal.
Edited and annotated by Lloyd W. Gundy. Colorado History Series, no. 4(Denver: Colorado Historical Society, 2001. viii + 163 pp. 4 color prints, halftones, notes, index. $24.95 cloth,

ISBN

0-87081-640~3, $12.95 paper,

ISBN

0-

87°81-641-1. )

William Henry Jackson: An Intimate Portrait provides an engaging, personal take on an important figure in the history of American ~nd western
American photography, William Henry Jackson (1843-1942). The book skips
his celebrated years in. the West spanning the decade 1868-1878 and it conjures up the last decade of his life in New York City. In 1932 Elwood P.
Bonney, a railroad agent with literary tastes, began making what became
regular callson Jackson at his quarters in the Latham Hotel. Jackson maintained a wide acquaintance with those interested in America's western expansion.and took a shine to Bonney although he was fifty-five years his junior.
Bonney rewarded Jackson's friendship by keeping a diary of their meetings,
recording the details of Jackson's routine and his astonishingly busy social
and work schedule. Jackson's activities included perusing old photographs,
painting historical scenes based on his western experiences, keeping up to
date in his reading, attending lectures, making annual summer excursions
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to the West, and maintaining a substantial correspondence. He also enjoyed lunches and dinners out with friends, dropped in regularly on artist
Edwin W. Deming, walked miles at a brisk pace, flirted with young ladies,
fortified himself before his outings with a "snorter" that clearly did his longevity no harm, ate what he wanted, and simply enjoyed life to its fullest
until his hearing, his eyesight, and his legs betrayed him at the very end.
A few months before Jackson's death on 30 June 1942, Bonney paused to
reflect on their unlikely friendship: "I always treat him as though we were of
the same age, and that age about 25 years! But I do secretly idolize him to an
extreme degree, although I never indicate so in his presence" (p. 46). Bonney
could only marvel at Jackson's unflagging vitality. At ninety-two he energetically "hopped around" his apartment "like a rabbit digging out old photos, diaries, etc. etc." to show his guests (p. 70). He was "a great chap" and
Bonney observed, "a representative American" (p. 92). This endearing portrayal should not minimize Jackson's casual anti-Semitism nor ignore his
grumblings about the New Deal, whose Works Progress Administration
(WPA) employed him in the midst of a Great Depression that left him unscathed while others suffered. In fact, Jackson's ethnic prejudices made him
all too representative of a White American in the 1930S. As a staunch Republican who had campaigned for James G. Blaine half a century earlier,
he could hardly be expected to embrace Franklin Roosevelt's policies. His
good qualities are obvious: Jackson was chipper, cheerful, modest, and impatient with the ballyhoo that accompanied his advancing years. "Jackson
wants to be treated as one of the boys, and in no other way," Bonney observed. "Many were the times he insisted on holding my overcoat, but few
were the times I 'got away' with helping him put on his coat!" (p. 146).
This book is charming. The design complements the text. The illustrations in black and white and the four color plates reproducing the major oils
Jackson painted in 1935-1936 on commission from the WPA are all directly
linked to entries in Bonney's diary. Lloyd W. Gundy's editing is unobtrusive, identifying people, places, and key issues in the Jackson story. A book
like this is more flavor than substance -literally, since Bonney was fascinated by Jackson's hearty appetite and cast-iron stomach and provides full
menus for many oftheir meals together. He was a nonagenarian who chewed
Chiclets and had to see the latest Wrigley chewing gum electric billboard.
One of the flavors that comes through in such detail is that of New York in
the thirties, a city of automats and urban bustle. Bonney's diary is rich in
human interest, but also contains some nuggets for students of Jackson's
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photographic legacy. Through Bonney, we learn about Jackson's lively curiosity, devotion to veracity-:-key tenets in his work-his knowledge of other
photographers, and his taste in western art.
William Henry Jackson: An Intimate Portrait delivers exactly what its subtitle promises. It answers the question Jackson raised when he wondered
what a young man like Bonney saw "in an old man like him" (p. 146). Jackson was fundamentally faithful to his creed of "living right, doing good by
everyone and enjoying life" (p. 96). No wonder Bonney idolized him.
Brian W. Dippie
University ofVictoria, B.C.

Medieval Culture and the Mexican American Borderlands. By Milo Kearney
and Manuel Medrano. Rio GrandelRfo Bravo Series, no. 6. (College Station:
Texas A&M University Press, 2001. ix + 240 pp. Table, bibliography, notes,
index. $34.95 cloth,

ISBN

1-58544-132-5.)

Professors Milo Kearney and Manuel Medrano have written a unique book,
which focuses on the medieval antecedents of the U.S. side of the contemporary border region. They discuss the medieval legacy in three interlinking
theses: (1) the culture of the U.S.-Mexican border cannot be fully understood
without knowledge of medieval Castile and England; (2) medieval Castile
and England were more similar than different; and (3) despite these similarities, Anglo-Hispanic tensions date to the Middle Ages (p. 1). Medieval Culture and the Mexican American Borderlands elaborates on these themes in
six chapters emphasizing linguistic and cultural contributions, political and
legal development, economic and social/class issues, religion, creativity, and
the "Development of Anglo-Hispanic Conflict."
. The first and last chapters are the most interesting. The first discusses the
linguistic origins of words and phrases still in use today. For example, border language contains medieval Spanish words that have been replaced in
Europe, such as corral for a fenced area, instead of cercado (p. 33)' The last
chapter provides a strong analysis of Anglo-Hispanic conflict, which the
authors assert predates the Black Legend and Protestant Reformation.
Medieval Culture, however, fails to consider the influence of Mexican and
American indigenous cultures on the border. The absence of this crucial aspect ofborder culture does a major disservice to the region. This Eurocentric
approach sets up a comparison of English versus Spanish heritage in which
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Spanish is bad and English is good. This dualism is especially evident in
the chapters on politics and economics. The authors argue that Spanish
society passed down an authoritarian tendency to Hispanic Americans, who
"have often given more support for the military and police than for democratic rights" (p. 66). The authors cite low voter turnout and boss rule as
evidence for lack of democracy in modern Hispanic culture. These assertions are so full of suppositions and outright disregard for modern history
that one hardly knows where to begin in critiquing them. For one, Hispanics' supposed affinity for military and police rule completely disregards the
fact that police or purported U.S. police authorities-from the Texas Rangers to the Immigration and Naturalization Service-terrorized Mexicans
and Mexican Americans throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Borderland Latinos have a long-standing and well-documented distrust of police. Additionally, low voter turnout and boss rule are not limited
to the border region. Boss rule, for example, was prevalent in New York,
Chicago, and Kansas City to name three places outside of the border region. Applying such generalizations to the borderlands is one of my main
criticisms of the book.
The book's fundamental equation-Medieval England plus Spain equals
unique borderlands culture - is missing the key ingredient of the indigenous
cultures on both sides of the border. The indigenous element truly makes
the borderlands unique. Although Medieval Culture offers some interesting
insights, without the Native American component it cannot offer a complete
understanding of the border region. In addition, the broad generalizations
attributed to the border due to its medieval heritage are tenuous at best.
Valerie Mendoza
Millfield, Ohio

Crossing Borders, Reinforcing Borders: Social Categories, Metaphors, and
Identities on the U.S.-Mexico Frontier. By Pablo Vila. Inter-America Series.
(Austin: University of Texas Press, 2000. xii + 290 pp. Halftones, appendix,
notes, bibliography, index. $42.50 cloth, ISBN 0-292-78739-1, $19.95 paper, ISBN
0-2 92 -7 874 0 -5.)
Pablo Vila's Crossing Borders, Reinforcing Borders presents a distinct view
of the U.S.-Mexican frontier and its inhabitants. The members of this seemingly harmonious community express complex, often hostile, internal and
international identities that transcend metaphors of hybridization. Local,
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regional (chapter 1), and national (chapter 2) processes of identity construction in the Juarez-El Paso area are elicited and examined through the use
of photographs in group interview settings. The author argues persuasively
that individuals on both sides of the frontier use different strategies of identity construction at different times although gender, class, and religion remain decisive considerations. Juarenses (residents ofJuarez), for example, tend
to use a regional system of classification (over race and ethnicity) to account
for many oftheir beliefs and perceptions about themselves and others, whereas
Americans in El Paso use an ethnic and racial classification system. Surprisingly, the regional schema of Juarenses tends to stigmatize Mexicans whose
point of origin is anywhere "south of Juarez" and, specifically, vilifies Indianlooking Mexicans from southern Mexico. But even Juarenses are capable of
expressing national pride as part of a broader Mexican collective when constructing themselves vis-a-vis North Americans and other El Pasoans. In contrast, Am~ricans (including Anglos, African Americans, and assimilated
Mexican Americans) tend to group all Mexicans regardless of regional or
class differences as one ethnic group and stigmatize them as poor members
of an tinderdeveloped third world country (chapter 3).
Those who make use of regional and national systems of identity tend to
be 'impoverished Mexican immigrants residirig in El Paso who are themselves the objects of derogatory tales in the regional and national identity
schemes of dwellers on both sides of the border (chapter 4)' Vila argues that'
narrative plots help to organize a person's notions of self and other so decisively that these notions are often imperious to facts no matter how compelling. Subsequently, narrative change "seems to depend more on how flej(ible
one's plot is than on how forceful the facts are" (p. 190)'
Although innovative in its conceptualization, poor organizational structure mars this book: it relegates its key theoretical discussion to an appendix;
the methodology fails to discuss the selection of narrative material; undefined key discursive concepts (narrative, plot, trope, etc.) remain poorly
defined; and the author falls short of problematizihg the construction of
meanings. Lastly, this project interestingly seeks to "better" informant narratives through the elimination of "biased ... visions about themselves and
... ()thers" (p. 192). Questions of power and kI:lOwledge in the field and in
the authorial production of narrative texts merit some discussion, otherwise
the reader is left with the impression that a kind of liberal morality akin to
social work censures informants' own constructions of identity.
Adelaida R Del Castillo
San Diego State University
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Hispanics in the Mannon Zion, 1912-1999. By Jorge Iber. Elma Dill Russell
Spencer Series in the West and Southwest, no. 22. (College Station: Texas
A&M University Press, 2000. xvi + 296 pp. Halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $34-95 cloth, ISBN 0-89096-933-7.)
Jorge Iber's analysis of the relationship between Hispanics and the Mormon Church in Utah since 1912 provides the first broad brushstrokes in an
increasingly detailed portrait of Hispanics living in Utah and the United
States. Iber focuses his research on religious affiliation, an understudied
unit of analysis. Scholars seldom use religion as a category of analysis for
Hispanics because the vast majority of Hispanics in the United States have
historically been Catholic. However, the state of Utah, where the Mormon
Church plays a predominant role, provides the perfect environment for Iber
to examine the effects that the adoption of a new religion by Spanish-speaking
immigrants had on their lives.
Iber argues that acceptance of Mormon Christianity opened many doors
to Hispanics that would have remained closed had they remained Catholic.
Nonetheless, the adoption of Mormonism did not lead to complete assimilation. In Utah most Spanish-speakers were still relegated to the worst-paying
jobs and forced to live in the worst neighborhoods. The most telling effect
on Hispanics who converted to Mormonism was the creation of differences
between they and their Catholic Hispanic neighbors. For example, the
Mormon stance on abstinence from alcohol led many newly converted
Mormons to stop attending the numerous parties and social functions put
on by Catholic Hispanics. This shift in behavior led many Catholic Hispanics to think that their Mormon Hispanic neighbors believed themselves superior to their Catholic counterparts.
Iber's book examines far more than the processes by which the conversion to Mormonism by Hispanics intersected with the identity-formation
process of Hispanics in Utah. He also illustrates what it was like to be a
Hispanic Catholic in a region where one was part of an ethnic and a religious minority. Finally, Iber does a fine job of analyzing the role, often
irrespective of religion, that origin of birth played. Those Hispanics who
had settled and resided in the region for a long time often treated migrants
who arrived during and after World War II as outsiders. Iber notes that "the
Spanish-speaking people's own divisions" often limited their social progress.
This volume provides a welcome preliminary analysis of the Hispanic
community in Utah over the last century, and the author does an excellent
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job of contextualizing the effects that political events in Mexico had on the
lives of Hispanics in Utah. For example, the Cristero Rebellion (1926-1929)
in central and western Mexico led to the arrival in Utah of numerous Catholic
clergy who had been expelled from their native country. Iber's work provides the groundwork for the next logical step, a more detailed account of
the lives of Hispanics that Iber has portrayed here.
Andrae M. Marak
University of New Mexico

Mexican Americans in Texas History. Edited by Emilio Zamora, Cynthia Orozco, and Rodolfo Rocha. (Austin: Texas Historical Association, 2000. 226 pp.
Appendix, notes, bibliography. $15.95 paper, ISBN 0-87611-174-6.)
For too long the Mexican American historical experience has either been
ignored or marginalized. The works of early pioneers in the field like Carlos
E. Castan~da and Americo Paredes followed by those of Rodolfo Acuna
and subsequent Chicano historians in the 1980s and 1990S have helped to
solve this problem. Even so, the basic story of Mexican American history is
still missing from the public consciousness via public school curricula,
"mainstream" college U.S. history courses, and the popular press. Mexican
Americans in Texas History, a collection of essays edited by Emilio Zamora,
Cynthia Orozco, and Rodolfo Rocha, is a valuable contribution to Mexican
American history and Texas history. The volume provides a useful resource
in the struggle against intellectual and cognitive isolation that has traditionally defined the state of Mexican American history. Insightful, clear, and
accessible, the book speaks to a range of audiences.
The list of contributors reads like a Who's Who of Texas and Tejano
historical scholarship. Contributions by the editors and other distinguished
scholars such as Paul Lack, Felix Almaraz Jr., and Arnoldo De Leon are
strengthened by the introductory remarks of David Montejano. The result
is a powerful work by some of Texas's leading historians. The compilation is
the result of the Texas State Historical Association (TSHA)-sponsored conference on Mexican American history in May 1991. This scholarship reflects the status of research at the time on the Tejano historical experience.
Despite the book's release nine years after the conference, the stories, ideas,
and arguments in the book are still relevant and important today. The pri.mary weakness of this publication lies in the limited attention to issues of
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either gender or women. Although the role of women and the concept of
gender is woven into some of the pieces, both issues playa secondary analytical role to class and race.
Mexican Americans in Texas History is organized into four sections: "The
Nineteenth Century," "The Twentieth Century," "Biography and Literature," and "Bibliographies." Each section contains a brief introduction, which
provides an overview of the section and offers cohesiveness that thematically links the subsequent chapters. The first two chronologically ordered
sections of the compilation offer the reader a nice but necessarily disjointed
overview of some of the major periods and issues in Tejano history such as
the Texas Revolution, the Tejano experience during the Civil War, mutual
aid in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the Tejano uprising
of 1915, and an example of the Progressive-Era settlement house movement
in Houston and its efforts until 1950. The third section focuses on the work
of activist Trini Gamez, historian Carlos E. Castaneda, and the character
George Washington Gomez in the Americo Paredes's novel of the same
name. The bibliographies provided by Arnoldo De Leon and Cynthia
Orozco comprise the final section and offer the reader an extensive array of
Tejano historical literature. The book is ideal for classroom use. Some of
the selections, such as Marfa Christina-Garda's study of Rusk Settlement
House in Houston during the first half of the twentieth century, success"
fully attempt to locate these experiences within a larger context. The book
will open a whole new world of historical experience to college students
and a general public that is thirsting for and deserving of more knowledge
of their own past.
This collection is a significant addition to contemporary scholarship on
Tejano history. At the same time, it speaks to a larger audience interested in
the course of Mexican American history writ large. The discrimination,
marginalization, and disfranchisement that Tejanos so ably resisted was common in other parts of the American Southwest during these same years.
The book operates on numerous levels and will be useful and interesting to
scholars, undergraduate students, and a popular audience both in and outside of Texas.
Anthony Quiroz
Texas A6M University, Corpus Christi
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En Aquel Entonces (In Years Gone By): Readings in Mexican-American History. Edited by Manuel G. Gonzales and Cynthia M. Gonzales. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2000. xvii + 287 pp.-Bibliographic essay, index.

$39-95 cloth,

ISBN

0-253-33765"8, $19·95 paper,

ISBN

0-253-21399-1.)

En Aquel Entonces is a collection of essays whose larger purpose is to
provide an overview of Mexican American history and Chicana/o historiography produced in the past thirty years. The book, an anthology of all but
two previously published articles, takes on a wide geographic and chronological scope-it spans four centuries, from the 1600s to the 1900S and covers the Southwest and the Midwest (the latter region is generally overlooked
in Chicana/o history). The volume brings together important but often
unknown writings, for many of the original essays appeared in regional journals or books with limited distribution. En Aquel Entonces is particularly
useful for introducing entry-level undergraduates to the early and groundbreaking studies in the field of Chicana/o history.
The editors organize the book chronologically and thematically and open
it with a brief overview of Chicana/o historiography. The compilation then
divides essays on Mexican American history into five phases: origins, Spanish colonialism to the outbreak of the Mexican American War in 1846;
Mexican and Anglo-American relations, 1846 to 1900; Mexican immigration, 1900 to 1940; the rise of the middle class from 1940 to 1965; and
Chicanismo and its lega~y from 1965 to 2000. This periodization reflects
earlier conceptualizations of Chicana/o history, some of which have been
recently questioned and challenged. For instance, some scholars have ar~
gued that identifying the period 1940 to 1965 with the rise of the Mexican
American middle class obscures the continuous immigration of Mexicans
during that same period. The conventional periodizationdoes not, however, detract from the collection's larger purpose, which is to paint a broad
portrait of Mexicanos in the United States.
En Aquel Entonces attempts to counter the invisibility and misrepresentation of Chicanas/os in U.S. history in general and the misunderstanding of
Chicana/o historiography in particular. Scholars working in the fields of the
American West and the Spanish Borderlands will learn about the historical
roots and complexity of Chicana/o peoples as well as the nature of cross-cultural relations among Mexicans, Indians, Europeans, and Euroamericans in
the settlement of the present-day Southwest and Midwest. The readings also
demonstrate the evolution and maturity of Chicana/o historiography, for they
include writings produced in the early years as well as the more recent past.
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Scholars may be disappointed with the reference style of the book-the
footnotes of the previously published articles have been eliminated and only
selected portions of the essays are reproduced. The book provides interested readers with bibliographic references for the full text of the articles.
Those interested in further reading can turn to the bibliographic essay at
the end of the book.
Miroslava Chcivez-Garcia
University ofCalifornia-Davis

On Earth as It Is in Heaven: Religion in Modem Latin America. Edited by
Virginia Garrard-Burnett. Jaguar Books on Latin American Series, no. 18.
(Wilmington, Del.: SR Books, 2000. xxv + 251 pp. Tables, notes, bibliography.

$55.00 cloth,

ISBN

0-842°-2584-7, $18,95 paper,

ISBN

0-842°-2585-5.)

Virginia Garrard-Burnett has assembled one of the best compilations of
readings on Latin American history and culture in the Jaguar Books series.
Her contribution addresses the various religious beliefs and practices in
modern Latin America. She does not limit herself to the diverse types of
Catholicism and Protestantism that predominate in that region; the work
also considers Judaism and Umbanda.
The book is divided into four parts. The first considers nineteenth-century
Liberalism's conflict with traditional Catholicism; the second looks at aspects of folk Catholicism and popular religion; the third considers liberation theology and its limitations; and the fourth examines the rise of
Protestantism in its different forms in modern Latin America. Of the nine
selections, three treat Guatemala, another three examine Brazil, two are on
Mexico, and one studies modern Nicaragua.
The only disappointing section of the book is the author's introduction.
It totals a mere eleven pages of text, and much of that is devoted to the
emergence of Catholicism during the colonial centuries. Its coverage is
cursory and it does not always reflect the most recent scholarship. Notably,
major contributions by James Lockhart, William B. Taylor, and Stafford
Poole published in the 1990S escape discussion and citation. Garrard-Burnett
devotes little attention to the process of conversion among the Native peoples,
although its character and limitations shaped religious beliefs and practices
for much of Latin America. Her discussion of the character and impact of
religion after independence is equally brief and anecdotal.
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But the reader can turn to the selections themselves with confidence to
learn about the nature of these modern movements and their impact. The
compilation should prove to be excellent for classes on modern Latin
America. Garrard-Burnett's brief introduction to each of the individual selections effectively frames their topics. Some of these topics include the
nature of devotion and ritual in an isolated community ofJews that endured
in central Mexico; the types of indigenous beliefs practiced among certain
Native societies that identify themselves as devoutly Catholic, Umbanda, or
Pentecostal; and other forms of popular religion and their impact on contemporary Brazil, a nation characterized by new religious movements.
Lists of suggested readings and films complete the volume's coverage.
Garrard-Burnett's astute selection of excerpts from published works makes
this a praiseworthy addition to the literature.
John E. Kicza
Washington State University

Dream a Little: Land and Social Justice in Modem America. By Dorothee E.
Kocks. (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2000. xx + 255 pp. Notes,
bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 0-520-20286-4, $18,95 paper, ISBN
0-520-22280-6. )

Dorothee E. Kocks's Dream a Little: Land and Social Justice in Modem
America explores the social justice implications ofseveral visions ofthe good
life as American society has projected those visions onto the landscape, especially onto the landscape of the American West. "Dreamers," she says,
"often use the earth and all it stands for as a visualizing aid." This "tradition
of using landscapes to reveal and elaborate our dreams for social justice,"
she continues, "is the topic ofthis book" (p. xii).
Kocks calls this tendency to imagine our ideals as necessarily enacted in
a specific idealized landscape "the geographic embrace" (p. xii). This embrace, she argues,offers us a way "to dream a little" and, although there are
reasons to be wary ofthe geographic embrace, especially as it has been used
in American politics. We should not reject the embrace for, she says, it
provides us with something that is all too hard to come by, "ways to combine political dreaming and analytic thinking" (p. 44)' As this stance suggests, Kocks is unapologetically subjective, engaged, and political. "I aim to
cater to subjectivity," she announces at the outset, "not just acknowledge
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my own" (p. xv). However much she may engage in cultural, historical, and
literary analysis, she is ultimately a dreamer speaking to other dreamers.
The book is also refreshingly personal and personable, affirming its subjectivity by weaving personal narrative into its scholarly analysis.
Kocks analyzes myths without seeking to debunk them. "We need myths,
we need to imagine what a better world might look like," she declares. She
shares with New Western historians a desire to foster social justice in the
American West, and to reread history from this perspective, but she also
questions their tendency to continually debunk myths. Her approach, she
argues, "is a different strategy ... than reminding readers that myths are not
true." She astutely asserts "it is demoralizing, and boring, to keep saying,
again and again, that human views of geography are 'only' social constructions" (p. 45)'
Kocks argues that in American culture the geographies we have been
most likely to embrace have been the West, the family farm, and the local
community. Kocks analyzes these highly symbolic places by exploring the
work of three women who represent each of these geographies: Mari Sandoz
and the Western frontier, Josephine Johnson and the family farm, and Ella
Baker and the local community. In her discussion of each of these women,
Kocks both destabilizes our idealization of their chosen geographies while
simultaneously affirming the value of their dreams.
Kocks has made an important contribution to how we think about landscape, place, and the myths that give meaning to our lives. The choice we
have, she affirms, is not whether to live by myths or by reality, for we cannot
make such a choice. Myths are necessary and ennobling. She proposes that
we blend dreaming with a shrewder empiricism so that we may more wisely
choose the myths we live by.
Tom Lynch
New Mexico State University

Nixon and the Environment. By J. Brooks Flippen. (Albuquerque: University
of New Mexico Press, 2000. ix + 308 pp. Halftones, 2 maps, notes, bibliography, index. $24,95,

ISBN

0-8263-1993-9.)

Richard Nixon's presidency coincided with an era that, to date, has
probably been the strongest in its outpouring of public and congressional
support for the protection and cleaning up of the American environment.
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J. Brooks Flippen assesses this support, places it in historical context, and
examines Nixon's response and contributions to the politics of environmentalism. Nixon and the Environment is important for its summation of the
era's environmental concerns and its concise discussions of major legislative efforts favoring the environment. The book also outlines the fundamental roles that personages such as Edmund S. Muskie and Henry Jackson
played in congressional efforts to protect the environment. It provides insightful consideration of those in the administration-including John
Whitaker, William Ruckelshaus, Russell Train, and Walter Hickel-who
most significantly shaped Nixon's environmental policies. Flippen also examines the influence of major events of the period, such as the Vietnam
War, the Kent State tragedy, the OPEC oil embargo, and Watergate and the
role they played in both national environmental politics and Nixon's changing policies. Of particular interest is Flippen's consideration of Nixon's determined retreat from support of environmental initiatives at the beginning
of 1971.
Flippen's thesis is twofold. Realistically he argues that Nixon was "the
consummate political animal" who responded to public environmentalism
according to "political expediency" (p. 16). This conclusion is unsurprising
given what we know about Nixon. But, Flippen also attempts to rehabilitate
Nixon's reputation. The author contends that regardless of his political
motives and despite the limited scope of his environmental programs, Nixon
accomplished more in his presidency "than any president in history" and
therefore has earned a place '·'in league with Theodore Roosevelt and Lyndon .
Johnson" (p. 133). Such environmental accolades for Nixon seem overstated
given Flippen's other argument that Nixon's environmental policies were
politically motivated and not rooted in a love of nature and the environment (like Theodore Roosevelt's national park policy, for example). As
Flippen demonstrates; Nixon also blocked a great deal of environmental
legislation in response to his conservative constituents. He ignored Earth
Day in 1970 and eventually turned his back on environmental causes because he could never win any of the environmental political battles that he
entered. Flippen's argument that another conservative president within the
same period might not have done as much as Nixon and that Nixon deserves
much praise is ultimately a fallacious conclusion. Unfortunately Nixon could
have done much more, for the American people were indeed ready for more
environmental legislation. Another minor problem with the book is that
editorial oversight has allowed for a number of incomplete or awkwardly
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worded sentences. Despite this, and my disagreement with Flippen's view
of Nixon's place in the history of American environmentalism, I strongly
recommend this book to students of Nixon and the modern environmental
movement.
Peter Boag
Idaho State University

Vision and Enterprise: Exploring the History of Phelps Dodge Corporation. By
Carlos A. Schwantes. (Tucson: University ofArizona Press, 2000. xxix + 464
pp. 180 duotone photographs, 36 color plates, map, notes, bibliographic essay, index. $60.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8165-1943-9.)
Rare is the Fortune 500 Corporation that can trace its roots back nearly
170 years, and especially rare a company in the turbulent mining industry.
The Phelps Dodge Corporation, originally a partnership organized in New
York City in 1834, now based in Phoenix, is an international copper mining
and manufacturing conglomerate whose roots first pierced the southwestern landscape in 1881. PO, as it is locally known, owes much of its longevity
to the mineral resources of New Mexico, Arizona, and Sonora, Mexico. In
Vision and Enterprise, Carlos Schwantes provides the first corporate history
of this copper giant in fifty years.
Schwantes, St. Louis Mercantile Library Professor of Transportation and
the West at the University of Missouri, follows the format of his successful
and visually appealing books on landscapes and history. In his study ofPhelps
Dodge he includes biographies, primarily of the corporate heads and decision makers. Shown in a photograph on page 3, the author symbolically
began composing the book's text while seated at Dr. James Douglas's desk,
head of the company at a critical period early in the last century.
After a half century of building a mercantile and metal trading firm in
New York, the partners in Phelps, Dodge & Co. sent James Douglas to
Arizona in 1881. There he wisely advised the firm on investments during the
beginnings of its copper mining empire. Schwantes recounts the well-known
tales of the creation of "landscapes of production" across the Southwest,
primarily at Bisbee, then Clifton-Morenci, Arizona, Tyrone, New Mexico,
and a series of other mining camps. He provides interpretive chapters on
mining company growth (Douglas became first president of the expanded
"corporation"), the founding of urban outposts, corporate paternalism, the
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technology of mining and smelting, and transportation, including the construction of the El Paso & Southwestern Railroad.
A New Labor historian, Schwantes provides a good review of early mine
and mill work and the makeup of the company's workforce, a critically important chapter because of the Bisbee Deportation of 1917, a black mark on
the history of Phelps Dodge. He provides a broad view of this event, which
occurred in a period of World War I hysteria and Villista activity along the
U.S.-Mexican border. The deportation impacted a Supreme Court decision in 1941 against the company's handling of mid-1930s labor feuds, and
again was raised as an issue during the acrimonious strike of 1983.
Vision and Enterprise is a corporate history, and most of the text relates to
several upper management decisions about the company's direction: the
formation of the" corporation in 1917, the acquisition of new properties, and
the creation of a vertically integrated copper mining, smeltinglrefining,
manufacturing, and marketing business. The Depression hit the industry
hard, but Louis Cates, an open-pit mining proponent, rebuilt the company
in time to reap the profits ofWoild War II and after. Topics covered during
the war and postwar period include: women in the mining and milling
workforces; developme"nt of water and electrical support systems; and the
fat years of the 195os. In 1961, Cleveland Dodge retired, the last link to the
company family founders.
Besides company records and published materials, Schwantes based his
study on oral intervie~s with upper management. These sources offer insight into the business trials of the 1970S and 1980s, when copper mining in
the American West was near collapse. The author discusses the new plant at
Hidalgo, New Mexico, which grew out of environmental regulations and
brought the closure of the old works at Douglas and Morenci. During the
1980s and 1990S, Phelps Dodge not only survived the market downturn but
also acquired additional properties, including the mine at Candelaria, Chile,
that turned the corporation into the international giant it is today. Schwantes
also provides an account of the company's worsflabor upheaval, the violent
1983 strike at Morenci, which broke the union. The book ends with a review
of the company in 1999, and Pres. J. Steven Whisler's philosophy on operations in the new millennium.
Schwantes's easy-to-read text appeals to a broad audience. Critics will
accuse the author ofwearing the old ~'copper collar," but Schwantes counters
that although the company supported the research, writing, and publication of the book, "no one at Phelps Dodge Corporation told me how or
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what to write" (p. xxiii). Other readers will want more details on their favorite topics. For example, the Morenci strike of 1983 deserves far more attention than the brief account given here. Footnotes are few, but a good
bibliographical essay follows the text. The large, coffee-table· format with
over two hundred illustrations, many in color, will attract a broad readership. Vision and Enterprise provides a good introduction to the Southwest's
major mining corporation and to the decisions that have impacted the
region's landscape and history.
Robert L. Spude
National Park Service, Santa Fe, N.Mex.

Spindletop Boom Days. By Paul N. Spellman. (College Station: TexasA&M
University Press, 2001. xii + 266 pp. 41 halftones, notes, bibliography, index.
$29.95 cloth, ISBN 0-89°96-946-9,)
Western historians, for some reason, seem reluctant to examine the role
of oil in American history. Despite a growing literature, the historical study
of oil in the United States hardly reflects that resource's economic, political, and social impact on either a regional or national scale. Few authors
appear eager to explore the implications of the so-called oil frontier or to
compare these communities to earlier mining boomtowns. Spindletop Boom
Days attempts to fill this sizeable gap. In his new book, historian Paul N.
Spellman, whose scholarship addresses primarily T~xas history, recounts the
opening days of the celebrated East Texas oil fields, especially those located
in and around present-day Corsicana and Beaumont. The story unfolds
through the eyes and in the words of the famous, the notorious-and often - the plain, hard-working folks who lived through those wild boom years,
roughly 1901-19°5.
This straightforward narrative history provides little analysis of the
Spindletop phenomenon or its larger context. Several themes receive limited attention: competition between independent producers and the everpresent Standard Oil; over-production; the environmental nightmares
generated by wildcat oil discoveries; and comparisons between oil and other
frontier situations. The work also fails to place the Texas oil discoveries into
regional or national frameworks. Historians seeking analytical or theoretical insights into this subject will be disappointed.
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Despite these shortcomings, this reader believes that anecdotal histories
such as this one have a lot to offer. In all fairness, Spellman clearly states his
purpose and scope. Using interviews culled from the Pioneers of Oil Collection located at the University of Texas at Austin and from newspaper
accounts, Spellman successfully recreates the raw excitement, chaos, violence, and elation that accompanied the eruption of Spindletop's first gusher
on 10 January 1901. In fact, readers can almost sniff the green, heavy oil
spewing from beneath the Texas landscape "angry and venting a million
years of pent-up frustration" as they peruse the pages (p. 45).
Beyond a fascinating account of the actual discovery of oil, the author
skillfully weaves an intriguing tale of visionary-and at times exceedingly
unlucky-speculators, hard-worked crews, scam artists, prostitutes, rowdies,
and peace officers who desperately struggle against all odds to achieve some
semblance of order in the community. Spellman graphically details the
devastating fires that devoured buildings and machinery and the grisly accidents, which too often struck oil workers and innocent bystanders alike.
The participants' own words and myriad photos add to the overall appeal of
this book, but a map would have proven useful to readers unfamiliar with
Texas geography. This slice-of-life case study will certainly appeal to historians and general readers interested in western history and more specifically
to anyone pursuing Texas, frontier, or local history. Perhaps this work will
also spur further research into a vitally important area of American history.
Kathleen P. Chamberlain
Eastern Michigan University

Book Notes

The American Railroad Network 1861-189°. By George Rogers Taylor and Irene
D. Neu, introduction by Mark Reutter. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1956; reprint, Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2003. xvi + 113 pp.
4 maps, table, appendix, notes, index. $18.95 paper, ISBN 0-252-Q7114-X.)

Barrios. By Louis Carlos Bernal, curated by Ann Simmons-Myers. (Tucson:
Pima Community College, in association with the University of Arizona
Library, 2002. 79 pp. 25 color plates, 54 halftones, chronology, selected bibliography. $25.00 paper, ISBN 1-931583-03-x.)

Charles M. Russell: The Life and Legend of America's Cowboy Artist. By
John Taliaferro. (Boston, Mass.: Little, Brown & Co., 1996; reprint, Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 2003. xi + 318 pp. 22 halftones, map, notes,
index. $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-8061-3495-x.)
A Dictionary of New Mexico and Southern Colorado Spanish. By Ruben
Cobos. (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 2003. xxii + 258 pp. Bibliography. $19.95 paper,

ISBN

0-89013-453-7.)

The Great Frontier. By Walter Prescott Webb, foreword by William D.
Rowley, introduction by Arnold J. Toynbee. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin,
1952; reprint, Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2003. xxv + 433 pp. Charts,
tables, graphs, notes, bibliography, index. $21.95 paper, ISBN 0-87417-519-4-)

Hall ofMirrors: Power, Witchcraft, and Caste in Colonial Mexico. By Laura
A. Lewis. Latin American Otherwise: Languages, Empires, Nations Series.
(Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2003. xiv + 262 pp. Map, notes,
bibliography, index. $22.95 paper, ISBN 0-8223-3147-0.)
Histories and Historicities in Amazonia. Edited by Neil Whitehead, new
foreword by William D. Rowley. (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press,

2003. xx + 236 pp. Halftones, maps, tables, charts, bibliograph~, index. $55.00
cloth, ISBN 0-8°32-48°5-9.)
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A History of Modern Brazil: The Past Against the Future. By Colin M.
MacLachlan. (Wilmington, Del.: Scholarly Resources, 2003. xxi + 262 pp.
Halftones, map, glossary, notes, bibliography, index. $19.95 paper, ISBN
0-8420~5123-6.)

Mexican Murals in Times of Crisis. By Bruce Campbell. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2003. xi + 243 pp. 48 halftones, notes, bibliography,
index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 0-8165-2239-1.)
Mimbres Classic Mysteries: Reconstructing a Lost Culture Through Its Pottery. By Tom Steinbach Sr., Tom Steinbach Jr., and Peter Steinbach. (Santa
Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 2002. xii + 171 pp. 80 color digital drawings, map, bibliography. $29.95 paper, ISBN 0-89°13-4°°-6.)
Red Earth: Poems ofNew Mexico. By Alice Corbin, edited by Lois Rudnick
and Ellen Zieselman. (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 2003. 112
pp. 29 color plates, notes. $16,95 paper, ISBN 0-89°13-45°-2.)
Searching for Home Abroad: Japanese Brazilians and Transnationalism.
Edited by Jeffrey Lesser. (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2003. xii +
219 pp. Glossary, charts, tables, notes, index. $21.95 paper, ISBN 0-8223-348-<).)
Why the West Was Wild: A Contemporary Look at the Antics ofSome Highly
Publicized Kansas Cowtown Personalities. By Nyle H. Miller and Joseph W.
Snell, foreword by Joseph G. Rosa. (Topeka: Kansas State Historical Society, 1963; reprint, Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2003. xvi + 685
pp. 59 halftones, 4 line drawings, appendix, index. $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-

8061-353°-1.)

Workin' on the Railroad: Reminiscences from the Age of Steam. By Richard
Reinhardt. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2003. 327 pp. 72 line
drawings, glossary, index. $19.95 paper, ISBN 0-8061-3525-5.)

News Notes

Archives, Exhibits, and Historic [Web] Sites

29 MaY-5 December 2004: The Visual Arts Program at the National Hispanic Cultural Center presents "Corridos sin Fronteras: A New World Ballad Tradition." The exhibit recreates the historical development of the corrido
(ballad) in Mexico and the southwestern United States over the past two
hundred years through recordings, broadsides, and musical instruments.
The exhibit can be viewed at the National Hispanic Cultural Center, 1701
4th Street SW, Albuquerque, NM, 87102. For more information, call (505)
246-226 1.

15 February 20°4-16 January 2005: The Museum ofIndian Arts and Culture
presents "Rez 3: Rezervation Rezurrection Reztitution," an exhibit featuring
the work of Salish sculptor Ed Archie Noisecat and Cochiti Pueblo painter
Mateo Romero. While firmly rooted in the traditions of their communities,
these artists transcend typical Native American art p~radigms of design and
subject matter and treat contemporary issues facing Native communities.
The Museum of Indian Arts and Culture is located at 710 Camino Lejo off
Old Santa Fe Trail in Santa Fe, New Mexico. The museum is open Tuesday through Sunday from 10:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. For more information, call
(505) 827-6463 or visit the website: http://www.miaclab.org/exhibits/
index.html.
The Museum ofIndian Arts and Culture presents the on-line exhibit "Roads
to the Past: Fifty Years of Highway Archaeology." The exhibit features an
interactive website covering the history of the New Mexico Highway Archaeology Program, which is dedicated to protecting the state's cultural
heritage. The exhibit was developed through the efforts of the Museum of
New Mexico and the New Mexico Department of Transportation. New
Mexico's Highway Archaeology Program is the nation's oldest, established
in 1954. The program is a collaborative effort involving federal and state
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agencies, tribal communities, and archaeologists. The exhibit can be viewed
at http://www.roadstothepast.org.
"Tourist Icons: Native American Kitsch, Camp, and Fine Art Along Route
66" celebrates the seventy-fifth anniversary of the first transcontinental highway connecting the industrial Midwest to the far West. The website focuses
on souvenirs sold along Route 66 in New Mexico. The exhibit can be seen
at http://www.miaclab.org/exhibits/icons/intro.html.

Calendar of Events
7-11 September 2004: Annual conference of the Mountain-Plains Museums
Association in Casper, Wyoming. For more information, contact the asso-

ciation at 7110 West David Drive, Littleton, CO 80128, (303) 979-9358 phone,
e-mail: mountplains@aol.com.

7-9 October 2004: The Latin American Studies Association will hold its
2004 conference in Las Vegas, Nevada. For more information, visit the
website: http://lasa.international.pitt.edullasa2004-3.htm.

13-16 October 2004: The forty-fourth annual conference of the Western History Association, "Representing the West in Image and Record," will be held
at the Riviera Hotel in Las Vegas, Nevada. For more information, contact
the Western Historical Association, MSC06 3770, 1 University of New
Mexico, Albuquerque, NM, 87131-0001, (505) 277-5234 phone, e-mail:
wha@unm.edu, or visit the association's website: www.unm.edu/~wha/.

October 2004: The Tenth Anniversary Women Writing the West Conference will be held at the La Posada Hotel in Albuquerque, New Mexico.
For more information, contact conference chair Alice Trego bye-mail at
atreader@aros.net.

22-24

27-30

October 2004: The American Society for Ethnohistory announces its

2004 Annual Meeting, "Continuing Encounters: Across SpacelThrough
Time," to be held at the Holiday Inn, Chicago Mart Plaza. The Newberry
Library's D'Arcy McNickle Center for American Indian History will host
the conference. For more information, write to Brian Hosmer, D'Arcy
McNickle Center for American Indian History, The Newberry Library, 60
West Walton Street, Chicago, IL 60610 or visit the website: http://
ethnohistoty.org. Those interested may also contact the conference organizers bye-mail at mcnickle@newberry.org.
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5-7 November 2004: Fort Craig, New Mexico, will celebrate its 150th Anniversary. For information about the anniversary and its commemorative activities, e-mail Mike_Bilbo@nm.blm.gov.

November 2004: The conference "War in Film, Television, and History" will be held at the Dolce International Conference Destination in
Dallas, Texas. Submission deadline is 30 July. Send proposals to Sara Jane
Richter, Box 65, Goodwell, OK 73939. For more information, visit the
website: http://www.h-net.org/~filmhis/conference_events/index.htm.

11-14

12-13 November 2004: The Center for the History of Business, Technology,
and Society will hold a conference, "Consuming Experiences: The Business and Technologies of Tourism" at the Hagley Museum and Library in
Wilmington, Delaware. Direct inquiries to Dr. Roger Horowitz, Hagley
Museum and Library, P.O. Box 3630, Wilmington, DE 198°7, (302) 6553188 fax, e-mail: rh@udel.edu.

6-10 April 2005: The Society for Applied Anthropology announces the conference "Heritage, Environment, and Tourism," to be held at La Fonda
Hotel in Santa Fe, New Mexico. The society invites submissions from a
wide variety of fields, including anthropology, archaeology, geography, sociology, folklore studies, public history, tourism studies, and environmental
science. For additional information, contact Erve Chambers, Department
of Anthropology, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742, e-mail:
echambers@anth.umd.edu.

May 2005: Fort Stanton, Inc., a non-profit organization, is sponsoring a major
sesquicentennial event, the "Fort Stanton Stories: Celebrating 150 Years History and Humanities Conference." Proposal deadline is 31 December 2004.
For more information, contact Dr. Cynthia E. Orozco, P.O. Box 79°8, Ruidoso,
NM 88355, (505) 258-2212 phone; or e-mail: cynthia.orozco@enmu.edu.

15-17 July 2005: To mark the sixtieth anniversary of the detonation of the
first atomic bomb at Trinity Site in New Mexico, the Center for the Study of
War and Society and the University of Tennessee Press will host a conference to assess the impact of the development of nuclear weapons on American society and culture. For more information, e-mail: gpiehler@utk.edu,
or visit the website: web.utk.edu/~csws.

